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INI'RODUcriON 
"How much I should like to know about the history of the Arab merchants 
about his helpers, his records, his capital, and his ownership of trans-
nortation equipment. I would like to know more about the breakdown of early 
modern tradj_na ccmpanies, due perhaps to fanl ty ;Jolioies or bad management." 
This statement was .written in 1934 by Professor N. S. B. Gras of 
11 Harvard University Bnsi ne>ss School, a man who has devoted much of his life 
.I 
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to business history. It is a statement which reflects Man's desire to 
learn lessons from the past which can explain the present and gt1 ide the 
future. This desire for knowledge of the na.st exists not only in students 
of tha history of nations, but also in men interested in business and in 
the economic systems in which business exists. 
"'Some knowledge of the past, whether it is called history or not, is 
essential for evaluation of the present. Anv companv as of this moment is 
the kind of organization it is because of what hap:nened in the yesterdays. 
And for anyone -whether an executive, a stockholder, a new employee, a 
customer or a dealer - to evaluate this company and his own relations with 
it, he has to ~now something of its past.•2 
-· ~-----·-·-·- ---···---·-----·---··---------------·-----·---------·-··-·-------
~~ 1. Gras, N. s. B. "Business History."' Economic_Hi.§!2!J'_Revie~, IV (April, 
' 1934), p. 386 
I! 
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2. Parsons, D. L. P. "'Your Comoany's Place in History."' Public Relations 
_l_()urn~l, Vol. VIII, No. 6 (June, 1952) p. 5 -----·---·--·-
1. 
Indeed, a written history can be one valuable tool to help express the 
I nature and fabric of a business organization. The very rapid growth of I, I public relations as a profession evidences recognition by Business of the 
'I 
'i ,, 
importance of effectively expressing itself. 
This thesis deals with the subject of company histories and more speci 
fically, with the actual preparation of a company history for Moore Corpora 
tion Limited, and the subsequent use of this history by the Corporation in 
its public relations activities. The thesis will first examine reasons a 
company history can be worthwhile in its public relations activities. It 
li 
r will also examine some criteria which a corporate management can use to 
I 
determine whether preparation of a written history should be considered. 
The case study will be based largely on my own experience as co-author 
of the history in question, *The Moare Story,• and as account executive 
responsible for the integration and use of this history in the Corporation' 
public relations activities. During this period, I worked under the 
direction of Dudley L. Parsons, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York, N. Y., a 
recognized expert in the field of company histories and anniversary observ-
ances. The Parsons firm has authored many company histories, and Mr. 
Parsons, himself, is the a~hor of several articles in the Public Relations 
I Journal and other publications about the field of corporate histories. The 
i 
I study will describe the use of a survey to determine audiences and 
tl I, 
I 
objectives, methods in planning and research, and the integration of the 
complet~rl history into a public relations program. 
The final section of this thesis indicates existin0 standards and 
methods by which the i1oore history program can be evaluated. 
2 
My basic purpose in writing this thesis is to help any student or 
practitioner of J:Jnblic relations determine the need for a company history 
and to plan the job. I regret that I did not write this thesis before 
writing the history upon which it is based. After studying the field of 
11 company histories, my main conclusion is that the authors of most company 
j histories, including the Moore history, have failed to effectively express 
how the free enterprise system influenced the expansion of industry's ser-
vice to society. 
II 
11 History does not exist in a vacuum. We cannot separate the history of 
I any business from the economic system within which it functions. In the 
I 
l1 United States, the free enterprise system created the atmosphere in which 
'I business has survived and expanded its service to society. 
I shoul:~eii:::::::::: :::c::::::i:.::::::d·:: :::h~:::::·0:088 ::::::y 
II
, history. 
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II VALUE OF A CDRPORATE HISI'ORY 
Close to 800 business histories in the form of books and brochures 
were published between September 1, 1949, and January l, 1956, according to 
a Busin~ Week article. 1 They all say in essence, claims !?usii\_e_~~ ~~~l:;_, 
2 
"'Hey, look at '1\e?"' _!3usj,n_e,~;_~ Wee_:t may be blunt. Nevertheless, the maaazine 
is correct in imnlying that business histories have now become an effective 
I way for business organizations to communicate corporate personalities and 
il accomplishments. 
I 
I 
Indeed, the values of an authentic written history to a corporation are 
in many ways, similar to the val,les of an effective public relations orogram 
"'Promotion by Business History,"' writes Printe~ Ink, shows "a arowinq 
recognition of the importance of telling the public what business has ac-
compli shed. ,.3 
PreseJ:"_y_inq ~~ .2:,£Q.U_r_aj:_~ !,!!_Q_q__rd: Just as public relations must reflect 
the actual activities of a corporation, history reflects the act•1al record. 
Says ~l!_~~~ Week, "Business has shed the traditional attitude, "What we do 
The article continues, "'Some histories are 
I
ll is nobody's business but ours." 
st j 11 flatter ina imaqes, but the true likenesses are qettinq more common, 
I, even to the point of allowincr some of the skeletons out of the closets. Mor 
I and more companies are openj_na their files to professional historians or top 
level writers to tell the story as they see it.• 4 
.... -------------------------------·----... -· ... - -- ------ -~-----·--------------
1. Business Sits for its Portrait. Busill~S-~ }1_13_e_~, Feb. 2, 1957. n. 129 
2. Ibid, n. 129 
3. Webster, Richard. "Promotion by Business History." P:r_i~-t_~r_s_ Ink: 
CCXI (May 18, 1945), p. 108 
(', 4. Business Sits for its Portrait. op. cit. D. 1.31 
4. 
II 
Meetinq demand for information about the cornnan'': Writes D,d_l_e" L. -----~ ---- .. ____ ~-._....-...- ...... --·- ---~ ·~-- ---.. ~--#.- "' 
Parsons, "Until a corooration has made its record nnhl{cly available, there 
I is no aut:hent:ic source to which writers, renorters, and researchers or even 
II 
I 
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r II 
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I 
the com~an;r' s own neonle can bun for an;r hut elementary facts <thon.t the 
comna.nj'. With each ni'lssinrJ vear it becomes harder to reconstn,ct what is 
5 Old-timers rass from the scene, and facts en.sily available today ,-one,. 
m.av be destroyed tomorrow. 11 
there exists a vam1m into which nours, usuall;r. an incredible j1mole of 
half-tn•.ths, legends, and exaorrern.tion. Until recently. many hJsineRses 
r O[erater:J on the ;>d_nci~le either of tellJT'ICT nothina to anyone or, almost 
,,rorse, of pnh 1 i shinrf uncritical eulogies n.s history. This created a hreed:in 
r:rrounrl for muc:Y-rac'k-ers and rse11dohistorians enrra0ed in "rleh,,n'~--inrT' b•;siness. 
Lac'~--inrr an honest historical record to the contrar<•. the n11hl ic, 01Jstomers, 
emnloyees, stockholders ard ultimately the rrovernmen t have come to believe 
their lerfends in 1.rhole or in nart. n 6 
jective record ta::la" can show the meaninCT anrl Dnrpose behind actions of a 
corf!oration. "When "O'J assemble all the sk:e letons, they tal-:e on flesh and 
h)ood and become real neo!'le - who created buRiness that crrew and S 1Jrviverl." 
says Robert Shiff, presirlPnt of the National Records Manaqement Council. 7 
5. Dudley L. Parsons, "Yonr Companv' s Plnce in History." Pnb 1 :ic Relations 
Journal, VoJ. VIII (June, 1952) n. 6 
6. Ihid, ro 6 
7. Business Sits for its Portrait. on. cit. n. 1~4 
5. 
I Mr. Parsons ryoints ont that actions of a corooration ryut into ~oc1.'S arrainst 
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a fnll ~rame of reference in a company histnrv allows the reader to evalu-
ate these actions in terms of the needs of the :rartic•Jlar times. 8 
Thomas R. Ni'lv1nr=;, a 11'\emher of the Hi'lrva:rd Un:iversitv Gradn.ate School of 
B11sine ss Arlmin:i strati on, B,_siness History Deryartment, writes in the .R~!:Y"!!Q 
Business Review: 
"The newer histories--of wh:i_ch to date only a handful have 
been written--strive to tell a rounded story that will in-
form the public of thP f1roblems faced hv bnsinessmf'n in the 
mana~ement of their parti~1lar com~anies. 
The growinq interest in this new approach tn b!siness h:l.story 
has been due in large part to the increasina sensitiveness 
of businessmen to the need for a broad and enlightened pub-
lie relations policy. 
With gradual discovery by men in the business world that 
Heir security an::i capabilities as business managers are 
no longer accepted by the general public without the S'l:r'-
nort of visible and forceful proof, there has come the 
realization that a com':)any history can serve a hitherto 
uns••srected function in a care:fJJlly rylanned and rounrled 
N_Jhlic relati_ons pror;ram. 
A history ••• well told--with ca\ldor and franl--ness ancl freedo!'1 
from ax-qrindinrr--can spread before the n11hli.c the ;...ttole 
diorama of i'l comnany'., experience with nn efficiency that 
f"•hlic re 1 a+ionr=; men find difficult to match thro'."Jh other 
mediii. A histor~r 1-rr:itten independen+l~·. bv some O"tside ~i:rm, 
can set forth, ,,,;_thout either boastf,,lness o:r embarrassment, 
a comnany's S''Ccesses and it8 all-too-hmn.an failn:res. its ef-
forts to •.mderstaT"r"1 anrl meet consnmer demands, its nhilosonhy 
of mnnarrpment arrl its reasons for followinr:r the courses it has 
talcen. Few other media offer so hroarl a canvas on wl,ich to 
~aint a li~e-size corporate ~ortrait. 9 
brinrrR O''t that lrnowledne of a comr-.any histor~r can hrinq a sense of identity 
with the com~any on the nart of emnloyees, officers and stockholders: 
8. Dndley L. Parsons, on. cit. ~. 6 
9. Thomas R. Navinc;, Harvard Business Review, XXVIII (Nov. )q51J), ~. 24 
"Pride in nast accomnlishmf!nts, the lessons learned from fail•1res, 
demonstrations of resourceft!lnes:=; in the fac-t of nroblems, are 
some of the nhi'!. ses in the history of any com0anv that can huild 
morale. A comrany which has survived for a lonrr Deriod owes its 
existence in considerable measure to vision, i.nrren,ity, fortitude, 
character ard ;"'erse•Terance. When the individ''al discovers this 
record, it crei'lted for him "''. challen!"!e anrl a rroal. He ci'ln :i rlent ify 
h:i_mself with the comnany more easily Rnrl takPs nride in his comnany." 
objecti•rec:: an i'lCC'lTa+e hiRtory can help meet thronrrh its Hritinr:r i'!nd d-!s-
tr:ih•~ttons. IndAed. the :=;tory o-~' man~r cor?ora.t:ions illnstrates crn<'ll i ties 
of cltaracter, m1ality of r-rod,ct, inventivene:=;s. reso•'rcef,lnes~=:, variety 
of prod~Jct line, etc. In the case of Moore Corporation, Limited, such ob-
ject:ives incl,JdAd helping recr••it:ing, unrlerHninq qnalib•, demonstratina 
sounrl manaoement, Amnh:::ol"izinrr leadershi"? in the inrl11stry, i'lnrl F~howinq C'.1s-
tamers anrl the financial commnnity the comnany ic; ,...,_,:ick- and responsivf!, not 
Accordin("T to Printer_? _In¥- "Few comnan:• histories are written for re-
ferencf! :''lrrosf! on1y. They have ?romotional o'.Jjectives~ Establ:ishin,.,- the 
comnany' c:: im~ortance in the f i_eld, inf luencincr c••stomers and "trey reorle, 
.,, 
hetteri nrr olant, city and em~loyee relAtions i'l.nrl rri vinq prodt'ct information " 12 
Hel.£i_n_g: understand_ip_2 .?..f _the fre~ en_terp_F_i~ syste_rn: Today, more than 
ever, business must promote unrlerstanding of the free enternrise system to 
meet the competition of comnetinc; ideologies. This is a clearly establishe 
principle of oub]ic relations. 11 Bli::>inesaes olRyed major roles in the oe-
velopmerrt of their reryions and the entire American inrlPstrial economy."13 
,.-.-.----·----------------~-~-~ .... -.... -- ---~--·-...........-----·~,·---~·--~-- ------- .. --~ 
10. Dudley L. Parsons, on. cit. p. 6 
11. 
1?.. 
13. 
Appendix, Part I, n. 4 
Harold E. Green "14 Points to Observe in Prenarinq a Company History.~ 
Printer's Ink {Feb. ?.1, 1947}, p. 40 
Business Sits for its Portrait. op. cit. P. 132 
This story is told in the history of thousands of comnanies and interrela-
tion of their nroaress with the creative atmosnhere of our free enternrise 
system. 
The share of nrivate enterprise in huildinq the nation should be "ex-
plained and brought into true ~erspective,"14 and business histories can 
play an imnortant role in this nrocess. 
"Gradually, as company after company puts its history on pa!'er, a 
I 
picture of the qrowth of American industry at larae will niece itself to-
gether. In a senRe, each comnany which records its own past will he per-
I
l forming a public service in helping to record how the American system work-e 
and is v.orkincr ••• Many American companies, each as the sole source of any 
I 
considerable information about itself, have accented the respon~:ihi li ty for 
I
I seeinq that their stories are made an honest nart of this arowinq mosaic."l5 
! 
I 
II 
I 
Somewhat similar thoughts have been expressed h~r Thomas R. Navins: 
"The manaaements which oarticipate in the n,_,hlicat ion of such histories 
are serving a broader rnrpose than buildinrr aood1>~Hl for their own companies 
For only throuqh k:nowlerlae of the complex realities of hr1siness life i_n many 
individual companies which histories of this type can heln to nrov:ide will 
come understanding of our free enterprise system as a 1-Jhole--both its rrob- 1 
lems and its accomplishments--and apr~ecia tion of its fnndamental val1}es as 
com-oared with competing ideologies." 
I do not believe, however, that the hi_storie s of companies bv them-
selves is adequate to show the values of the free enterprise system. These 
histories must be interoreted by pnbl ic relations personnel in the liaht of 
the national economic policies which promoted corporate arowth. And the 
writers of histories should be able to explain how the actions aro contri-
butions of corporatj ons were facilitated by the nrinci:nles of Ue free 
enterprise svstem. This is a job either not heing done at all or being 
barely touched upon in comoanv histories heinr; nuhlished today.17 
14. Dudley L. Parson'3, oo. cH. n. 7 
15. Ibid, o. 7 
16. Thomas R. Navins, op. cit. p. 24 
17 Donald W. Nelson 
University School ommunicat ions es1 s, 
Mr. Nelson surveyed recentlv published h:tstor:iP.s and found 79.3'1o 
tained no em:nhasis or mention of the free enterT)rise system. 
con-
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III. SOHl!. CRITERIA USED 'l'O D.E;TlliVJ.Il'-41!. IF A .HI::>TORY ~HOULD BB PREPARED 
Insofar as this writer has been able to determine, no writer on the 
subject of corporate histories has set down rules by which an executive 
can determine when and if a history sb:>uld be published. My own conclu-
sion is that by evaluating the answers to the following 4uestions, an 
executive can decide when, if at all, to proceed with a history. 
l. Is the actual story of the organization's growth and de-
velopment significant? 
2. Do newspaper editors, executives, other personnel, customers, 
members of the financial community, stockholders, government officials, 
or other public publics important to the organization have an interest 
or need for infonnati.on which can be provided in a history? 
3. Will the history find use in the public relations activities 
of the organization? 
4. Are the people who can provide information import:mt to com-
piling a history still alive and available, and if so, how long can 
they be expected to remain so'i 
5. Is a milestone or peg such as a key anniversary approaching? 
Moore Corporation, Limited, was entering its 75th year when it 
decided to undertake a his toey. Many key personnel active in the com-
pany' s development were still alive but very old. The story was a signi-
ficant one of interest to many people concerned with the development of 
business procedures. The story could certainly be used in the company's 
public relations program, particularly in the observance of its 75th 
year in business. 
.I 
I 
I 
10 
It is simply a matter of common sense that before an organization 
goes to the expense of 'Writing and publishing its histcry, it must first 
take pride in its accomplishments, and second, it must believe these ac-
complishments reflect favorably on the organization. It is also logical 
that any organization which has survived in our competitive society long 
enough to have a history has probably provided service required by others, 
and may also have qualities such as vision, adaptability to change, 
character, progressiveness, technical ability and others which help to 
separate the wheat from the chaff. The question is: "Will emphasis on 
these qualities in a history be of value in a public relations program'?" 
Other public relations criteria or objectives that a histo:cy can 
meet are as numerous and varied as the objectives of public relations 
itself. These objectives can include any of the values of a company 
histor,y expressed in the previous section of these thesis, including: 
Combatting false information 
Lreating confidence in company products or personnel 
Promoting underst&.n.ding of policies and activities 
Meeting a demand for infonnation aoout the organization 
Illustrating usefulness to society 
Promoting confidence in capitalism 
It is up to an executive of a specific company to evaluate if these 
values of company histories apply to his own situations. If so, he must 
then determine if the projected cost of a history is worth the anticipated 
value. 
" 
Of course, every company has a history, but not many have written re-
cords of their past" in published fonn. In a public relations program 
for a company of any significance, I believe some sort of 1-rri tten history 
is essential, whether in mimeographed fonn, a special edition of an 
employee publication, or a copy of an executive speech. 
The question of when to produce a history in printed form aepends 
upon its potential value in a public relations program compared to its 
cost, and finding a suitable time to produce it. 
Finding a peg on which to hang a history is not difficult. Nor. i:,1 
it particularly significant whether the peg is the execuse for telling 
i' 
i the story, or whether the story which needs to be told seeks out a peg. 
Pegs include, but are not limited to, anniversaries, births, deaths, 
introduction of new products, retirements of key personnel, and countless 
others. Histories are pegged on anniversaries of tie founding of an 
organization, the birth of its founder, the death of its founder, the sue-
cessful introduction of its product, rut usually on an anniversary of 
some sort.l To summarize: 
In evaluating criteria to determine if a company 
history should be published, an executive must 
remember, in my opinion, that a history should 
express a broad picture of a company' a activities, 
products, personality, origins and present-day 
potential. The published history, like public relations, 
itself, can help to favorably influence many publics 
and to gain support for an institution through adequate 
communication and interpretation. 
1. The author personally examined 50 histories at the Dunn and Bradstreet 
Library in New Yorlc City and found 1.8 of them pegged on an anni-
versar.y of a significant event to the organization. In each case, 
teannve 
11 
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I 
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IV. USE Or' A bURVEY TO DETERHIN£ AUDHi~CES Ai.-.D OBJECTIVES 
The history upon which this thesis is based was conceived originally 
in a surpri-singly casual manner. It began when the president of a multi 
million dollar concern walked unannounced into the office of a public 
relations counsel in New York City in May of 1958. 
The executive was Thomas Duncanson, president of Moore Corporation, 
Limited, largest manufacturer of business forms in the world, with 28 
manufacturing plants in the United States and Canada. His company was 
enteri~g its 75th year in business and wanted "to do something aoout it 11 • 
The man he came to see was Dudley L. Parsons, 52. Vanderbilt Avenue, New 
York City, a recognized expert in the field of anniversaries and company 
histories. The Parsons finn has authored many company histories, and 
Hr •. Parsons, himself, has written several articles in tre Public Rela-
tions Journal and other publications about corporate histories. 
This writer was subsequently retained by Mr. Parsons to assist 
in the research and preparation of the histor1 of Moore Corporation, 
Limited. The book was to be called "The l-ioore Story". 
Mr. Duncanson had selected Dudley L. Parsons to study his company's. 
I' needs after his attention llas attracted to the Parsons firm by a letter 
from Mr. Parsons pointing out that Moore 1 s approaching anniversary of-
I 
I 
fered a chance to make more widely known the story of the company's 
growth and development. 
I' 
I 
12' 
When Moore Corpora+:i.rm President ThomA<=: Duncanson l~-Ft Dnd1_ey L. 
Parsons after their first conference, the b·ro Tl'len 1<rd ten+at:h:,:.Jy i'l.0Teed 
that a history co11Jd be i'l ..-ra1nnhle asset ton :-'""hlic re1"l+ions ~ron-ram 
in the comnan~r's 75th anniversary }'ear. But mnny OPest'ons :remi3.ine<i to 
be answererl "1-,~· th"" 0 arson"' -Finn "hefore Mr. Parson"' '''a!" tn "he retni_ned to 
,,er!"a:r;• :;-'"O(Tram. These rr'•.esti_ons included: 
What a"rliences rlirl the company wnn+ mop;t to n~nch? 
What ohj ecti ves shonld +he hj stor~· -Fi 11 -~'or Moore? 
What ontsta.ndinrr chn.rac+eristics o-F +he comnan;r co,Jd 
he develo!_"erl 'n historical conteYt? 
Ho,,r 1-.ri.lJ the anni_ versary and histor<r he i n+earated i.nto 
a n,bJic :relati onp; program? 
An.rl, o-F conrse, h01<1 ''ri 11 costs he estimated? 
Mr. Parsons sourrht anf'"•rerc:; to these arrl other (Tl'estions both -From his 
mm lrnmv-lerl.r:e i'l s an ex'"'ert anrl hv conduct inrr a -Fie 1 d Rtndv A.rnona Moore 
executives, stoc~holders nnd emnloyees, and among memhers o-~' thP fi_nancial 
community .1 The comnleted field stnd•r 1Ni +h. -Fon.,rarrlin,... letter -Form:=: Part 
I o-~' the Apl'")8nd:i.x to this thesis. In the studv, wrote Mr. Parsons in the 
forwar<iin,. letter, "We attemnted to obtain renresentati Ye sF~mDles of 
opinions, attit11des and informfl+:ion conceminrr th<> comnan~· ns well as 
i_ndicationc; of the intereflts of your more :im,.-,ortan+ a,diences. 11 
1. The field stu<:V 1.raR conducteci dn:d nr; a two-weel- ned oci Anrl :incl,,~ed 
i_nte.,..vie'•'<=: with at least five i ncii v:i_ci,nls in each of the rrro,1_,.-,s men-
tionerl. Members o-F +h<> -F~nan0ial comm,nity innJ,v4erl hnnlr<>r1'l, Rtoclr-
brok:ers. investme11+ aciv:i.son:; anrl others whnR<> o,..,inionR i_n+'].,ence Rtoclc 
valuations. 
13 
ex::--ec+ed, -:-'rroed to he +t>e comnan~r' s own exec'rri_ves. It 1-ras •·ri +h these 
men that Mr. Parsons -Fo,.,d an ur.rlerstarrl ina o-F thP comnan~r's ~,_,hlic re-
lations nPedF<, ;md a rec(Y1"r> it ion of the sirrnlficance of thP. company's 
historical contdhn+ion to the development o-F b1sineF<s ~roced,.Te in +he 
l!'terv~_e'!Ars with the execnti ve rrrou.-.:" •·rer<? condncted in de'"'+h nnd 
in a cnrdial, -Friend]" atmosnhere. This atmosnhe.,.e ••!os not Rn accide'1t, 
h:1t I•TAs the res'Jlt of advanc<:> nlannina nnd the acti"R S''~~ort nf Moore's 
!'resident. Mr. Dnncan!"On ex-:-'lain.:>d to each indivi_d11al, in i'!dva'lce. th€> 
:!''H"ryose of Mr. Parsons' •r:i sit. Each man wa!" th,,P 1"'re;:--nred to coonerate 
actively Rnd, in fact, hAd IT1 ven advance thi.nl--ina to thR s11hj ects to he 
discus sed. 
Mr. Parsons. also, did advance pre:!'aration. He found that Moore's 
sales volume was more than don,hle that of Hs nearest comnetitor. He 
managed to learn enourjl about the nature of the comnanv anrl its record 
to as"k intelliaen+ CT"'estions and to bridge rraos in conversation. He 
made it a ~oint to learn the role played in the comnany' s arowth by each 
executive to whom he spoke. 
In tle forwardinrr letter to the field study, Mr. Parsons conclw~ed, 
"We h!'lve learned a"bnut the corn.ryany, its character, motivations, objectives 
and history. This information, oombined with 011r ex;erience :in r-ubl_ic 
relations, historical and anniversary worl--, ::--rovi_des the hasis -For O')T 
recommend at i_ on s." 
14 
Readers of thi_s thesi_s are referred to Part I of the Annendix for 
the re~ort on the field stud~r which formed the basis fo!" the historical 
wor~ which is described jn this thesis. 
Note that hy Recurin(]" agreement in advance on such cmestions as 
andiences, objectives, and 011tstanding characteristics to he stressed, 
Mr. Parsons, in effect, ha_d successfully defined the job. This advance 
work res,,l ted in agreement with the company's exec11t i ves on what was to 
be done anrl as a_ result, theh essentia.l and warm-hearted cooneration. 
Most important, it Tl'lade the ke~r executives of the company, all of whom 
saw copies of the field study, partners in the ;-:>roject. 
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V. PlANNING THE JCE, RESEARCH AND METHCDS 
•The> histor~r of each company must be told in its own terms, in a 
way that will interest the a'ldience, and witho11t forc:incr it into a 
single anthor' s pattern or formula. This calls not only for an under-
standing of objectives, but for a study of the available material arrl 
the people to '~om the wor~ is to be directed." It is imnossi_ble to 
say without a study of the company and its material what the hest a:!"'-
proach mav he to comniling its history."l 
Mr. Parsons had tentatively concluded that the hest annroach to 
a history of Moore Corporation would involve a reasoMbly short ( 10,000 
words) interpretive work which could be completed bv the end of the 
anniversarv year, 1957. His recomT!l.endations submitterl in the fjeld 
sturly renort were acce;?ted by company off ic ia 1 s at the head off ice in 
Toronto, bnt both Mr. Parsons and corporate offidals aqreed that the 
final form of the history "IAO'Jld be best detenlined after a more thorOl'crh 
studv of the roaterial once the research hl'ld begun. 
This writer began active research in A!"ril, 1957, into the hack:-
ground of the Corporation nre:paratory to the writing of th= history 
nnder the direction of Mr. Parsons and with his active participation. I 
soon learned the truth of the statement that "An~· oood hist0rical worY: is 
like an icebera -- whatever you see above the st'rface rests on a vast bulk 
h th .2 enea • We examined thousands of pages of material, and conducted 
hundreds of hours of interviews to obtain necessaTy hac~around information 
----------·--·--·-------------- -··-···- ---------------- ·- ··- -- --·-------
l. 
2. Ibid, p. 7 
Company's Place in History. P11hlic Relations 
1952) p. 6 
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Some of our methods anrl sources may prove valuable to pub] ic relation 
personnel who become involved in preparation of a company histoDr· One 
of our first steps 1~Tas a sb1dy of available historical information already 
in the files. Fortunately, historically minded executives of the com-
pany had in the ?ast acrnunulated and catalo~1ed vast amounts of material. 
Old sales records and sales literature gave us information on the history 
of the comoany' s products. Financial_ report~ gave financial hi story, 
and stock prospecti through the years provided historical information 
and a view of attitudes held by investment people about the company prospe s. 
Legal files and corporation papers provided information on mergers, con-
tracts arrl major pur chases. Other source material included scrap books of 
~ clippings aboot the company, newspaper morgue files, speeches :;>f 
executives, ~tent ~rds, employee newsPapers, a sales movie, advertise-
ments through the years, and £~9graphies of the company's Hfounding 
father,H Samuel J. Moore. 
Our use of a tape recorder to make a permanent record of interviews 
with company executives and personnel was unique and offered both ad-
vantages and disadvantages. It is an expensive method and requires be-
tween six and eight hours of secretarial time for each hour of recording. 
It is also awkward and inconvenient for the interviewer to set up a 
recorder and adjust it during an interview. Furthermore, some people who 
are willing to talk freely prove reticent with a recorder in the room. 
But the advantages of tape recording far outweighed the liabilities 
in our opinion. The executives to whom we spoke were used to expressing 
I themselves in varied situations, In most cases, they were not hampered by 
I 
II 
•I 
I 
' 
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the presence of a tape recorder. Furthermore, the tapes provided us and 
the corporation with a permanent record, one which we could refer to any 
time. The interviewers were relieved of the necessity of taking notes 
and were able to concentrate on what was being said. We were, therefore, 
better able to plan our question during the interview, ard to follow up 
unexpected avenues which developed. We avoided the danger of missing 
something important, especially becau•e of our unfamiliarity with the 
industry, and were able to return to the tape or transcript for further 
study. In many cases, it was not until days after the actual interview 
that we came to understand what had been said to us. We came to regard 
the tape recording of an interview as an invaluable aid. 
Interviews were open end and were generally conducted in the office 
of the individual interviewed, thus allowing him to refer conveniently 
to his own source material. Our questions were planned to get interpreta-
tions of events, principles and items of significance rather than facts 
and dates. For example: 
"How did the invention of the continuous salesbook effect 
the growth of the company?" 
"As the corporation president, what decisions did you make 
or participate in which you regard as significant to the 
corporation's development?" 
"What were the siginficant contributions by your company to 
developments in business procedure?" 
"What principles of management in your company explain its 
remarkable growth and leadership in the industry?" 
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This kind of questioning gave us answers with perspective possible only 
from men with years of exnerience. 
Our research was not limited to the corporation, itself. Libraries, 
newspaper files, comnetitors, information from other business histories, 
and United States history were among other sources. In the case of Moore 
Corporation, Limited, the business forms produced by the company were in 
many cases used by customers on business machines. The history of the 
business machine industry was important to the story and was also studied. 
By the time we had finished the job of research, we had accumulated a vast 
resevoir of material, hath factual and interpretive, and were ready to 
proceed with He writing. 
To bring order to thm1sands of pages of source material, we decided 
f:lr st to explain the factual development of the corporation in our text, 
arrl concurrently, to brinq out the principles which guided Moore's 
expansion. These principles included: 
Emphasis on service through the application of multiple 
copy forms to improving business procedures of customers. 
Local autonomy in operating divisions to permit flexibility 
Wide qeogranhical coverage 
A sales force capab] e of planning business systems 
Increasing emnhasis on research and development 
A rec():Jnit ion of the need to select men of character and 
comuetence for training to fill management roles from 
within to rmarantee growth of comnany. 
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These and other principles of leadership were woven into the fabric 
of "The Moore Story" by the authors.l 
To summarize, the planning and preparation of a company history 
can advantageously be divided into several specific steps: 
F~rst, conduct a field study to define job. Determine what 
audiences are to be reached, what objectives the history should meet, what 
were the guiding principles of tlE company which bind the story together, 
and what type of physical makeup will be a:fpropriate within budgetary 
limitations. 
Second, discuss your tentative conclusions wi tb key personnel, 
for unless you secure their cooperation and understanding, you can be 
reasonably certain your work will be either handicapped or not completed. 
Third, do a thorough job of research to be completely accurate. 
Use newspaper files, employee magazines, corporation legal papers, inter-
views, catalogues and advertising. Seek the important business decisions 
and the reasons for them, and always watch for the principles which bring 
meaning to extraneous facts. Study the histories of related industries 
as well as the bisto:ey of tre country so that you can relate your story 
to outside events. 
Fourth, organize your material, both chronologically and by sub-
ject area. 
Fifth, in your writing, stress the principles which give meaning 
and significance to your story. Relate your information to outside events. 
Sixth, write to meet your objectives and for the audiences you 
wish to reach. 
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VI. INTEGRATING THE HISTORY INTO A PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM 
The decision to proceed with the Moore histoey was made in April of 
the anniversary year, 1957· By September it was obvious to us that in 
order to finish the work early enough to be of use to the corporation 
in the anniversar,y year, it would be necessar,y to rush final preparation 
and printing. The problem of speed was a difficult one, both because of 
the vastness and complexity of the material and the corporation• s interest, 
once the job was started, in making it as complete as possible. At a 
meeting in Toronto, the decision was reached between the corporation and 
the Parsons fim to proceed in an orderly manner and plan on finishing the 
work early in 1958. 
The switch in timing did not cause significant problems, and al-
leviated rush activity caused by the iate decision of t~ corporation to 
prepare the history. Emphasis in tm anniversary public relations 
activity was changed from 75th anniversaey to completion of 75 years ser-
vice to industry. 
Our public relations program, then, did not begin in earnest until 
after the history went to press in January, 1958. Ground rules for the 
anniversaey program had been layed down by Mr. Parsons in his field study 
reported submitted to the corporation in April, 1957.1 These rules 
included: 
1. Stay in character. For a conservative organization, a 
flamboyant celebration of an anniversary would be out 
of character. 
on 
2. Focus anniversa:ey effor~one major area of effort, in 
this case, publication of the histoq. 
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J. Use present means of read:ling people by adapting 
anniversary themes to them. In other words, use 
present advertising media and channels for modi-
fied or increased anniversary advertising. 
Modifications to existing means of reaching people included mention 
I II of the 75th anniversary on postage meters, letterheads, and on a series 
'I :::n ::an~::r n:::: :::::::.:: .. T:d ::.t:p::: :::.::;: car-
l five years"l, while inside the Report was a one-page historical supplement 
prepared by the Parsons firm, telling about the company's history and the 
1 fact that the complete hi story could be mailed to each sto akholder shortly. 2 
,I 
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The program of distribution of 25,000 copies of the published history 
was for.mulated to reach all the audiences indicated in the field study to 
be of importance to the company. When possible, presentation was personal, 
either by personal presentations or forwarding letters. For example, 
Canadian employees, all stockholders, key suppliers and the company's 
bankers received the history 'With a forwarding letter by President 
Duncanson. 
Plant managers in the company's 25 United States plants handled dis-
tribution to local employees either personally or through subordinate 
plant officials. Note that a "Suggested employee publication notice" was 
provided to all plant .managers for bulletin board use.J 
1. See Appendix III, E.xhibit I 
2. See Appendix III, Exhibit I (inside the Annual Report) 
J. Appendix III, Exhibit 2 
" 
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In plant communities, local government officials and community leader 
received copies from the plant manager or his designee. Newspaper editors 
received the book with a news release atou t it at the same time the book 
was distributed to employees~ 
The presidents of all major business machine manufacturers, a key 
customer group, received copies with personal letters from President 
Duncanson. Other officers of t:re se companies were covered in accordance 
with their status as cust.cmers or suppliers. Customers and prospects 
were also intended w receive the histoi~,-, but tlle manner of presentation 
was a s&l$11 depart:nen t function. 
Publicity iiaS handled by the Parson.;. firm. The pro6rarn included 
plant COIJlllluni ty neHspapli:rs and the trade press. ThE-; entire campaign was 
based on the news value of the published histor.r and the story it told. 
Each plant manager received press kits each with a release4 anc a copy 
of "The Moore Story.'' for personal distribution t::l local neuspaper editors. 
Bla..'1.k spaces were left to insert information of partic-J.lar local interest. 
The trade press offered different opportunities as news outlets. 
fvioore business fonns are used to control vi t.ti functions ill many industria 
but often different functions in each industry. Trade press stories were 
written, therefore, with common information but with spaces to insert in-
formation of specific interest to the industr-.r served by a partic'.llar pub-
lic'3.tion. 5 In general, trade press edhors were personally contacted and 
made aware of Moore's significance to their readers. They were then given 
the news release. 
----------·--~-.-
4. Appendix III, Exhibit 3 
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In Canada, different techniques were used in dealing with the daily 
press because of tre very great interest of editors in the particular 
corporation. Moore was founded in Canada and is listed on the Toronto 
Stock Exchange. Many Canadians resent the dominance of treir market by 
Arneri can cor_tlorations and, accordingly, take ver;t great prid.e in the fact 
that a Canadian concem expanded into a posi tio:a of dominance in the 
American market. Each business editor of an important daily was personal-
ly contacted, and because he did not want a 11 canned11 release which might 
appear in competing newspapers, he assigned a reporter to the story. In-
formation was provided by tm Parsons finn, by the history itself, and 
by the newspaper mor~es. Each newspaper we had contacted ran its own 
story and, in addition, the Canadian Associated Press ran a series of 
three stories about the Moore history prepared by its mm writers. 
The Canadian Associated Press stories were features, but the others 
were straight news stories. To preserve the news value of each paper's 
story, we asked the editors to observe a release date, which was uniformly 
held. 
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VII. EVALUATION OF hiSTORY AND PUBLIC REI..ATIO.t'l::) PBOGR.Ai-1 
In retrospect, I believe that the stocy was written with too much 
detail to communicate tre key principles and accomplishments as ef-
fectively as might have been done with more emphasis on interpretation 
and picture material. Mr. Parson's original suggestion was for two 
versions of the history - one a short, interpretive work, and the other, 
a complete version for reference purposes. Our own version was not 
quite either of these. 
A second criticism is more fundamental. Although "'l'he l"ioore Story" 
does emphasize the contributions of the company to society, it makes no 
effort to s:OOw bow these contributions were faci.li tated because of the 
free enterprise system in which the company operated. No company exists 
in a vacuum. Certainly the interrelations between our economic system 
II 
!1 and the growth of industry are fundamental. Tmse and an adequate ex-
il II pression of them should be required by the public relations men wbo 
II administrate tm job. 
I' J An interesting evaluation is arrived at by comparing "The Moore Story' I with fourteen standards developed ]¥ Harold E. Green, an author and pub-
11 lication expert. lvlr. Green based his standards on analysis of many 
I 
histories before publishing his conclusions in Printer's !M in an article 
entitled 11 11~ Points to Observe in Preparing a Company Histo:cy 11 .1 These 
points follow with an analysis of the Moore approach on each of them: 
1. Anticipate the com;>a.ny1 s histoey ~.!!!. advance, at least 20 
.1. Q!: 2Q. months. Moore was late. It was not until three months before the 
:i 
1. Harold E. Green, "14 Points to Observe in Preparing a Company History, 11 
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11 anniversary year that public relations counsel was consul ted ••• The re-
'1 li sul ting history was rushed and, I believe, adversely inUuenced by the 
II absence of time for evaluation. 
li 
,I 2. ~ vour audience _!lli! write for them. Under this heading, Mr. 
II 
II Green included such promotional objectives as esta.blishine the company's 
I importance i::::t the field, infiuencing customers and. key people, bettering 
II 
11 plant-city and employee relations, an:i giving product information. He 
1! 
II added, 11Point with pride, rut give a serious accounting of the past and 
!I an indica. tion of the future. 11 
II 
II 
11 Hr. Parsons learned aoout his audience by conducting a field study in 
I, 
II advance. Both the text of the histozy and its distribution plan were de-
ll 
I
ll signed to meet each of tl'l;se promotional objectives (Note the back cover 
of "The Moore Story" with locations of each manufacturing site to em-
jl 
11 phasize size, and the picture material which gives product information). 
I 
I 
I 
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The book gave a serious accounting of the past and looked intD the future 
in a section specifically headed "The .ruture." 
3. Combine ~meaningful title with ~ Qrestige-b'J.ilding theme. Mr. 
Green illustrated this point with the histories "One hundred Years of 
Recreation, 11 published by r>runswick-Balke-CollEnder Company, and 
11Pioneers in Industry, 11 published by Fairbanks, Horse & Company. 
The theme of 11 'l'he l'4oore Story" was the development of business pro-
cedures through three quarters of a century. It was, L'ldeed, a meani::J.g-
ful and prestige-building theme, but it was lost in the title. I believe 
we failed to put on the cover a title ana. theme which would cause anyone 
not specifically interested in the Company to open the book. 
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4· Select illustrative material carefully. Determine paper, ~ 
work, and color ~ proportion of illustrative material. .,!& text. We spent 
hundreds of hours on the questions of paper, art work and illustrative 
material, but we did not detexmine in advance the proportion of illustra-
ti ve matter to text. The result, as seen in t~ history, shows too high a 
proportion of text to picture material to rustain casual reader interest 
and to put across our main objectives in the most effective manner. 
5· Have outstanding cover ~ inside cover presentations. Our out-
side cover tried to meet this objective, but the inside cover was inef-
fective and not put to full use, as can be seen from its examination. 
6. Keep t;ypograp~ simple ~ legible. Our type style was the work 
of designer who was instructed to meet these objectives, but economics 
forced hirn to confine captions to limited space. 1'he samll caption type 
did not help readability. 
7. belect the content divisions according to ~objectives to be 
achieved. This principle was not general.ly followed in "The lVloore StoryJ' 
For example, one objective of the Moore history was to emphasize the 
Company's contributions to business methods. These contributions are 
written about from the beginning to the end of the book, but are largely 
buried in sections about corporate acquisitions, research, expansion, etc. 
I Mr. Green would have suggested digging out these contributions and putting 
I 
them into one section '\vrere they can be seen and recognized. 
8. Research should be complete and authoritative. Research methods 
have already been described and can be judged as complete. 
9. ! histo:rx should be well written. As author, I wit hold comment. 
10. Consider appearance, illustrations and design~ vital factors. 
This was done, rut for reasons listed under point 4, the history may not 
show it. 
11. ~ conscious .Q.[ the contributions of employees. We were conaciou 
of them, rut we did not express then as such anywhere in the history. 
12. Publish ~ economicallY: !!.§. possible, . perhaps issuing de-luxe 
.!ill! paper-bound editions. The "Moore his to ey" was planned for economical 
offset printing with emphasis on good design and typography. 
13. Give credit to ~ companies in ~ field (if feasible) M 
11 strengt~ presentation. This was done. In fact, three other com-
panies in the field are mentioned on page 20 of the history. 
A second similar principle which might have been mentioned by Mr. 
Green is to include critical or uncomplimentary material if it is a part 
of the record. Thi~ also strengthens credulity by letting the reader know 
that the history is not a whitewash, but an accurate and honest presenta-
tion of factual material. 
14. Reflect th~ personalitz ~ progress of zour comparq. 1'1oore 
Corporation, Limited, is a conservative organization with pride in its 
character, integrity and quality. The book attempted to convey these 
qualities. Its success or failure can best be judged. by other people 
than the au toor. 
The most important of these people, are of course, the people who 
are most interested in the story, the executives and employees of Moore 
Corporation, Limited. Here are some of their opinions, culled in 
personal or telephone interviews by the author in June, 1900. 
Thomas Duncanson, president: The wr1 ting, research and pre-
sentation were excellent. I have received lnndreds of compli-
ments from our bankers and suppliers and others to whom I sent 
the book. To me, the stozy combats socialists and communists 
by sho'Wing the character of private enterprise and the contribu-
tions we have made to society. 'We distributed 30,000 copies in 
the United States and 15,000 in Canada, and I believe the oook 
as a Sl.lllllru:i.ry of our first 75 years was an effective way to ob-
serve our anni versar,y. 
Vice-president in charge of industrial and public relations: I 
regard the book as an excellent summary of our first 75 years. 
It filled a gap in our record and gave employees an appreciation 
of the significance of our compa.nJ to t:ts nation. 
Director of sales promotion: The book was cheaply printed. Our 
75th anniversary was too significant for a cheap job. It was 
not up to the caliber of our company in appearance and we did 
not like to use it for sales promotion. Our advert:!.;;dng and 
design have taken many awards and this wasn 1 t as good as our 
own sales literature. However, it was a thorough job of re-
search and was t:tE most completely read book we have ever had 
inside the company. The content was superb and told how our 
company got the way it is. It was avidly read, and let employees 
of each division learn about the other divisions. 
Pl::1nt manager in Angola, L'ldiana: Personally, it was very in-
teresting and significant to me. However, I saw no reason to 
give it to employees because they are interested only in what 
happens right here. 
&ployee in Angola, Indiana: I feel proud now to be working 
for Moore. It was interesting to learn about all the other 
products we make and about how the coro.pany got the way it is. 
The old man (Moore) must have been quite a chap. 
Salesman in Hartford, Connecticut. Evecybody in our office 
read it and enjoyed it. I carry a copy 'With me (he then 
showed me a copy) to help explain to some customers what kind 
of company we are. 'We gave out 300 copies, fifty to one com-
panJ' alone. My customers read it and enjoyed it. They were 
interested to see the different products we make. Most cus-
tomers l::uy only one or two products from us and that is all 
they know about. 
The comments of this cross section of individuals indicate that 
'Within the company, at least, the histo:ey was fairly well received. 
Evaluation of the publicii:if program was more objective. A national 
clipping service returned 104 clippings out of 123 articles which had 
been released. 
Further evaluation of "The Moore Story" is possible by comparing 
many of Moore• s practices with those of btandard Oil Company (New Jersey), 
which also observed its 75th Anniversary in 1957 and published a paper 
!l bound history comparable in size. Standard Oil's book was a special 
II edition of The Lamp, a company magazine. Its editor, Jotm Tomkins, was d 
il interviewed in New Yorlc City June 17, 1960, by the author. 
While Moore had never before published any cype of histocy, Mr. 
Tomkins had available a complete reference walk a.l:out his company in two 
volumes (Histoey of Standard Oil Compaey) edited by Henrietta M. Larson. 
He l-Ias the ref ore, free to give a portrait of Jersey Standard today as 
well as the high points of how the company became what it is. 
Like Moore, Jersey Standard retained outside authors to help with the 
job. These authors, all highly reputed men, contrlb.lted to relating the 
stoey to events outside tbe ca.mpany, while the company• s own writers 
wrote about the events inside the company. 
Unlike Moore, Jersey Standard made no effort to define objectives 
and uses of the history before starting the job, but, in fact, these 
objectives had already been defined in the public relations practices 
of the company. 
Like Moore, Jersey Standard did allow inclusion of information which 
COuld be construed as derogatory to the company 1 and like Moore, Jersey 
also indicated a "reluctant" willingness to give credit to competitors 
when due. Moore actua.lly gave such credit, while Jersey did not. 
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Both companies considered their objectives to include helping com-
:muni ty, employee, financial, stockholder, &ld cuadiomer relations. Both 
also sought to demonstrate sound management, leadership, growth, and 
to promote 
the importance and contributions of the company, and/an atmosphere favor-
able to private enterprise. 
Both distribution lists included employees, plant-community of-
ficials and newspaper editors, important suppliers, company banks, cus-
tomers, stockholders and financial analysts. 
In addition, Jersey Standard distri luted to a vast list of educational 
institutions and libraries, to government officials all over the world, 
and to its large list of school officials and education administrators. 
Jersey Standard went considerably further than Moore in attempting 
to show the contributions of the free enterprise system to public ,?rogress 
and welfare, and also stres~ed tbe obligations of a corporation in con-
temporar,y society. 
Basing my conclusions on the coraments, principles and comparisons in 
this section of the thesis, I feel that while improvements could have been 
made as not~ ,in general, our preparation and integration of the Moore 
histor,y into a public relations program illustrated sould public relations 
practice and can be described as successful with the exceptions noted. 
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APPENDIX, PART I 
I I . I 
Hoare Corporation, Ltd. 
Toronto, Ontario, C&naaa 
GentlE;men: 
L't.Hil.8y L. Parsons Compi:a.Ily 
52 Vanderbilt Avenue 
New i.or:A., New York 
April 19, 1957 
In accoru~ce with your re4ue&t, we taKe pleasure in submitting 
herewith this report on the ~niversary of Moore Corporation with 
emphasis on its historical aspects. In the course of our stuuy, we 
have of course picked up infonnation on the over-all public relations 
of the company ana expect to report thereon at a later time. HowevE;r, 
because the anniversary year is already well advanced and because of the 
time re4uired to research, write, design and prouuce hiotorical wor~, we 
have approached your task with unu&ual concentration ana have prepared 
this report with more-than-customary brevity. Under the circumstances, 
we have tried not to labor the discu~sion but will be glad to exp~~u on 
any of our thinKing shoulci. you ,..,.ish it. 
Our stuay took place in Toronto, !haga.ra falls, .Snow Hill and l~ew 
York City. In it we attempteu to obtain representative SWnp~ings of 
opinions, attitudes ann infor.m<:ttion concerning the company as well as 
inuications of the interests of your wore important audiences. we nave 
also learned something about the company, its character, motivations, 
objectives and histor-.:r. 1his infonuation, combineu ·pith our experience 
in public relo.tions, histoticl:il and anniversary worK, provices the basis 
for our recommenoa tions. 
We r-rould be 111ost remiss if we dici not record the pleasure wit.h which 
we unuertook tnis to.s.K an<i the unfailing courtesy aaci spirit of hdpful-
ne;;;s which was exte::J.ded to us, not only by management but by all J."loore 
people without exception. 
Respectfully submitted, 
DUDLi:..Y L. PARSOJ.~S COMPANY 
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AUDI1NCES 
Historical work may be undertaken not merely to pre~erve the record but 
to make it available in acceptable fonn to the compcmy' s aud.iences E>o 
that each may gain some inoight into the character of the corporation 
as well as to promote unaerstandine; of its kJrociucts, purposes, methods, 
services, attitudes and contributions to the economy. 
are: 
are: 
The company's executive group is agreed that the primary auuiences 
Employees (ana their families) 
Plant community residents 
Stockholders 
Other audiences mentioned more than once but with less unanimity 
Selected suppliers (mostly paper companies) 
Business machine manufacturers 
The company' s banks and the financial community 
Substantial customers 
Members National Machine Accountants Association 
Selected educational institutions and libraries 
It is apparently generally understood that copies of any historical 
wor.c will be available for 11 friends of the house, u the press, and the 
like. 
A short sampling of stockholders and security advisors in Toronto 
confirms your impression that while the management is 5reatly admireci and 
the company is considered well-run and substantial, very little is actually 
known concerning the company's position in the economy and the significance 
of the forms business. A 4uick review of the stockholder list implies that 
a great many stockholders south of the oorder are either employees or have 
inherited their stock. Several of the stockholders consulted in New York 
had indeed inherited their stock, rut none of them, beyona vague impressions, 
really knew how the company makes its money. However, lUost stoc.~eholders 
expressed an interest in finding out more about it. On net balance, there 
seems more interest in the human side of the story than in the merely factual. 
People in plant communities tend to mow even less about the company 
than do shareholders, and this fact is wiaely deplored by employees of all 
ranks, some stating 4uite definitely that they wanted the company better 
understood because of their pride in it or for their own personal prestige, 
and one pressman even underlined its effect on his credit standing. Most 
employees praised the company very warmly for a number of laudable attribu'&ss 
and quite obviously take personal pride in being associated with such an 
organization. There were few criticisms. The only one which was voiced 
fre4uently, and this by a substantial majority, was that both the company's 
internal and external communications could be improved. Interest in how 
the company acquired its position and status, in what is done at other 
places or depart..'llents, and in the company's contribution to management 
practices by employees at the hourly wage and clerical lE:vels was consider-
ably greater than was predicted by several junior management people and 
somewhat greater than we ourselves expected. Philosophizing about the 
bJ.siness is fairly common at all levels and this unusual habit is possibly 
due to your policy of selecting better-than-average people for every job. 
The size of the company ana the ciistribution of many of its employ-
ees in small groups in many loc!;ttions across the North American continent 
make it more than u;;ua.lly uifficult to paso on traditions and actual 
facts about the company. In addition to the psychological value, the 
effectiveness of ouch people in personal contacts would be improved if 
they know more about what the company has actually done and why, and can 
answer more questions about it. 
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OBJ1CTIVES 
The important objective stated to us or strongly implied are; 
To get the record. 
To show the importance of the company and its 
contributions to management practices. 
To orient new or isolated employees. 
To build employee understanding and morals. 
To help recruiting. 
To sh:>w the company more as a service th£~rl as 
a printer. 
To explain what "we do.-n 
To underline quality. 
To show stockholders how their money is made. 
To show the company's sense of responsibility 
and stability--integrity. 
To shov customers that the company is ~.;uick and 
responsive and not slow and sluggish. 
To interpret the company by means of its record. 
To demonstrate sound management, leadership and 
growth. 
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Other objectives were mentioned but, for the most part, they were 
subordinate to or exteusions of the above. In considering au<iiences and 
objectives together, we find little conflict except for the basic division 
of interest between insiders and outsiders, the latter being essentially 
the customer group because the other groups do find some iaenti ty with the 
company. In so r'ar as we try t.o reach the consumer, we should use as 
brief a text and as many pictures as possible, good design and good printing 
in order to appeal to the reader. we can only appeal to the outsider 
on his own te:nns. This shoula not make the ix>o.te less interesting to 
the insider but we cia run the ris..!.c of not. bivinc:; the latter ~;;nough of 
what he "-'Oula like t.o see. The solution will be ui:::.cusseci unc.ier t.he 
section entitled 11Prograra." 
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THE RECORD 
The company is rather uni'-.:.Ue in several ways. iviost notably, its history 
i::> concurrent wi tn that of t.ne industry ana, inaeed, is largely the 
histoF.f of the inciust.ry. 
'The history of t..he comv;:;.ny is :>ot l.aCA.ing in complexity. Certi;AirLi.y 
it includes the story of the character Wid vision which lea t.o the aaop-
tion of tne sales ooo.K, and it incluues the gathering a.nu development of 
those other germs of greatness, attitudes ana sources of inspir~tion 
which have made the i1oore Corporation the leaner in its field. The story 
of the successful invasion of the American murket by u \t.hen) small 
Canadian company ia a source of understandable pride to C::..nac.:ians, not 
without it.:> interest in the United .States. Perhaps the fact:;; ;;;houlc.; be 
hanciled tactfully but t.hey are not essentially distasteful to Americans. 
Only when we .1:\:no;.r a 5reat <ieal about the company can we ..cnow more 
precisely what to tell, but we are convinced by our stuuy that the story: 
l. Is intrinsically wort.tl telling. 
2. Contcins lt:ssons worth repeating. 
3. Is interestin~ erwu5h to appetU. to the laym<ill. 
4. Can be tolci with rel..:.. ti ve brevity. 
5. Is a creai t no t onl; to its own l!lttnag(j)J. ent aad 
people, but to the community anti to tne inaustr,y. 
6. Lemon.str:21tef:i technicti, ma.nac;;erial ana human 
leaci.ership. 
we are therefore satis.fiea th&.t one or more honest ana worth >~hile 
books, each appealing to a large part of your auaiences, is a ~r..:..ctica.l 
objective. 
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A e;oou uel:1.1 o:i" tne comp<1.0.y 1 s recoru, a;:, it E>xists in writ..inc;;, has 
bt;en t?;athered tot;;ether in .:da5a.ra l'alls, Toronto and. possibly e..L;;;ev;here 
anu is reaa.iJ..y acces::.ib.J.e. In ad.o.ition, unuoual numoer.:S ol.' i)eople whose 
experience 60E:S bacK many decades are able Q.Ua willing to contribute 
their :memories anci so1a.eti:mes their munentos to the cause. There are 
photo graphs not too rnany ano appurt-ntly not too varied -- but probably 
more can be found and current ones taKen. At least some anecdotes are 
available to illustrate a point or illuminate an idea. 
Some of tne company's outstanding characteristics, all of which can 
be developed in historical context, are: 
Moral fibre--character--honesty. 
A basic idea to which it still adheres oespite 
o.ie;ressio.ns (making one entry serve more than one 
purpose). 
The careful selection of people and growtn largely 
from within. (As a. corollary, the readiness to 
consider outside advisors has helped to prevent 
ingrowing.) 
Long average teuure of employees. 
1e.aocratic orocea.ures. 
Local autonomy. 
VL,ion Wl<.... aa.vc..tlCed thin.,dng • 
.lie search. 
A sale::; force unexcelled within the indu.:::.try. 
Continent-wide services \ a.l tErnate !>ources ol' supply. 
;:)tron6 customer se-rvice--contrillutionb co 60oa 
InWJ.ageru.en t. 
Control or "v1H:o r.ianus.'to.cture or· LiachLJ.er.~--su.perior 
proouction ttchni<iut;;. 
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ior :i conservativt:, top-dra•:cr org;;tiliZ<...tion lL-ce doore Corporation, a 
flwnboya.'lt !llllli vt:rsacy cElebration would be: out of chara.ctt:r 6.na probs..bl;,y 
not too productive. On tne other hru1d, anc 5peaking of the company as 
a whole, you have tended to be overly modest and it i~ cc;:-Ji<t.ne:d.ole tr~at 
you huve now reached the 1aa ture point of view t.i:1at :ill a-..ec.ua. te c..pproacb 
is desirable. 
A compan,),- of ;your A:inu anti cbari:iCtt:r, not contemplating raa.jor 
changes in the near future, can celebrate its a.."lni vt-r<>ary m.ost econoru.-
ico.lly &no effectively by following these precepts; 
.1. Focus your u.nnivers<>.ry a.ctivity on one ruo.jor area of 
effort -...'i.th relative lon5-ranti;e value. 
2. Use your preserit ruec..ns of reacnine; peop..l.t: by aaa~tiug 
a.nnivE:rsary tnernes to them. In uthEr wor..is, moaify 
or inttnsify your present ad.verti:oin.s, publicity, 
sales promution, etc. so thi:it you aad to accumUlated 
good will rather than to favor new &..rla ai~continuous 
approacnes at the expense of these means or meciia • 
.3. ..laKe an txception to ti1e above only 'n'.hen tne uentfi t 
is clt;a.rly exceptional, when there is an Of>JJOrtuni ty 
to solvE real proble:ns, or wnE:!n so.mt:; oc.h~::r activity 
C!;;.ll be unaerlineu to auvanta.~e. 
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4. Coordinate the ;>arts of the progra:n, be consistent 
and st11.y in character. 
With such thinkin5, the com?arly lustor-; easily bt-coillt:;:. c. major 
factor. .~at only is .fOUr ui:.;;tory uf value to you, out it i.:; enhancea 
becc..use t.ne ni:;;,tory of tne company Ls so mucn tnc..t o.f the inuu;;,try. 
A history Cl:ill be uevelO.I:)GCi w <1ppeh.i to a .Large _t>ercentage oi' all of 
,tour combineu uuaiences, but because there i;, a u.vi sian oi' int~:;rest, 
the job will be uone oest if prepared in two vt:rsions. 
Brief Histoq 
An all-purpose history, which can be prepared in time for distribution 
during your anniversary year, should consist of not less than 5,000 nor 
more than 10,000 words, at least a dozen illustrations, and should be 
beautifully designed and printed in brochure fonn, 16 or 20 pages, 
8~" x 11", and covers. This booklet, while historical in approach and 
reflective of the company's char~cter, should be heavily interpretive 
and interestingly written very largely from the outside point of view. 
Except for libraries and others interested solely in bound and relatively 
pennanent books, we reco:nllllend that this wo~ be sent to practically all 
of the audiences listed on fage 1. ~e estimate your need at from 35,000 
to 50,000 copies. A preliminary pro fonna dummy accompanies this report. 
It should be noted that tne title ana picture selections are definitely 
not final. 
Longer History 
we a.l.so recommend that another and longer history (at least twice 
as long with more illustrations) be written and produced in book form, 
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bound in boards for permanence, especially for staff and stockholders 
~ and others very close to you. It can be offered t.o other groups but 
probably on request only. 'l'.nis book will be more intimate and. more 
useful in building understanaing of the company's special genius, 
personality and place in the economy. ~'or most purposes, it would be 
the source book on the company's history. 'While its use would be more 
restricted, it too should be well written and persuasively designed. 
On the basis of present knowledge, ve would estimate your need at about 
15,000 copies. If approved, we will sutmi. t a dUillllly at an appropriate 
time. 
The above statements are based on the supposition that you will 
publish and arrange for the distribution of the longer history your-
selves or with our help. However, you should consider the advantages 
and disadvantages of trade book publishing. The advantages are tbat, in 
addition t.o your own distribution, the book is sold through trade channels 
(although a substantial sale cannot be expected), a price is placed on it, 
it is advertised, and it is eligible for reviews in those publications 
normally carrying book reviews. 'Ihe disadvantages are that the cost is 
increased to cover promotional expenses and the publisher's profit, there 
is generally a reduction in quality, you have less freedom to say exactly 
what you wish, and the style, content, length and format of the book are 
more rigidly restricted than you might wish. Although you m~ place a 
larger value on your unknown audience than we expect, in our opinion the 
disadvantages of trade book publishing in your case tend to outweigh the 
advantages. 
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We believe both histories would be useful to you and therefore 
desirable. If only one is possible, the longer version shoula serve you 
over the long rGDge, but only the shorter version could be completed 
and mechanically produced in time to appear during your anniversary year. 
Interviews 
In view of the interest of managanent in preserving the record, 
we can limit our comment on recorded interviews. l::lome people need to 
be interviewed only once; others undoubtedly will have to be tapped many 
times. It is impossible to estimate either the number of interviews 
re4.uired or the time needed to make and transcribe them. 
Wherever possible, we believe that interviews with people whose 
connection with the company dates over a period of years should be tape-
recorded ana, except where the interviews prove valueless, the tapes 
should be both transcribed and preserved. This is valuable because you 
will then have a record of the voice, as well as the exact words, and not 
just our interviewer's interpretation. Indeed, some of tne s~atements 
may be so interesting and worth while that a special record of excerpts 
can be made for many purposes such as for use in indoctrination courses, 
sales meetings, etc. rtowever, we must await the outcome of the interviews 
before recommending such a record. 
Imprints 
If not already done, we recommend, in addition to letterheads, that 
all of the stationery and for-.ns receiving public distribution ana postage 
meters carry mention of the 75th Anniversary. 
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Advertising 
Like'Wi.se, your advertising should not only carry an anniversary 
line {which we thi~ could be more prominent than the ones we have seen) 
and a special anniversary ad should appear in your series. We can help 
on this, or supply copy. .E;ach plant might consider an anniversary ad 
in local papers. In many areas, this would be worth while. 
Publicity 
Special anniversary publicitf has been published in company magazines. 
More is probably indicated. ln addition, material should be prepared for 
the plant community press, the trade press, customers' house organs and 
national magazines. This shoula probably be based largely on the history 
produced, and we can either write ana distribute it for you or nelp you 
do so. 
Birthday .Parties 
Anniversary luncheons or banquets have been suggested by several 
people, mostly to be of an internal nature. These can be most worth while 
if they are consistently and properly managed and your top executives 
have the time and energy for the purpose. l>lenus, programs, and publicity 
should all be carefully woziced out. We can help with all of this. If this 
is done, the 11birthday11 parties should be reasonably conservative affairs 
with a minimum of speech-making. 
A banquet, reception or other kind of party is frequently used to 
mark the climax of an anniversary. You could have one such party in 
Toronto, but it wuld be much better internal relations to have one at 
each plant location. Obviously, you can't invite everyone. Therefore, 
if you have a party, we suggest that, in view of your exceptional 
employee relations, you make it largely intra:mural-:_if you can, invite 
all employees at each plant, include wives and husb&lds if possible, 
make sure that each salesman is covered by an invitation somewhere. 
The idea wuld be to make it a good part.y 'With refreshments, good food 
and, if in the evening, good entertainment. And we repeat, resist 
speeches as much as you can. If you undertake such a party, it should 
be memorable to your people. however, it wil.L have small va.Lue else-
where even if important outsiders are invited. You shouldn't expect 
more than a few lines ol' publicity in me local press ana possibly a 
mention in the trade press. 
Plant Tours .2.!: Open Houses 
In our opinion, even more important than a celebration, emphasized 
by the widespread feeling of need for community understanding, would be 
special plant tours which could be set up in eaci'l plant for a special 
t.ime or over a period of time. If lirni ted to tne families of employees, 
they could, indeed, be combined with the birthday party, along open house 
lines. However, we believe that the invitation should be extended as 
widely as possible to members of the comrnunity. "Whilt: such tours have 
orreat value, they must be carefully planned aud organized.. we: cun cooper-
ate >d. th your people on this an<i prepare any cip€-Ci<:.i.l material /OU desir£ 
to give away at t.his time. Our reco.uunenO..:ttion il:l that till-. gift paCK:a;?;e 
should include at lea::;t the pamphlet hi~t.or.t and 111.foore Fun" \Pabt:: l)j. 
In some cases, a folder on tne special plant being toured might. bt: 
uesir&ble. 
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-A- Novel ties 
Medal~, gadgets and oth€r gifts are all-too-common runlivers~r,y 
fodder. These nave some value, but. generaLly i:>pewcing not much unless 
the tie-in with the company is natural and unstrained. we don't 
believe you need distribute booK matches, paper weights, mechanical 
pencils or similar novelties for your anniversary, bUt you have at 
least two product adaptations which you might consider for anniversary 
give-aways, especially for sales promotion purposes. 
l. wnile it may not be a new idea, an executive memo 
pad, made in triplicate, would penni t the original 
to be sent to tne recipient, a color coded aupli-
cate to be filed, and a color coded triplicate to 
be used for followup or 11 ti~ler11 purpos~s. A small 
register containing a pack of memo forms bearing 
anniversary copy on their reverse sides and perhaps 
gift-pacKaged in a .t:mrt box woula maKe a nighly 
acceptabl.e gift to any executive e;roup you may wish 
to reach. 1'nis would have all oi' the value of a 
product demonstration at your own :actory cost. 
Refills may be given or sold, as you see fit. We 
would be glad to help with design ana copy. 
2. There is an old child's game in which a story 
containing blanks instead of certain words is read, 
t.he words being filled in at random and usually 
resulting in considerable hilarity. This same 
principle can be used to demonstrate Hoore forms, 
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especially Speediset. ior instance, you might 
prepare a special Speediset. The first page would 
be a Hoare advertisement, presumably written c.long 
historical and interpreta.ti ve lines; blanks would 
be substituted for key words here ana t.here. 'l'he 
recipient could then write in tus own woro. E.ach 
of the auplicating pages would also nave completely 
separate stories on related or non-related subjE-cts 
with the bla.n.t\.s appearing in t.ru:· exact same places. 
'l'he variation in word cnoices shoUJ.a cause amusin5 
results in the carbon st.ories, but the chief value 
woulci lie in a aemonstration of a ba.sic principle 
as well as in a low-cost st.unt practically compelling 
the recipient to read your copy in a pleasw1t st.ate 
of mind. It lll:i.ght be entitled 111'4oore Fun. 11 lf tnis 
id.ea appeals, we can supply copy. This has saLes 
promotion possibilities, out its greatest value would 
probably be as a demonstration gift to uninformed 
people during plant tours. 
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Exact costs cannot be figures prior to complete specifications. Never-
theless, we can estimate preliminary costs of the two books for guidance 
purposes. 
Assuming that the brief history can be aesigned and produced in 
two-color offset with 16 halftones on high grade paper, 16 pages and 
cover, 8~ 11 x 1111 , .1.''.0.13. ~ew York, prices, including all design and 
production, exclusive of' our fees, should approximate: 
15,000 copies • . . • • . . . ~3, 500 
25,000 
" 
. • . . . 4,300 
35,000 " . . 5,200 . . . . . . 50,000 II . . . . • 6,500 . • . . • 
The longer history, presumably about 64 pages, 611 x ':} 11 can be nicely 
designed ana produced for about •1.00 to ~1.50 per copy, bound in cloth 
over boaras. Additional copies woula be somewhat less. A cheaper edition 
woula be possiole but wou.1.a not reflect the character ana <.jualit.y of the 
corpora t.i on. 
Our other recoriliuendations either do not raise costs noticeably or 
ca...'Ulot be estimated by us at this t.ime. At a guess, ol}lO,OOO to <~?l5,~JOO 
should cover them all except for celebrations of the luncheon or banc.uet 
type ana open houses. 
Our fee system is as follows: 
., 
1. Counselin_g ~ ~'1anagement iee -- ~1,000 or more monthly, 
generally payable in acivance. ln tr1is case, we will set 
-2. 
the fee at ~1,000. lt covers such professional 
services as counseling, management, supervision 
and planning, always under the airection of a 
principal. 
Act.i vi ty ~.barges Billed monthly as accumulatt:d. 
Thic is the cost of actual worlc performea in ser-
vicing your account--research and wri t.ing of 
histories, publici cy ana similar act.i vi t.ies. .t'or 
full-time pertionnel, this charge is basea on saLary, 
plus overhead., plus 4:::0 per cent, ww d.uring the 
period of active research, writing, proofreading, 
etc. on your history, wil.L amounti t.o at least ~1,000 
monthly. hourly time charges are figured similarly 
with allowance for non-chargeable time. 
3. l!i.xpenses -- All purchases, tr&vfOl, c1aintenance and 
other out-of-poc.tet expenses made for your account 
to be billed monthly as accumulated. ~nere services 
of affiliated companies are employed, tnese are 
billed at net oo st to us at standard rates. whenever 
lower rates are available, these will apply. 
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ior the counseling and management fee, we become your pub.Lic relations 
counsel and you are entitled to all of the rights and privileges implied 
(direct personal counseling, management, advice, etc. of a principal up 
to one week per month or the equivalent). Except that once started we 
18 
expect to complete your historical project through book production, the 
relationship can be cancelled at any time by either party on written 
notice, usually 60 days in advance. It is also understood that the 
' ... 
relationship may be reviewed toward the end of t.he calendar year and t.he 
~· 
fee adjusted if necessary. ~ithout such a review, it is expected that 
it will continue unchanged. 
'We look forward to a mutually pleasant association which you 'Will 
find ever more satisfactor,y and beneficial. 
! 
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THE 
MOORE STORY 
1882-1957 
Business Control 
Through Multiple Copy Forms 
OPERATING SUBSIDIARIES 
~ BUSINESS FORMS 
MOORE BUSINESS FORMS, INC., IN THE UNITED STATES 
MOORE BUSINESS FORMS LTD., IN CANADA 
MOORE BUSINESS FORMS de MEXICO, S.A. de C.V. 
PAPER BOXES 
F. N. BURT COMPANY, INC., BUFFALO, NEW YORK 
DOMINION PAPER BOX COMPANY, LIMITED, TORONTO, CANADA 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 
KIDDER PRESS COMPANY, INC., DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
MOORE CORPORATION, LIMITED 
330 UNIVERSITY AVENUE, TORONTO I, CANADA 
Office operations in the 1880s and in 1957 
The Moore Story 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
As INDEPENDENT OBSERVERS, the authors examined thou-
sands of pages of historical documents, interviewed dozens 
of active and retired employees and took hundreds of 
hours of executive time. We were asked to write THE 
MooRE STORY as it appeared to us, and this we have done. 
We are sincerely grateful for the cooperation and encour-
agement we received everywhere in the Moore organiza-
tion. Among other sources, officials of business machine 
manufacturing companies have also provided historical 
material, counsel and many hours of their own time. To 
all, we wish to express our appreciation. 
There is not enough space for us to begin to mention 
the many people who played important roles in building 
Moore Corporation, Limited. We arbitrarily decided, 
therefore, to name only chief executives and a few individ-
uals who have reached the age of retirement. 
We regret that we cannot give full credit to all Moore 
employees by name, but we are mindful of the deep grati-
tude of management for their loyal and constructive 
services. 
.... 
DUDLEY L. PARSONS 
PETER SUDARSKY 
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SAMUEL J. MOORE 
Founder of the business forms industry 
"Success is to have done that which has benefited the largest number of 
people and which, when you have finished your work, has left the world 
better because you have lived in it." ... Samuel J. Moore 
By his own definition, he was a successful man. The industry he founded 
employs thousands of individuals and has contributed in countless ways 
to the growth of commerce. He contributed most of his own wealth to 
church and charity. 
Born in 1859 in England, he died at his home in Toronto on April 
23, 1948. 
Three Quarters of a Century 
THE STORY of the forms industry is, in a very real sense, the story of the develop-
ment of business procedures. In its first three quarters of a century, the industry 
has contributed to advances and reflected changes in methods from the early 
days of tedious hand copying by gaslight to today's high-speed electronic data 
processing. One-man business operations of the past, where the boss kept all 
the information in his head, have been supplanted by large, integrated organi-
zations in which speedy and accurate preparation of records is a necessity. 
The production and distribution of business forms has become one of the 
most significant yet least known industries in the United States and Canada. 
The industry touches the life of each of us, every day, in many ways. The car 
we. drive is assembled on a production liue directed with the aid of business 
forms. A simple purchase in a retail store, a telephone order to a downtown 
department store and a charge sale at a nearby gasoline station are all con-
tro_lled by business forms. 
By pioneering n~w methods for accurate records and efficient controls, the 
forms companies have facilitated beyond measure the growth of North American 
commerce. The principle of "one writing for many purposes," introduced into 
business systems by the duplicating sales book, has increased speed and accuracy 
in handling business records. 
The business forms industry began in Toronto, Canada, 7 5 years ago with 
the founding in 18 82 of a small company which has since developed into Moore 
Corporation, Limited. Through its subsidiaries, Moore Business Forms, Inc., 
in the United States, and Moore Business Forms Limited, in Canada, 
it is the largest manufacturer of manifold forms in the world. Samuel J. Moore 
is recognized as the founder of the industry. Most of the different types of forms 
produced today were initiated and developed, in full or in part, by his affiliated 
companies. 
How a little sales book company in 1882 started a new industry and grew 
into Moore Corporation, Limited, is the subject of this brief story. It includes 
the decisions and policies which have made this Corporation the leader in the 
industry during its first three quarters of a century. 
·~ 
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I Origin of an Industry 
"A nation's history is recorded in its transactions. There 
you will find the adventures of the explorer, the spirit of 
the pioneer, the enterprise and foresight of statesmen and 
industrialists." · 
ON A MORNING early in the year 1882, Samuel 
J. Moore, only 22 years old and business man-
ager of the Grip Printing and Publishing Com-
pany in Toronto, was working in his office w)len 
in walked a clerk from the silk department of 
the nearby John Catto dry goods store. John R. 
Carter carried with him what at first glance 
looked like a small pad of paper. Actually, it 
was a duplicating sales book. Carter hoped to 
interest young Sam Moore and his company in 
No. 252,646 
J R CARTER 
MANIFOLD COPYING BOOK. 
Patented J&n . 24, 1882 
The sales book gave to thousands of merchants 
throughout the world control and protection in their 
operations. The accurate numbering of each sales 
slip enabled store owners to check each sale and to 
detect "forgotten charges" which previously could 
not be traced. With one writing, the book gave the 
customer a receipt and the merchant a record of 
both cash and charge sales. This patent dr'awing 
and cover show the first Paragon sales book. A tape 
was fastened to the lower end of the carbon (or 
black leaf as Moore called it) so that it might be 
lifted without soiling the fingers. · 
producing his new kind of sales book, in which 
a single sheet of carbon paper attached to the 
stub was inserted between two pages to give 
both customer and store proprietor a record of 
a transaction. 
In those days, even large department stores 
were using nonduplicating books. Although 
carbon paper was known, its use was still very 
limited. Merchants often had no sy'stem to in-
sure that the money from cash sales was turned 
in by clerks rather than pocketed. A charge 
sale then could be a complicated affair and often 
subject to dispute. 
Moore was not the first person to whom 
Carter had shown his sales book idea, but he 
was the first with the imagination to visualize 
its possibilities. His judgment at the age of 22 
in assessing the value of an accurate sales-check-
ing system 'is all the more remarkable in view 
of the casual retail customs of the times. Retail-
) I 
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ing then was an easygoing, leisurely relation 
between merchant and customer, and nothing 
suggested that sales books were to become an 
absolute necessity as stores grew larger, selling 
became more impersonal and fixed prices sup-
planted tra,ditional trading practices. It was an 
era of small shops, and a trip downtown for the 
average housewife was a social event as well as 
a buying trip. Friendly merchants had plenty of 
time to chat while writing down a customer's 
order and checking off the goods as they were 
delivered to the counter. Later they posted the 
record into a ledger. Such business tools as the 
telephone, billing machine, sales register, type-
writer, adding machine and cash register were 
either unknown or rare. 
But Moore sensed the technological changes 
then developing. A mushrooming network of 
railroads was creating opportunities for wide 
distribution of manufactured goods. Factories 
were increasing in size to serve larger markets, 
and cities were growing as migrant labor from 
the country and abroad came to fill industrial 
jobs. Moore foresaw expanding opportunities 
for mass merchandising and recognized the need 
for accurate records to control sales. · 
Moore acquired rights to produce the sales 
book and hired Carter as his first salesman. He 
started production in 1882 at the Grip plant, 
The interior of Marshall Field & Company, Chicago, 
in the 1880s is pictured during the transition from 
leisurely shopping to mass merchandising and im-
personal counter selling. Among progressive stores 
like Jordan Marsh of Boston, Woodward & Lothrop 
of Washington, John Wanamaker of Philadelphia 
and Saks of New York, Marshall Field became a 
customer for the duplicating sales book upon its 
introduction to the United States and has continued 
to be highly progressive in the adoption of im-
proved methods, efficient systems and effective con-
trols. The first sales book gave the customer a re-
ceipt and the store a record. Today a sales book is 
a management tool which can provide multiple 
records to control inventory, delivery, billing and 
sales commissions. In conjunction with business 
machines, it supplies the daily record of accounts 
receivable, cash sales and total sales. Other dupli-
cating forms, frequently used with modern business 
machines, control purchases, payrolls, tax records, 
1 production systems and management records in 
government, business and industry. 
marking the start of the modern business forms 
industry on the North American continent and 
in the world. 
Some merchants resisted using the sales book, 
considering it a reflection on the honesty of 
trusted employees, but Moore soon discovered 
that many store owners welcomed the sales 
book as a valuable addition to their business 
procedures. It was called the Paragon, a stand-
ard of excellence. 
The sales book made revolutionary changes 
so long ago that few people today know how 
inadequate and cumbersome old methods of 
keeping records were. Many large stores had 
required hand copying of each transaction into 
a ledger at the end of the day. In one widely 
used charge-sale system, the customer carried 
a pass book similar in style to a bank deposit 
book; the amount of each credit sale was re-
corded in this pass book by the store salesman, 
who then recorded the sale a second time in his 
own record book, from which it was copied a 
third time into the store's general ledger and 
in some cases a fourth time onto the customer's 
statement. But once integrated into store proce-
dures, the sales book gave to thousands of mer-
chants new means to protect and control opera-
tions. Sales checking was made possible through 
the introduction of serial numbers on each sales 
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slip. These numbered slips identified transac-
tions and enabled merchants to verify each 
sales record with the person who made the sale. 
Comparative studies of profits by departments 
increased efficiency in large department stores. 
Carbon copies aided accuracy by eliminating 
tedious hand copying with accompanying op-
portunities for error. The duplicate slip was 
retained by the merchant and provided an ac-
curate record of charge sales without additional 
writings. 
The success of the sales book and the need 
for improved methods of recording business 
transactions were to lead to the invention of 
many other kinds of multiple-copy products to 
supply not only the retail trade but also manu-
facturing, transportation, banking and govern-
ment. In this development, the companies which 
became Moore Business Forms continued to be 
the originators and leaders. 
It should be recorded that sales books, both 
duplicate and nonduplicate, were used in rudi-
mentary form before the Paragon check book 
was invented and placed on the market. How-
ever, the Paragon was the first sales book with 
carbon paper bound into the stub to have also 
consecutive numbers on the sales checks, suit-
able binding enabling the book to be easily 
Two Kidder presses, purchased by S. J. Moore in 
1882 and similar to the one in this drawing, r,M-
duced hand operations and sales book production 
costs by 7 5 per cent. Powered by steam, . and in-
cluding fountain, extra rollers, feeding apparatus 
handled, and a printed form for recording the 
amount of each sale. 
Specialized Machinery 
Moore recognized that the sales book could 
not sell itself but needed salesmen who under-
stood business procedures to explain its applica-
tions. He actively sought specialized machinery 
to lower production costs so that he could 
employ top-caliber salesmen. Initially, produc-
tion methods at Grip on conventional printing 
equipment were awkward and expensive. Fifty 
numbered pages were printed, one page at a 
time, and were then hand collated, cut, assem-
bled, and hand stitched by women employees in 
the "bindery." 
"Before the book was finished," Moore 
recalled in 1917, "each sheet of paper was han-
dled 13 different times in as many different oper-
ations. You can quite understand, therefore, that 
it was necessary to obtain prices which today 
would make our salesmen's eyes turn green with 
envy .... 
"I learned," continued Moore, "that the 
Kidder Press Manufacturing Company of 
Boston had produced a small automatic press 
for printing from rolls instead of sheets at a 
and numbering mechanism, each cost $600 and 
printed 2,800 impressions per hour. 
This press was the invention of Wellington Par-
ker Kidder, a pioneer in the development of self-
feeding presses, which print on rolls of paper instead 
of hand-fed individual sheets. Kidder claimed, "It 
is as unnecessary that a pressman should stand for 
eight to ten hours a day to execute the monotonous 
and purely mechanical movement of putting in and 
taking out the sheet, as that cotton should be spun 
by hand or woven by foot-power." 
Kidder Press Company, Inc., was founded in 
1876 and was purchased by Samuel J. Moore in 
1899 as a source of automatic equipment for sales 
book production. The company was moved from 
Boston to Dover, New Hampshire, in 1900. Sales 
registers, Formaliners, decollators and other forms-
handling equipment in addition to presses are man-
ufactured at this location for Moore Business 
Forms. 
The genius of the Kidder organization has always 
been its ability to devise machinery for special pur-
poses. In the packaging field, the great majority of 
all multicolor breadwrappers and much of the trans-
parent film used in packaging in the United States 
and Canada are printed by Kidder equipment. Cur-
rent noteworthy products include . an eight-color 
high-speed rotary letterpress for breadwrapper 
printing and special presses for printing with vola-
tile liquid inks on flexible film. 
The first Moore plant in the United States was com-
pleted in Niagara Falls, New York, in 1884. It was 
a small frame building, 40 by 60 feet before the 
wing at the right was added. Known as "The Bind-
ery" to townspeople, it was the world's first plant 
devoted exclusively to the manufacture of sales 
books, then called counter check books. 
Power was supplied by a wheel in the hydraulic 
canal to the nearby Cliff Paper Company. A 400-
foot rope cable between the Cliff Paper Company 
and the ·carter & Company plant was attached to a 
pulley at the end of a shaft from which leather belts 
ran to all the presses. 
rapid speed, and on the day that I learned this 
I took the train for Boston to interview Mr. 
Kidder, and before leaving that city had placed 
an order for two of the machines." A short time 
later in the Grip plant in Toronto, Moore in-
stalled two steam-powered Kidder presses which 
printed, numbered, perforated and folded sheets 
individually, and produced books ready for 
binding. ·"Handling operations were reduced 
from 13 to four," said Moore, "and the cost of 
manufacturing was immediately reduced by at 
least 7 5 per cent." 
The ticket which carried young Sam Moore 
on a steam train to Boston proved a significant 
investment for the young entrepreneur. Lower 
costs resulting from automatic production meth-
ods enabled his company's salesmen to sell 
nationally in competition with local printers. 
Moore salesmen were free to concentrate on 
becoming expert in store systems, thus laying 
the foundation for the system planning service 
which has helped thousands of companies find 
methods to control growth and expansion. 
Although it didn't seem too funny at the time, one 
amusing incident occurred when the cable slipped 
off the pulley and pulled the main shaft with it. John 
Clark, one of the early press operators in Niagara 
Falls, recalled that the belts driving the heavy 
machinery were carried away and the shaft struck 
the cross building beam. The building began to 
shake and weave, and all the workers hurried out-
side. A short time later, S. J. Moore in Toronto 
received a telegram from Niagara Falls, "THE 
CABLE HAS BROKEN. WHAT SHALL WE 
DO?" He wired back, "GET A NEW ONE." 
System planning service is one of the oldest 
traditions of the industry, a tradition continued 
today by more than 1 ,600 members of the 
Moore sales and service staff. Their knowledge 
of business systems, operating procedures, form 
design and specific form needs of business ma-
chines is one of the Corporation's major assets. 
The ticket to Boston also marked the begin-
ning of a friendly and sound business relation-
ship which culminated in the purchase of Kidder 
Press by Moore and his associates in 1899. The 
acquisition gave the Kidder company an outlet 
for its talents in designing specialized presses 
and gave Moore an opportunity to develop auto-
matic equipment for the mass production of 
business forms at economical prices. 
Opportunity to the South 
Once the sales book end of the Grip Company 
was operating successfully in Canada, Samuel 
J. Moore looked south. Thumbing through an 
atlas, he was amazed to discover the large num-
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One of the earliest "sewing machine" typewriters 
in the 1880s, this model was the forerunner of 
today's Remington Rand line of business machines. 
Evolution of the business machine and forms indus-
tries has been parallel. Developments in each 
helped the other in meeting the documentary needs 
, of a growing economy. New machines increased 
uses of forms, and new forms increased usefulness 
and sale of many business machines. 
ber of cities in the United States with popula-
tions of more than 50,000. These cities had 
stores, and these stores needed sales books-
maybe. Spread out before him was the vast 
United States market, just waiting-perhaps-for 
the Paragon sales book. A young Irishman, 
Thomas McDowell, was employed at that time 
as a salesman for Grip. He made a trip to Detroit 
carrying samples and succeeded in selling 1,000 
Paragon books for $100. Even after payment 
of the high duty, a satisfactory profit remained. 
McDowell's experience gave Moore reason 
for thought. At the Grip plant in Toronto, the 
production of sales books was only one of sev-
eral specialties. What about the possibility of a 
factory in the United States, equipped with auto-
matic machinery and devoteq exclusively to 
sales books? 
"I recollect very clearly one evening after 
dinner sitting quietly at home reviewing my ex-
periences," Moore stated at the fortieth anniver-
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sary of the Company, "when suddenly the con-
viction came to me that the combination of the 
improved book, the automatic machinery and 
the great United States market presented an 
opportunity for establishing a business which 
would ignore the miscellaneous products of a 
printing company and confine itself entirely to 
the producing of sales books. Of course, at this 
time I had no idea of what the ultimate develop-
ment of the sales book and its accessories would 
lead to, but I caught a vision of the possibilities 
and proceeded with the enthusiasm of youth to 
make the vision come true. 
"I immediately sought to interest four gentle-
men who were at the time Directors of the com-
pany of which I was Manager, namely James L. 
Morrison, George A. Clark, James W. Ben-
gough and Thomas Bengough, all of Toronto. 
With some persuasion I succeeded in getting 
them to join with Mr. Carter and myself in 
forming a syndicate with a potential capital of 
$10,000. I use the word potential advisedly be-
cause only a portion of this amount was fur-
nished, but a sufficient amount from each was 
forthcoming to justify ordering five Kidder 
presses for the first plant." 
Moore believed Niagara Falls was an ideal 
location for the new plant because of its proxim-
ity to Toronto and its abundant supply of inex-
pensive power. He and Morrison visited the 
Falls together and negotiated with Arthur 
Schoelkopf, head of the Niagara Falls Hydraulic 
Power Company, a lease of some land and a 
contract for 25 horsepower per year at a price 
of $10 per horsepower per annum. 
A deposit in the name of the new company 
was placed in a local bank in November, 1883, 
and the world's first plant entirely devoted to the 
production of a business form, called Carter & 
Company, in honor of the Paragon book's in-
ventor, began production shortly after the New 
Year in January, 1884. 
Shoe Box Era 
"For the first few months Carter did all the 
selling," Moore recalled at a 1917 convention. 
"On the day he brought to us the first order from 
John Wanamaker of Philadelphia, we felt al-
most as proud as did the airman who brought 
down the first Zeppelin." Among other first-
year customers were such famous stores as 
Woodward & Lothrop in Washington, Marshall 
Field in Chicago, Jordan Marsh in Boston and 
Saks in New York City. But success creates its 
own problems, and one of these was where to 
find the additional capital to meet expansion re-
quirements as new orders taxed facilities. The 
cash report on February 2, 1884, just one month 
after operations had commenced, showed 60 
cents in the bank and $4.4 7 on hand. 
Two choices were considered: limit growth 
and finance expansion solely out of earnings, or 
sell stock to obtain new capital and speed expan-
sion by purchasing new equipment. 
Moore and Morrison were in favor of raising 
new capital. They believed quick action was 
necessary to maintain the company's competi-
tive position against large printing houses eyeing 
the sales book field. Carter favored the slower 
method of financing expansion out of profits 
only. 
Unable to resolve this policy disagreement, 
Carter offered to sell his quarter interest, and 
Moore and Morrison accepted his offer. It is not 
part of the Moore story, but what became of 
Carter has been a subject of conjecture. He is 
said to ·have set out for Colorado where he ac-
quired an interest in a silver mine, only to sell . 
out a short time before a big rise in the price of 
silver. His next venture was growing oranges in 
California,' but again he sold out, this time only 
a short time before a big eastern market devel-
oped for California oranges. He was last heard 
from shortly after the turn of the century in 
Alaska. He would have earned several hundred 
thousand dollars within a few years in sales book 
royalties alone had he retained his interest. 
New capital was added to Carter & Company 
through the sale of stock. Equipment was pur-
chased and the plant area doubled by the addi-
tion of a new wing in 1886, only to be doubled 
again in 18 8 8 to meet the burgeoning demand 
for sales books. 
During this period, employees of Carter & 
Company each day toured stores in the Niagara 
Falls shopping district in search of empty shoe 
boxes and other containers to use for packing 
and shipping sales books. But Samuel J. Moore 
was an entrepreneur at heart,. and it was not long 
before he had the plant night watchman making 
boxes in his spare time. Moore then sold the 
overflow box· production to shoe stores and 
other merchants in Niagara Falls. 
Meanwhile, Moore found time to travel to 
London, England, where he established the 
Lamson-Paragon Supply Company to manufac-
ture the sales book. This company, in turn, 
quickly established plants in Germanyj Austria, 
France, Holland and Australia. The Lamson 
Company and its overseas subsidiaries were in-
dependent of Moore's North American sales 
book interests. However, the success of these 
companies demonstrated that the sales book idea 
was sound in any language. No official tie exists 
today between the two companies founded by 
S. J. Moore on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean, 
but executives of both companies still continue 
an informal association to facilitate the ex-
change of technical information. 
Influence of Samuel J. Moore 
Samuel J. Moore, the founder of the sales 
book industry, was born in Doddington, North-
amptonshire, England, in 1859 and at an early 
age absorbed the deep religious convictions of 
his parents. He emigrated to Canada with his 
family in 18 61 and settled in Barrie, Ontario. 
The formal education of twelve-year-old Samuel 
"Bindery Girl" assembles sales books with one of 
the first automatic wire-stitching machines imported 
from Germany. The wire replaced hand stitching 
with needle and thread. In 1905, an early financial 
backer of Carter & Company, J. L. Morrison, had 
seen this machine at an exposition in Europe. S. J. 
Moore, quick to appreciate new ideas, placed an 
order at once. The first automatic stitching machine 
in No th America, it was introduced into the 
Toronto plant in 1906. The next year more were 
purchased for the American units. 
··-
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The Invincible register of 1890 used rolls of printed 
forms running across a writing surface, with carbon 
fed from the side. Four or five turns of the small 
crank were required to eject the forms from the 
heavy brass machine, and each set of forms had 
to be hand aligned before use. 
The Invincible was the first in a line of machines 
which enabled Carter & Company to compete in 
the roll-register line. Roll forms were replaced in 
1921 by the continuous, interfolded or flat-pack, 
zigzag form, when William J. Wiswall adapted the 
was already ended when he started work as a 
printer's "devil" on the Barrie Examiner to help 
support his family. He not only learned the tech-
nical end of the printing business but was also a 
frequent contributor to the news columns. His 
association with the Grip Company and the sales 
book was the result of an accidental meeting 
with one of Grip's directors at a conference of 
Baptist laymen. 
During the early years of the sales book, Sam-
uel J. Moore never sat down to write the policies 
which were to guide the Moore organization 
through its first three quarters of a century. 
Nevertheless, he succeeded in establishing many 
of the basic concepts upon which the Corpora-
tion has evolved: 
1. He actively sought wide geographical cov-
erage from the Atlantic to the Pacific Oceans. 
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continuous sales book to use in the Wiz register. A 
forerunner of the continuous forms used in tabu-
lating and business machines today, the new zigzag 
form simplified machine loading, eliminated curling 
of the forms, allowed easier auditing of records and 
soon outmoded the roll-type registers. 
The interfolded form used in Moore registers 
today provides the fastest known method of pre-
paring handwritten business records. A late model 
Moore electric register is shown above. 
2. He encouraged the autonomy of each 
operating unit. 
3. From the earliest days, he recognized the 
requirements of the industry for a high-caliber 
sales force capable of planning systems as well 
as selling products. 
4. By his insistence on specialized mass-pro-
duction equipment, he established the produc-
tion of sales books as a separate industry. 
A man of strong character, Moore naturally 
attracted men like himself to participate in his 
company. Character in its leadership has been a 
factor in the company's progress throughout its 
history. 
II Expansion and Development 
"At every stage of the Sales Book Industry, from its begin-
ning up to the present, success was dependent upon crit-
ical decisions that called for vision, understanding and 
character."_ 
... from Samuel J. Moore and the Sales Book Industry, a book pre-
pared by the Sales Book Manufacturers Association for presentation 
to Mr. Moore upon the fiftieth anniversary of his founding the sales 
book industry in the United States. 
CARTER & CoMPANY's early success attracted 
wide interest in the United States and Canada 
and induced many printing companies to begin 
the manufacture of sales books. Some were suc-
cessful and became worthy competitors; others 
fell by 'the wayside. Still others were acquired by 
Moore apd his associates, adding to the Com-
pany's range of products, territory and person-
nel. 
In 1886, two strong competitors both began 
marketing improved versions of the original 
Paragon book. In Detroit, Michigan, a firm 
operating under the name of Hurlburt, Frink & 
Company entered the field with the Frink book, 
somewhat similar to the Paragon but more com-
pact. 
The continuous book, the first major improve-
ment in the sales book, was introduced to the 
retail trade in the same year by its inventor 
Thomas W. Lawson, a well-known Boston finan-
cier and author of the book, Frenzied Finance. 
About this time, Moore received an offer to sell 
Carter & Company, and his business associates 
strongly advised him to accept it. But demand 
for the Carter book was still strong, and the 
equipment used in its manufacture was the best 
available. More important to Moore, his man-
agers were men of character and initiative, and 
his salesmen were already experts in applying 
the product to business systems. He had confi-
dence in the future and decided to refuse the 
offer. 
Moore believed the Frink book, embodying 
many features of the Paragon, was clearly an 
infringement of the Carter patent, but for finan-
cial reasons he did not file suit until 18 8 9. The 
decision in 18 90 upheld the Carter patent, and 
at that time Moore purchased the machinery and 
rights for the Frink book. A short time later, 
two key men of the Frink organization joined 
Carter & Company: C. A. Hurlburt as sales 
agent in Michigan, and E. K. Bottle at Niagara 
Falls. ' 
"Bottle by name and bottle by nature," he 
John Dickson, left, joined Carter & Company in 
1886 and later became the first sales manager of the 
Amerjt.:an Sales Book Company. With him is Arthur 
Phillips, New York City sales manager from 1911 
to 1932. 
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was affectionately described. On a Saturday 
afternoon he could be found languidly playing 
his French horn behind a printing press in the 
Carter plant. Eccentric as he was, Bottle proved 
to be a mechanical genius who was granted more 
than 100 patents for improvements in the sales 
book and related machinery during his 35 years 
with Moore. His career marked the entry of 
Moore into informal research to improve forms, 
accounting procedures and controls in business 
operations. 
Meanwhile, the continuous book was making 
great inroads in the sales book market. Printed 
on a continuous roll and folded zigzag style-a 
forerunner of today's continuous interfold forms 
The Continuous Book 
-it was easier to use and more economical to 
manufacture than the Paragon. Instead of sell-
ing the book on its merits, however, Lawson 
undertook to make it popular by low prices. By 
1890 he was in financial trouble. The machin-
ery and continuous book patents of Lawson's 
company in Boston were put up for sale, and 
S. J. Moore negotiated their purchase for $15 8,-
000. As Moore himself told the story later, "We 
didn't leave Boston before the man who had 
designed the Lawson machinery, Thomas 
Briggs, came to me and said, 'The machinery 
you have is out of date.' ·He then demonstrated 
to me in the old United States Hotel a machine 
which I could see was much more efficient and 
economical than the ones we had purchased. 
Before leaving Boston I had agreed to pay him 
$10,000 in cash and retain him as a mechanical 
expert for a ten-year period. We scrapped the 
plant just purchased and built an entirelY. new 
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one for the manufacture of the continuous book. 
It took courage to buy the patent, but more to 
pay the $10,000. It proved to be one of the 
most valuable investments we ever made." 
Perhaps equally valuable were the services of 
William A. Pringle, a skilled press designer for 
the Lawson Company, who accepted a position 
with Carter & Company. Pringle later became 
factory superintendent and contributed to his 
company's leadership in the forms industry 
through improved production techniques. 
Carter-Crume Company, Limited 
About the middle of the year 1892, the 
Crume-Sefton Manufacturing Company in Day-
ton, Ohio, met with wide success in marketing 
three books which contained all the basic ele-
ments of the Carter patents. Moore filed a patent 
action, but W. E. Crume suggested a plan of 
amalgamation which was approved by Carter 
& Company stockholders on August 1, 18 93. 
S. J. Moore became chief executive of the new 
company, called Carter-Crume Company, Lim-
ited. W. E. Crume remained as a vice president 
and helped to expand the company's coverage 
of the United States mid-western market. 
In all acquisitions, Samuel J. Moore made 
every possible effort to retain employees of com-
panies which were absorbed or merged with his 
own. This policy was not always advantageous 
to Moore in each specific case, but it contributed 
to a constructive attitude on the part of em-
ployees which did indeed influence the future 
of Moore Business Forms. · 
The company's appreciation of its human 
assets was not an accident. S. J. Moore is quoted 
as saying, "You can buy bricks, mortar, steel 
and machines, but you have to find men. Organi-
zation and know-how do not come as easily as 
factories and buildings." An attitude of respect 
and consideration for other individuals went all 
the way down the line. This attitude has been a 
factor in the company's fine relations with its 
employees through the years. 
Make a Carbon Copy 
The period from 18 90 to 1905 was one of 
spectacular expansion in the United States and 
to a lesser extent in Canada. Factories increased 
in number and size; the population of cities con-
tinued to swell. Railroads extended their lines 
to cities throughout the two countries. Niagara 
Falls electricity was used to produce aluminum 
in 1895, and in 1896 the power from its tur-
bines was carried a record 20 miles to the city of 
Buffalo. 
Many companies still were operated directly 
by the founder or his sons. The "boss" was 
known to all his employees. He gave instruc-
tions verbally to new and old employees alike, 
and he could still show them "how it should be 
done." Written instructions and records were 
few and were usually written laboriously by 
hand. Copies were still obtained by such old-
fashioned methods as rolling up a pencil-
written page with a damp rag and then pressing 
the page against a piece of tissue paper to obtain 
a print. 
But this was an age of business combination, 
and the one-man operation was fading from the 
scene .. The railroads, telegraphs and telephones 
gradually transformed business from local to 
national, . from national to international. Indus-
try expanded in every direction, management 
became departmentalized and responsibilities 
were delegated to a constantly widening circle. 
"Put it in writing" was the new policy, and 
"Make a carbon copy of it" was the contribution 
of the business forms industry. 
It was an era of growth, too, for S. J. Moore's 
company. As department stores grew larger, the 
sales book became more and more a necessity. 
Moore introduced new store systems using 
books with consecutive numbering from the first 
slip in the first book to the last slip in the last. 
Meanwhile, industrial managers were beginning 
to discover the convenience of two- and three-
part "sales books" for use in making out pur-
chase orders, invoices and bills of lading. The 
industrial market was destined to outgrow even 
the retail sales book market. 
Moore's growth was, at least in part, a prod-
uct of the period. Like many organizations, it 
had evolved in response to the needs of the times. 
Later, however, it took an active part in shaping 
its time. The Company's sales force pioneered 
new methods enabling management to exercise 
control and protection in business operations. 
Work was started on a new factory, and' in 
1903 manufacturing commenced at what is to-
day the Highland A venue plant in Niagara Falls 
-still the largest single plant devoted solely to 
the manufacturing of business forms in the 
world. 
American Sales Book Company 
A new company was incorporated in Elmira, 
New York, in 1899 to service the needs of small 
retail stores. It was called the American Sales 
Book Company, and its roots extended back to a 
day in 1886 when Warren F. Beck left the farm 
to become a general store clerk in a small village 
a few miles east of Elmira. He worked long hours 
during the day waiting on customers and then 
had to return each night to copy the day's trans-
actions by longhand into a general ledger. There 
must be an easier way to maintain records, Beck 
thought. He started work on a new system and 
by 18 99 had developed many ideas to simplify 
record keeping for the small shopkeeper. His 
original "Eureka System" was later abandoned 
in favor of a new "Standard Account" system, 
which used a duplicating sales book that not 
only gave the storekeeper a record of each trans-
The first printing tabulator, invented by James 
Powers in 1913, found wide commercial applica-
tion in statistical and business systems. It was a 
step f ward in punched-card accounting methods 
and later opened big new markets for manifold 
forms. 
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action but also carried forward the total amount 
owed by each charge customer. 
The American Sales Book Company was or-
ganized by a group of Elmira businessmen to 
make Beck's system available to merchants. 
Archie Bovier, a young official in an Elmira 
bank, became general manager and was the 
force behind its early success. 
Not long after the formation of the new com-
pany, Beck invented a new two-part book with 
a notch in one side which enabled the user to 
remove one set of slips and prepare the next set 
for writing without touching the carbon. About 
the same time, Carter-Crume developed a sim-
ilar book. Thus began a dispute which developed 
into the sales book industry's famous "Cutaway 
Carbon Suit." 
On a bright day in June, 1903, Samuel J. 
Moore received a letter in his Toronto office 
from his friend ai?,:d patent attorney, C. H. Duell 
in New York City. 
Dear Mr. Moore: 
We are in receipt this morning of a bill 
of complaint in a suit brought by the A mer-
ican Sales Book Company and Warren F. 
Beck vs. The Carter-Crume Company, 
Ltd., and Samuel J. Moore. We have been 
asked to file an appearance in the case and 
save the expense of having a Marshal serve 
the papers. Under the c,ircumstances, we 
have declined to do it, thinking it better to 
let the Elmira Company spend some 
money. The suit has probably been brought 
for advertising purposes. 
Very truly yours, 
C. H. Duell 
Early company executives are, left to right, Walter 
Greig, Samuel J. Moore and Archie Bovier, shown 
at a meeting in 191 7. Bovier was the first general 
manager of the American Sales Book Company in 
Elmira in 1899 and became general manager when 
his company merged with Carter -Crume in 1911. 
Walter Greig was general manager at Carter-Crume 
for many years and continued in charge of opera-
tions at Niagara Falls following the merger. 
The suit was not brought for advertising pur-
poses. It became a bitter struggle which seesawed 
from one side's advantage to the other's on nu-
merous appeals over an eight-year period. Final-
ly, some enterprising young executive made use 
of one of the new adding machines which were 
appearing about that time and found that $80,-
000 had been paid by both companies in law-
yers' fees and court expenses alone. 
Executives of the two companies had devel-
oped a healthy respect for each other during 
their frequent court contacts. Samuel J. Moore 
arranged a meeting with Archie Bovier to talk 
over the situation. Moore found that the Amer-
ican Sales Book Company had concentrated its 
selling efforts on small stores. While it serviced 
a large number of customers, the average order 
was small, the expenses per order were high, and 
the total volume of business was considerably 
less than its arch competitor. On the other hand, 
Carter-Crume had developed its business chiefly 
among department stores in large cities. The two 
companies were really more complementary to 
each other than in conflict. 
The result of these talks was a merger in 1911 
by which the Moore interests acquired a major-
ity interest in the Elmira company through an 
exchange of stock. · Samuel J. Moore continued 
as president of the combined companies at the 
head corporate office in Toronto, and Archie 
Bovier became United States general manager 
in charge of sales. The name, American Sales 
Book Company, Limited, was adopted as de-
scriptive of the combined company's products, 
and United States offices were established in 
The paper boxes above were manufactured by the 
F. N. ijurt Company of Buffalo, New York, divi-
sion of Moore Corporation, Limited. Its Canadian 
counterpqrt is Dominion Paper Box Company, 
Limited. The Company dates back to 1886, when 
F. N. Burt began to print law briefs and later drug 
labels. He was soon supplying druggists' pill and 
powder bo'xes purchased from another manufac-
turer. In 1896 his plant was moved from 440 Main 
Street, Buffalo, to the corner of Swan and Ellicott 
Streets where he commenced manufacturing soap 
boxes. The business grew rapidly, and in 1900 a 
four-story brick structure was built at the corner of 
Seneca and Hamburg Streets where the present fac-
tory is located. Here cigarette boxes were manufac-
tured by hand until specially designed machinery 
Elmira. The merger was extended to include the 
Beardsley Press, the New York Cash Sales Book 
Company and the Eastern Sales Book Company, 
all of New York City. 
Meanwhile, Moore continued sales book op-
erations in Canada, having purchased the sales 
book presses and manufacturing rights from 
Grip some time before the turn of the cen-
tury. In 1901, he had also acquired the Morton 
Company of Canada and added another of the 
many "firsts" to the list of products developed in 
the Moore family of enterprises. The carbon-
coated book was one in which the back of the 
permitted automatic production. Cigarette boxes 
remained the backbone of the company's business 
for many years. When cigarettes went from solid 
boxes into paper packs, the company developed a 
line of round cosmetic boxes, which today make 
F. N. Burt "the largest manufacturer of small paper 
boxes in the world." 
In 1936, the company began to manufacture 
folding cartons, paper-box wraps and box labels. 
Boxes, like forms, are designed individually for 
each customer and are produced on special auto-
matic machinery. Other products of the company 
include face-powder boxes with metal bottoms and 
square boxes used by film processors to mail 
35 mm. slides. 
first slip was brushed with a carbon coating, thus 
eliminating the need to insert a slip of carbon 
paper to obtain a copy and enabling the user to 
make additional entries on a set of slips after 
removal from the book. Acquisition of the Mor-
ton Company also gave the Canadian company 
a shipping tag division not shared by its Amer-
ican counterparts. 
The great Toronto Fire of 1904 burned out 
the Carter-Crume plant, in spite of the efforts 
of R. P. Templeton, who stood on top of the 
plant throwing pails of water until forced to 
move by the intense heat. Recovery was quick, 
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and a new plant was acquired at King and Spa-
dina Streets. In 1909, Moore's Canadian inter-
ests were merged under the name, F. N. Burt 
Company, a name which, amended to Burt Busi-
ness Forms, continued until Moore Business 
Forms was adopted in 1945. 
Early Principles 
of the Forms Industry 
Formation of the American Sales Book Com-
pany in 1911 brought together under one man-
agement the largest and most competent group 
of business system experts ever assembled up to 
that time. Two factors distinguished the new 
company from local printers throughout the 
nation. The first, as we have seen, was concen-
tration on a single line of products. 
The second was the forms salesman. Given 
the opportunity to concentrate exclusively on 
the sale of business forms, he soon learned the 
best features of many business systems and was 
able to provide valuable system planning serv-
ice. 
The recognition by the Moore organization 
and sales force of the importance of business 
systems is clearly indicated in a book, Where 
Have My Profits Gone?, published by the Amer-
ican Sales Book Company in 1912. The story of 
how this book came to be published is told by 
W. M. Cooper, who was in charge of credit and 
adjustment at Elmira at the time of the merger 
and later became sales manager of the combined 
companies. "Soon after the amalgamation," Mr. 
Cooper recalled at his Elmira home, "it was de-
cided we should have national advertising. 
M.P. Gould, an advertising expert, was retained 
as a consultant, and when Gould got started, he 
said, 'Gracious! It is so detailed that I think the 
thing we need to do is to write a book, and offer 
that book free for a coupon to be sent to the 
company.' " 
To obtain a list of potential customers, the 
company offered the 256-page volume free to 
anyone who sent in a coupon. All kinds of peo-
ple could and did write for it-alert young men, 
clerks, children and curiosity seekers. Three 
months after publication, more than 50,000 re-
quests had been received. Each coupon was later 
forwarded to a salesman, but for selling pur-
poses, more than half were duds. "Salesmen ran 
their heads off," commented Mr. Cooper, "only 
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to find a home or boarding house and no chance 
to sell.'' On top of all this, the cost of publishing 
Where Have My Profits Gone? in 1912 exceed-
ed the company's entire profit for the year. 
"Where have our profits gone?" asked the 
company's shareholders. 
Yet the book is particularly significant today, 
as we look back through three quarters of a cen-
tury, for it was written with information pro-
vided by Moore salesmen and executives of the 
period. In its pages are the principles pioneered 
by the early salesmen and the contribution of the 
industry to the development of business proce-
dures. The first of these principles was the im-
portance of business systems-systems to control 
buying, selling, return of goods, receiving, de-
livery, employees' purchases and other key oper-
ations that must be controlled if a business is to 
be profitable. 
A second basic principle as recorded in Where 
Have My Profits Gone? is, "Every individual 
shall make a record of all particulars of each 
transaction at the time when the transaction 
takes place. The individual cannot be depended 
on to write up at the end of any period of time, 
a record of what he remembers of the transac-
tion. Memory has virtually passed out of modern 
commerce. The record must be made as the 
transaction takes place." 
A third principle is "One writing can serve 
many purposes.'' The original entry on a busi-
ness form was already doing double and triple 
duty through the varied use of carbon paper, a 
raw material of the manifold forms industry. A 
traveling salesman took an order in duplicate, 
keeping a carbon copy for himself and sending 
the original to his company. A "C.O.D.'' sales 
record, instead of being copied three separate 
times, was recorded once on a three-part form. 
In retail systems, stores gave a sales slip with 
each purchase and retained a copy to serve as a 
credit and sales record. To stop losses from 
faked exchanges, return of the original slip was 
required with goods to be exchanged. 
Today, with millions of retail transactions 
each hour controlled by business forms, it is 
difficult to imagine that these ideas were consid-
ered radical innovations when pioneered by 
Moore salesmen in the years surrounding the 
turn of the century. 
The importance of carbon paper to business 
systems was emphasized in the following pas-
sage, written in the Toronto office of Samuel J. 
Moore in 1908 and reprinted in Where Have My 
Profits Gone?: 
"In making up a list of the ten most important 
contributions to the commercial progress of the 
nineteenth century, it would meet with general 
approval if the list included the typewriter, the 
telephone and wireless telegraphy. Yet it would 
probably cause considerable surprise and dis-
cussion if the list included carbon paper, often 
called transfer paper. Carbon paper, at first 
thought, seems to be of minor importance, yet 
the more you think of it, the more its importance 
grows. The phonograph reproduces the voice, 
while carbon paper reproduces the written rec-
ord-which is often more valuable than a library 
of law books. In fact, carbon paper has served a 
most useful and important purpose in furnishing 
the records which have made possible the organ-
ization, direction and control of a large part of 
modern business." 
Today Moore Business Forms is believed to 
be the la.rgest manufacturer of carbon paper in 
the world and uses its entire production in its 
own business forms. 
Punch-ed Card Methods 
While Samuel J. Moore and his executive staff 
in Toronto were concerned with integrating and 
managing the American Sales Book Company, 
many events took place outside their control 
which were to affect the forms industry pro-
foundly. 
The development of the tabulating card as a 
method for processing data began in 1880 when 
Dr. Herman Hollerith, a noted statistician, was 
engaged by the United States Government as a 
special agent for the United States Census Bu-
reau. His job was to develop mechanical aids to 
speed processing of census information. He de-
veloped a system for placing census information 
on paper strips. Punched holes instead of written 
numbers enabled the paper strip (tabulating 
card) to be processed by machine. This was the 
beginning of punched-card methods. Dr. Holler-
ith later formed his own company, which merged 
into the Computing-Tabulating-Recording 
Company, a forerunner of International Busi-
ness Machines Corporation. 
Again, in 1907, the Census Bureau sought 
improved methods to process data in the forth-
coming 1910 census. James Powers, an engi-
neer, developed the census punching machine 
and a horizontal card-sorting machine. Later, 
he formed the Powers Accounting Machine 
Company, soon merged with Remington Rand, 
Inc. In 1913, Powers produced the first tabulat-
ing machine which printed its information. This 
machine and others, like the billing and account-
ing machines coming into use at the same time, 
prepared records on business forms and vastly 
increased the capacity of industry to process 
data. 
In later years, as the complexity and speed of 
business machines increased, machine manu-
facturers faced the problem of how to control 
the feeding and alignment of multiple-copy 
forms. One way was the development of margi-
nally punched forms using sprocket wheels for 
form control. The sprocket idea was perfected 
in 1912 by Theodore Schirmer, who perforated 
the margins of a paper roll so it could be en-
It was quite a trick to hold alignment between 
forms on this contraption. An early machine of the 
Elliott-Fisher Company, later merged with Under-
wood Corporation, it illustrates how form rolls 
were used in business machines before the inter-
folded form. When interleaved with one-time car-
bon, the interfolded form enabled this and other 
business machines to prepare multiple-copy, pre-
printed accounting and management documents. 
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gaged with a wheel and pin device for continu-
ous feeding on registers with no slipping of 
forms. Schirmer founded the Standard Register 
Company of Dayton, Ohio. Later, this com-
pany, the Autographic Register Company, 
Darco, and Moore developed a wide range of 
processes designed to synchronize punched 
forms to tabulating, billing and other data-
processing machines. 
Even the United States Government in its 
own unique way contributed to the progress of 
the forms industry by passage of the Sixteenth 
Amendment to the Constitution and the Federal 
income tax law in 1913. "Robbery," "misap-
propriation of hard-earned capital" and "viola-
tion of personal freedom," were among the mild-
est of comments aimed at the income tax. But to 
the forms producers, the income tax meant an-
other important record that industry had to 
maintain. Carbon manifold forms produced 
necessary copies and eliminated much repetitive 
writing that might otherwise have been required 
for income tax records. 
Later the Social Security Act, the withhold-
ing of taxes at the source and numerous govern-
ment taxing and regulatory agencies all created 
additional records needs. Each new data re-
quirement constituted a potential increase in 
clerical staff or a new use for duplicating forms. 
Economy and accuracy, then as now, favored 
the form. 
With business form requirements continuing 
to increase, the Sales Book Association was 
formed in 1916 to develop through research and 
promotion new uses and markets for the indus-
try's products. 0. L. Moore, not a relative of 
S. J. Moore but intimately familiar with the in-
dustry, became the Association's first general 
secretary and made an important contribution 
to the industry over a period of years. 
It was through the Sales Book Association 
that Samuel J. Moore demonstrated many of the 
qualities which earned for him the unofficial role 
of elder statesman for the industry. When de-
mand for the sales book surpassed the capacity 
of his pioneer company, he made hundreds of 
business form and sales book patents available 
to competitors through license agreements and, 
in so doing, extended the capacity of American 
commerce to systematize its operations with the 
best available forms. An important figure inCa-
nadian enterprise, he was connected with several 
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other companies outside the forms industry and 
later became president of the Bank of Nova 
Scotia. He was recognized by the members of the 
Association as the founder of the industry and 
was regularly called upon at meetings for "a few 
remarks upon any subject he chooses." 
Pacific Coast Companies 
Meanwhile, S. J. Moore, continuing to seek a 
continent-wide pattern of distribution, acquired 
the Pacific Manifolding Book Company. A 
group allied with the Seventh Day Adventist 
Church had started in 18 96 to print religious 
books and literature in Oakland, California. 
The organization had excess press capacity and 
commenced the printing of sales books under 
license from Carter & Company. The group was 
a nonprofit organization, and it is said that cer-
tain of the Adventists wer~ distraught to find not 
only that the printing of religious documents 
was becoming secondary, but that the produc-
tion of sales books was actually showing a prof-
it! This was a disconcerting discovery, and they 
decided to sell the equipment and licenses for 
the production of sales books. To acquire these 
assets, the Pacific Manifolding Book Company 
was organized by Horace P. Brown in 1904 
with several other men in the San Francisco 
area. It was sold in 191 0 to Moore and his asso-
ciates. 
Two years later, the publishers of the Los 
Angeles Times started to make sales books in a 
section of their plant under the name of Los 
Angeles Sales Book and Ticket Company. The 
publishers soon discovered that newspaper and 
sales book businesses were not compatible and 
in 1916 sold out to S. J. Moore, who thus ex-
tended coverage by his affiliated companies to 
the whole west coast. R. P. Templeton, who had 
started with Moore in 18 99 as an office boy in 
Toronto, became the first manager of the Los 
Angeles company and soon converted it into a 
profitable organization. The company was 
merged with Pacific Manifolding Book Com-
pany in 1927. 
Horace P. Brown at the Pacific Manifolding 
Book Company brought to the Moore organiza-
tion both inventive ability and a willingness to 
listen to new ideas. It was he who recognized the 
value of William J. Wiswall's idea to replace roll 
forms in registers with the interfolded, Flatpakit 
The interfolded form in patent drawing was first 
used in the Wiz register invented in 1921 by William 
J. Wiswall in a shed behind the Pacific Manifolding 
Book Company. The continuous, zigzag-folded 
form was an adaptation of the continuous sales book 
produced by Moore 30 years earlier and soon re-
placed the rolls used in registers at that time. This 
same form, marginally punched and interleaved 
with carbon paper, is today's continuous, inter-
leaved form used on high-speed automatic tabu-
lating and billing machines in accounting and data 1'-------------------------' processing systems throughout the world. 
form, made by interfolding two or more continu-
ous sales books together into one flat pack. 
While a department head in a stationery firm in 
Portland, Oregon, Wiswall had placed orders 
for the continuous sales books with holes 
punched at the top and bottom. He had then 
taken t~vo or more of these zigzag-folded books, 
unfolded them, and then refolded them together 
to create an interfolded, flat-pack manifold 
form. Alignment between copies was main-
tained automatically, both by the interlocking 
folds and 'by pins inserted into the punched 
holes. One of the biggest advantages of Wis-
wall's device was that the carbon copy in the 
zigzag-folded manifold form could refold itself 
back into a flat pack when fed into a locked 
compartment in the register, thus providing an 
easily audited and tamper-proof record. 
Wiswall first approached several eastern 
forms manufacturers, including tlfe American 
Sales Book Company in Elmira, but when he re-
ceived no encouragement, he brought his device 
to Horace Brown. 
On the Pacific coast, Brown set Wiswall up 
in a shed behind the factory and provided him 
with top-flight mechanical assistance. A new 
sales register using flat-folded forms was per-
fected and named Wiz. 
Introduced in 1921, the Wiz register was an 
immediate success. Its advantages included au-
tomatic alignment of copies, the use of easily au-
dited interfolded forms which did not curl, speed 
of operation and ease of loading. The tremen-
dous possibilities of the new flat-pack register 
soon became apparent, and Wiswall was trans-
ferred to the east, where he developed numerous 
improvements with the aid of William A. Prin-
gle and Louis Hageman, two of the company's 
leading mechanical experts. 
If the zigzag-folded, flat-pack continuous 
form could replace rolls in registers, why could 
not the same principle be applied to business ma-
chines, many of which used rolls of forms? Alert 
salesmen began to sell zigzag-folded manifold 
register forms for use on business machines even 
before the interfolded machine form was offi-
cially introduced. The company's mechanical 
experts developed carbon-holding attachments 
which made it possible to prepare multiple-copy 
interfolded forms on business machines of the 
day, like the Elliott-Fisher and Underwood Con-
tinuous Billing Machines. 
The Wiz Register 
In the Pacific coast plant about 1920, leather belts 
run from a single-drive shaft to printing presses. 
The belts were used in all Moore plants until indi-
vidual presses were equipped with electric motors. 
The way was now opened for new, timesaving 
business methods. In cooperation with office 
machine manufacturers and accountants, sys-
tems were developed to simplify accounting and 
Web presses, using rolls of paper, considerably 
speeded production from the earliest days in 
Toronto. 
record keeping, to streamline office procedures 
and to make one writing accomplish many pur-
poses in an endless variety of new ways. Spread 
out before Moore was a vast new market for the 
use of forms. However, the Company's salesmen 
first had to translate the needs of customers into 
systems which would use the potential econo-
mies offered by the new forms. 
In previous years, Company officials had 
found that in order to introduce a new product 
successfully, it must first be sold to the sales 
force. It was plain that in order to introduce the 
new continuous form with its many applications 
to business and accounting methods, the sales-
men of the Company had to be fully informed. 
For this reason, the sales convention of 1924 
was called. 
Auditing from Flatpakit forms proved much easier 11 
than from long, rolled strips which curled over the 
desk and floor. 
Ill A Period of Change 
"If all our plants were wiped out overnight, this Company 
could rebuild itself and be the leader in this industry in a 
few months because its men have been carefully chosen 
for their ability to do the job they were selected for." 
ON A MORNING IN JULY, 1924, a young man 
threaded his way through Manhattan's Grand 
Central Terminal toward a train to upstate New 
York, en route to Westminster Island in ·the 
Thousand Islands. Norbert J. Murphy had been 
an American Sales Book Company salesman in 
New York City for 11 years and was on his way 
to his first sales convention. 
Murphy, in his background, opinions and 
memories, was typical of 160 other salesmen 
who were looking forward to a week in the fa-
mous resort area. 
The sales convention did its job in educating 
the Company's salesmen. Murphy and the as-
sembled salesmen went to school. They learned 
how the new, interfolded continuous form could 
be used with business machines to prepare mul-
tiple-copy records. "The convention enlarged 
our entire concept of selling," Murphy later re-
called. "Each day in class, we were taught how 
to analyze a company's operations. We studied 
systems we never had known before and learned 
how to incorporate three or four functions into a 
single manifold form, so that one writing pro-
duced all the needed records. We became more 
systems minded and were able to devise many 
additional procedures to meet the expanding 
business needs of the time." 
For the business form companies of Samuel J. 
Moore, the sales convention of 1924 marked the 
start of a period of change. The new continuous 
product opened contacts with business machine 
manufacturers, and a tradition of coop~ration 
developed between the two industries. The new 
forms increased the usefulness and the sales of 
many machines, and the machines in turn also 
increased the sales of forms. Although sales 
... R. P. Templeton 
book production continued to advance, the con-
tinuous forms were to capture an increasing per-
centage of total forms production. In 1924, the 
sales book represented approximately 7 5 per 
cent of total production and the continuous form 
less than 1 per cent. Six years later in 1930, sales 
books amounted to about 45 per cent while the 
continuous form had advanced to almost one 
third of the total. In 1957, continuous products 
and S peedisets accounted for close to 8 3 per cent 
of Moore's form production, and the sales book 
a shade more than 13 per cent. 
This transition is indicative of the develop-
ment of business procedures from hand-written 
book forms to continuous, high-speed machine 
operations. The largest volume of continuous-
forms production today is used for business rec-
ords prepared on automatic or semi-automatic 
business machines. 
One-time Carbon 
in Continuous and Unit Forms 
Horace P. Brown and one of his sales execu-
tives, Harry Stevens, continued to seek prod-
uct improvements at the Pacific Manifolding 
Book Company. Brown and Stevefl:S had made it 
a habit for many years to get together Sunday 
mornings for a visit at the Emeryville plant. 
Quite naturally, their conversations turned to 
some aspect of business forms. During one of 
these Sunday morning sessions, the two men 
conceived the idea of one-time carbon paper-a 
carbon paper made at such low cost that it could 
be used once in a form and thrown away, yet still 
save money and clerical time for its user. 
Development work went forward at Niagara 
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The Speediset or snap-apart form, a Moore inven-
tion, provides the convenience of one-time carbon 
in a unit form. 
l3y varying the printed matter from one copy to 
another, a Speediset can serve many purposes. For 
example, a Speediset order form enables a clerk 
to prepare at a single writing an acknowledgment 
to the customer, a production notice to the factory, 
a notice to the salesman, a shipping notice, an in-
voice, a bill of lading and additional records as 
needed. 
The unretouched photograph at left shows hand 
motions of a stenographer as she prepares, types 
and separates forms, using four loose ~beets and 
three loose carbons. The one at the right illustrates 
the saving in time and energy when the same forms 
are used as a four-part Moore Speediset with one-
time carbon. Collating and aligning motions are 
eliminated, and the tedious job of separating the 
carbons is reduced to the simple act of snapping 
out a stub with the carbons attached, leaving the 
parts of the set ready for use. 
Falls and at both plants on the Pacific coast be-
fore H. P. Brown in 1925 produced a thin-tissue 
carbon paper suitable for making a copy and 
cheap enough for one-time use. Brown then in-
terleaved one-time carbon paper in interfolded, 
continuous check-writing forms for payrolls at 
the Pacific coast plant. 
Competitors and friends alike scoffed at first 
at the idea that anyone would use carbon paper 
once and throw it away, but one-time carbon 
soon was to revolutionize the forms industry. 
Pioneered by Moore companies, its use led to 
thousands of new multiple-copy form appli-
cations. 
For the first time, high-speed tabulating and 
billing equipment could place information on 
multiple-copy preprinted forms. A new field of 
research was opened between form and machine 
companies to integrate forms and machine de-
sign for speed and efficiency in form utilization. 
Among the earliest customers for carbon inter-
leaved forms were users of the Burroughs-
Moon-Hopkins continuous billing-calculating 
machine, which had been confined to cut sheets 
of paper with loose carbon for multiple copies. 
One-time carbon also minimized the need for 
complicated and time-consuming carbon-hold-
ing devices on office machines which used con-
tinuous forms. 
Carbon interleaved forms were a big time-
saver for repetitive operations and almost elimi-
nated replacing forms and fussing with carbons. 
But for the typist or machine operator whose job 
included preparation of several different rec-
ords, switching from one set of continuous forms 
to another was bulky and awkward. To provide 
the convenience of one-time carbon in unit 
forms, the Speediset was conceived and a patent 
application filed in 1926 covering its essentials. 
On the Pacific coast, Harry Stevens succeeded in 
perfecting the modern Speediset and applied for 
a patent in 1928. The product consists of several 
sheets of paper with one-time carbon inter-
leaved, bound together in a stub and perforated 
so that the pages and carbons can be snapped 
apart. 
"It pays to throw carbon away to keep time 
out of the waste basket" was a selling motto. The 
new product saved clerical time by eliminating 
the need to arrange forms and insert carbons be-
fore preparation and the need to separate the 
parts and remove carbons later. 
\ 
Any office with a typewriter was opened to the 
Moore organization as a possible user of mani-
fold forms. 
Gilman Fanfold Corporation 
By 1925 the companies in the Moore Group 
produced every type of commonly used business 
form except one-the Fanfold form manufac-
tured by the Gilman Fanfold Corporation at its 
plant in Niagara Falls. In that year 0. L. Moore 
of the S~lles Book Association negotiated the 
sale of his plant to the S. J. Moore interests. 
The Fanfold form dates back to 1905, when 
H. J. Hollis, the president of the Elliott-Fisher 
Company, was trying to get a large order from a 
railroad. He is quoted as having said, "If there 
were only some way of attaching the edges of 
your roll forms together so that the forms would 
not slip out of alignment, considerable new busi-
ness could be obtained." He evidently made the 
point to a number of people, including A. S. Gil-
man, who operated a printing company in 
Cleveland, Ohio, specializing in railroad tariffs. 
Gilman soon became enthusiastic about pro-
ducing such a form, fastened at the edges, for the 
tremendous quantities of freight bills and way-
bills used by railroads. By printing on two sides 
of a single sheet of paper and folding the sheet 
along its entire length like an oriental fan, he de-
veloped the Fan fold form, in which all copies 
were joined together at the fold. Slipping be-
tween copies was thus eliminated and regis-
tration assured. Gilman took his first order for 
Fanfold from what is now the New York Central 
Railroad System on April 20, 1906. 
At first Fanfold forms were wound in rolls, 
but rough handling by freight companies often 
caused damage along the edges. A. S. Gilman in 
1913 went to Erie, Pennsylvania, to consult an 
engineer who had a reputation for solving diffi-
cult paper problems. In the railroad station, he 
saw a woman wearing a long pleated skirt drop 
a package. As Gilman hurried to assist her, she 
stooped to pick it up, and in that instant he 
noticed that her pleated skirt shaped itself natu-
rally into folds on the floor. In a flash, he visual-
ized the accordion-pleated Fanfold forms folded 
crosswise into a solid pack in quite the same 
manner as the continuous sales book. He went 
back to Cleveland and found that the idea 
worked. 
In 1921 Gilman decided to build a Fan fold 
factory in Niagara Falls on a piece of property 
adjoining the International Paper Company, the 
source of his paper. The first section of his new 
plant was opened in February, 1923. Almost 
overnight he moved all the necessary equipment 
and dozens of his men with their families to 
Niagara Falls. 
On the day in 1925 the Niagara Falls plant 
was sold to Moore, Gilman cashed his check at 
one bank and carried the money across the street 
to another for the pleasure of having carried a 
million dollars, a pleasure most of us have 
missed. 
Moore Corporation, Limited 
Nine companies manufacturing paper prod-
ucts or machinery related to its production were 
known as the "Moore Group" in the financial 
district of Toronto by 1928. Each of the compa-
nies had grown and prospered under the leader-
ship of S. J. Moore and his associates in Moore's 
head offices on Bay Street, Toronto. The three 
Use of the Fanfold form received its greatest im-
petus during the first world war when the United 
States Government took over the operation of the 
railroads. These forms were adopted throughout 
the unified railroad system as standard for freight 
billing and shipping purposes. The government's 
use of Fanfold during the war period marked the 
first time carbon copies were generally accepted 
as leg_al records. Courts had not yet accepted the 
fact t'llat a carbon record could be as reliable or 
more reliable than the original handwritten record 
of a transaction. 
Moore 
at War 
Not as explosive as torpedoes nor as obvious as 
ships and guns were the contributions of Moore 
Corporation, Limited and the forms industry to the 
war effort in two world wars. The knee desk above, 
a pr.oduct which captured the public imagination, 
gave World War I soldiers the means to write a 
quick letter home. It contained stationery, pencil 
and even a candle with its own holder. The Kidder 
Press Company's plant capacity in World War I 
was devoted largely to repairs of submarines and 
ships, and to the manufacture of looms to produce 
wire cloth for holding gas mask filters. In World 
War II, the Company's machining and assembly 
skills were used by the United States Navy to manu-
facture 12 large internal operating mechanisms for 
submarines constructed at the Portsmouth Navy 
Yard. The most important assemblies were torpedo-
tube muzzle doors, blow-vent and brain valves, 
main ballast valves, emergency vent valves, sea 
suction valves and bulkhead vent valves. 
Moore Business Forms as well as Kidder Press 
was declared an essential war industry in World 
War II and produced nearly 6,000 different types 
of forms for controlling production of war goods, 
movement of troops and war materiel, military pay 
and personnel records, inventories of strategic 
materials and other critical military and govern-
ment functions in Canada and the United States . 
... 
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In Washington, R. P. Templeton and G. M. Doo-
little, veteran Moore executives, headed a team 
which provided systems planning service to govern-
ment agencies and coordinated Moore's production 
with war requirements. 
United States soldiers the world over stood at 
attention mornings while their presence or lack of 
it was recorded on U.S. Army Headquarters Com-
pany Morning Reports, designed and produced by 
Moore. The Company met such continuing require-
ments as manufacturing nearly 30,000,000 mes-
sage books for the Army Signal Corps. These books 
consisted of 25 three-part Speediset forms and three 
two-part forms, the latter printed on lightweight 
paper for delivery by carrier pigeon. For the Office 
of Defense Transportation, Moore designed and 
produced forgery- and counterfeit-proof documents 
to implement the gasoline and power-conservation 
program. For the Office of Price Administration, 
Moore prepared more than 170,000,000 gasoline 
and other ration books and assisted in setting speci-
fications for additional ration forms which could be 
produced on the equipment of rotary printers 
throughout the United States. This action opened 
a wide source of supply for vast quantities of ration 
books which were far beyond the ability of any one 
manufacturer to produce. 
( 
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largest were American Sales Book Company, 
Ltd., Pacific Manifolding Book Company, Ltd., 
and Gilman Fanfold Corporation, Ltd. The 
other six were: 
1. Burt Business Forms, Ltd., of Canada, 
succcessor to Moore's Canadian sales 
book interests started in 18 82. 
2. Western Sales Book Company, Ltd., with 
plants in Winnipeg and Vancouver. 
3. Cosby-Wirth Manifold Book Company of 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, purchased by the 
Moore interests in 1924. Acquisition of 
this company marked the first significant 
use by Moore of the dealer method of dis-
tribution which continues to supplement 
the efforts of the direct sales force in all 
divisions. Chauncey Crofoot, who started 
work with Samuel J. Moore in Toronto in 
1907, became its general manager. 
4. F. N. Burt Company, Inc., of Buffalo, 
. New York, the largest manufacturer of 
small paper boxes in the world. One of 
the few women to hold an executive posi-
tion in any of the Moore companies, Miss 
M~ry Cass was Bhrt's general manager 
and leader for many years. 
5. Dominion Paper Box Company, Limited, 
Toronto, the Canadian equivalent to F. N. 
Burt Company and a member of the 
Moore Group since 1909. 
6. Kidder Press Company, Inc., Dover, New 
Hampshire. ,, 
Although financial policy was set in Toronto, 
each of these companies had developed in its 
own way. Local managers were responsible for 
personnel, sales and operating procedures. This 
autonomy allowed each company to expand in 
accordance with its own particular potential but 
still created many problems. For example, if one 
company developed a new product, license 
agreements and much legal haggling gene~ally 
resulted before it could be manufactured by 
other companies in the Moore Group. Moore 
and other directors decided on a plan to merge 
American Sales Book Company, Pacific Mani-
The Remington Rand was. the first commercial 
electric typewriter. It made up to 18 legible copies 
with Speediset forms. Both the form and the ma-
chine increased each other's potential uses and sales. 
folding Book Company and Gilman Fanfold 
Corporation. 
Shareholders of the three companies ap-
proved merger plans, and Moore Corporation, 
Limited, began its existence January 1, 1929. Its 
shares were issued in exchange for outstanding 
shares of its three subsidiaries. For the first time, 
the Corporation carried the name of Samuel J. 
Moore, founder of the industry. The new cor-
poration began operations at the start of 1929 
with a capital of five million dollars and an an-
nual sales volume of ten million dollars. Each of 
its three operating companies continued under 
This .. early model IBM electric typewriter is shown 
with an attachment which held carbon paper in 
place and permitted use of Fanfold forms. 
Moore is not in the business machine field and pre-
fers to concentrate on forms. However, the Com-
pany does design and manufacture a complete line 
of equipment, both to facilitate control of forms by 
bt1siness machines and to automate the after-writing 
operations of decollating, imprinting and detaching. 
. The Formaliner, above, was developed in 1936 to 
control alignment and vertical spacing of marginally 
p\lnched continuous forms. Manufactured today by 
Kidder Press and under license to leading business 
machine manufacturers, the F ormaliner is used on 
tabulators, accounting machines, typewriters and 
high-speed printers for data-processing installations. 
Below, the Vertical j Spacer, introduced in 1953 
for use on electric typewriters, automatically ad-
vances forms from one writing area, line or form, 
to the next, eliminating time-consuming, line-by-
line platen advancing. Decollators separate miles of 
continuous forms and remove the interleaved 
carbon. 
its own name for many years, as did all the other 
Moore companies which later became part of 
the new corporate structure. 
The merger strengthened the position of each 
associated company. Financial, research and 
personnel resources of the entire organization 
were available to each unit. Economies were 
secured through group purchasing, and ac-
counting practices were standardized so that 
comparisons could be made between units, facil-
itating the correction of any weaknesses. A com-
plete range of form products and the facilities 
to produce them were coordinated under one 
management. 
With the organization of Moore Corporation, 
Limited, the job of integrating the various com-
panies, previously operated independently and 
in competition with each other, was vigorously 
undertaken. The direction of the business had 
meantime passed to Mr. Moore's senior associ-
ate, E. G. Baker, whose first task was to create a 
management group on modern lines and estab-
lish definite, clear-cut policies on which the 
larger business would operate. Samuel J. Moore 
remained as chairman of the board but active 
management fell to Mr. Baker, who had started 
work with him in 1905 as a temporary clerk and 
had since held many executive positions in 
Moore companies. The problem was to trans-
late to the best advantage the combined experi-
ence of all divisions into policies and programs 
understood by all, and at the same time to main-
tain the autonomous character of each opera-
ting unit. 
"This took time," states Mr. Baker. "We 
gradually arrived at a clear understanding of 
basic policies and put these into operation in the 
various divisions of the company, but there was 
no attempt to mold everyone to a single pattern. 
What we tried to do was to agree upon sound 
principles and the best methods, based on expe-
rience, and have these carried out in the manner 
most suited to the conditions in the territory in 
which each division operated." 
Gradually, basic policy included recognition 
of the importance of decentralized operation, 
and the increased place of research and develop-
ment. Constant attention was given to the selec-
tion and training of young men, because it was 
recognized that the company's future would de-
pend on the development of competent manage-
ment. It was agreed that management should be 
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developed from within and kept fully informed 
throughout the business. 
A concept of group management was initi-
ated and soon spread to each division. The man-
agement group usually included the general 
manager, sales manager, plant manager and 
comptroller. As team spirit developed, a sense of 
pulling together gradually built up throughout 
all the units of the company. Most important of 
all, key per&onnel were given a voice in policy 
making, thereby gaining insight into all the 
major problems of the business and being pre-
pared for larger executive responsibilities. 
Through the years, policies and methods have 
been constantly revised, but always there has 
been an unfailing appreciation that the Com-
pany's growth depends largely on the caliber of 
its personnel and the extent to which first-class 
management is developed. 
The Depression 
Only a few months after the inception of 
Moore Corporation in 1929, the United States 
and Canada were hit by the great depression. 
Sales declined from ten million dollars in 1929 
to a low of six million dollars in 1932. Executive 
vice president W. Norman McLeod instituted 
tight controls to hold employment levels and 
keep the organization intact. 
Executives and employees took two voluntary 
salary cuts. Many employees worked only every 
other day, while married women with working 
husbands were laid off to make room for people 
whose livelihoods depended exclusively on em-
ployment with Moore. 
Form sales began to climb in 1933 somewhat 
ahead of most other industries. Hard-pressed 
businessmen were seeking new cost-saving sys-
tems, often requiring manifold forms. 
In spite of the depression, management 
reached a decision in Toronto to continue finan-
cial support of the formal program of research 
started in 1929 with the formation of the Moore 
Research Division. It was a decision of great sig-
nificance to the future success of the Corpo-
ration. 
The Role of Research 
Research at Moore had been an informal ac-
tivity qp to 1929, largely sparked by individual 
efforts rather than by systematized and coor-
dinated planning. But as business expanded, 
accounting systems increased in complexity, 
business machines became more intricate and 
form requirements grew more exacting. 
Moore executives recognized the necessity for 
thorough and coordinated research and initiated 
a formal program in 1929. For a while, objec-
tives of the program were confused, but Stuart 
Fleming became director of research in 1932 
and helped crystallize six areas of research 
activity: 
1. Investigate and develop new uses for 
forms and new applications of the basic 
principle, "Let one writing serve many 
purposes." 
2. Develop automatic manufacturing equip-
ment for economic production of business 
forms. 
3. Study and improve the raw materials of 
forms-paper, carbon and inks. 
4. Maintain liaison with business machine 
manufacturers and study the forms re-
quirements of present and potential busi-
ness machines so as to insure compatibil-
ity between forms and machines. 
5. Develop special equipment to increase 
control of forms on business machines and 
to handle forms automatically after they 
leave the machine. 
6. Establish forms specifications sufficiently 
standardized to permit manufacture in 
large volume at low cost. 
The research department started with the fun-
damental concept of the manifold form as a 
commercial tool-a tool which enables one writ-
ing to serve many purposes and often allows in-
experienced people to do the work of experts. A 
professionally designed business form takes an 
original entry and uses it in three ways. 
First, a manifold form can frequently be used 
to prepare at one writing all the required records 
of a transaction. A clerk can type a purchase 
requisition and at the same time prepare a re-
quest for a quotation, purchase order and receiv-
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These high-speed automatic presses at Niagara 
'Falls manufacture precision business forms to tol-
erances of one thousandth of an inch. Among the 
m·any operations performed on these machines are 
ing' record, all without additional writing. He 
can type a sales order, and at the same time pre-
pare a customer acknowledgment, invoice and 
shipping label. 
Second, a form carries information to the 
point where it is processed by individuals or ma-
chines. In charge account systems, sales slips 
carry information to the accounting department 
for preparation of monthly invoices. 
Third, the printed form gives meaning to in-
formation entered on it. The figures on a payroll 
check, for example, would have little meaning 
on a blank piece of paper. 
Many new applications of the form as a com-
mercial tool have been developed by Moore 
Research systems experts. But the unique con-
tribution of research directed by Stuart Fleming 
lay in its emphasis on basic principles-particu-
larly on the principle that business forms must 
be sufficiently standardized to be sold in large 
volume and produced at low cost on automatic 
machinery. Previously, the general tendency was 
to sell anything the customer wanted instead of 
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printing on both sides of a roll of paper at the same 
time, perforating in two directions, punching, num-
bering each form consecutively, folding and deliver-
ing the finished product ready for shipment. 
adjusting form specifications to existing produc-
tion machinery. It became a duty of the sales 
force to show each customer that his forms could 
do as good a job at lower cost if their size and 
design were standardized to permit automatic 
manufacture. 
Standardization did more than reduce form 
costs and selling prices. By reducing the variety 
of sizes to a manageable number, it speeded the 
development of automatic features on business 
machines which handled forms. A leading busi-
ness machine company executive said, "There 
was once a time when business form companies 
were making thousands of the different widths 
and types of forms, but the policy of standardi-
zation simplified our problems and enabled us to 
construct automatic machines for standard 
widths. The business machine industry could not 
have grown to its present position," he added, 
"without the assistance and cooperation of the 
forms industry. The continuous form, permit-
ting a preprinted accounting and management 
document to be prepared in multiple copies and 
available at an economical price, contributed to 
the office equipment manufacturing industry's 
capacity to do a complete job." 
Although preferring to concentrate on forms 
and not in the business machine field, Moore 
Research found a need to invent special equip-
ment to facilitate the handling of forms. Most 
important was the Formaliner, now used by ma-
jor business machine manufacturers to control 
alignment and vertical spacing of marginally 
punched continuous forms. 
Chemical research has improved inks, dyes 
and carbon formulae. To the uninitiated, one 
carbon paper seems pretty much like another. 
But executives at Moore still recall with trepida-
tion a time when the carbon in a form used by a 
major automobile manufacturer melted in the 
heat of a paint drying room, and the manufac-
turer lost control of production! At the other end 
of the temperature scale, Research developed 
carbon paper which would not crack or become 
brittle even in subzero weather, for truck deliv-
ery receipts and similar outdoor uses. Chemical 
research in World War II developed synthetic 
subst.itutes from noncritical materials to replace 
imported wax used in carbon paper manu-
facture~ 
Today, Moore is continuing a stepped-up 
program of research into new products and busi-
ness methods which may prove to be as signifi-
cant as the sales book and interfolded forms of 
the past. 
Moore Business Forms Named 
The sales convention of 1924 marked the 
start of a 20-year transition period which 
brought a fundamental change in the forms in-
dustry and the companies within the Moore 
Group. The Federal income tax and social se-
curity laws in the United States, as well as the 
increasing complexities of business operations, 
imposed immense volumes of paperwork on 
business and industry. The office equipment in-
dustry expanded, and almost all machine instal-
lations used large quantities of continuous busi-
ness forms. Salesman Murphy, who used to 
think a $200 sales book order was big business 
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The largest single order ever prepared by a manu-
facturer of business forms was executed in 1936. 
It consisted of 40,000,000 numbered and serialized 
Social Security cards and application forms. Only 
the American Sales Book Company at Niagara Falls 
(now Moore Business Forms) had the technical 
skill and machinery to fill this order. 
Machines were completely redesigned and re-
constructed, and a government post office was 
opened in the factory to get the order out on time. 
back in 1920, was now selling continuous forms 
in thousand-dollar amounts. 
An analysis of product sales in 1944 showed 
that while sales books were still produced in 
large volume, other business forms co~stituted 
80 per cent of production. It was decided to find 
a new name common to all forms-producing 
units and more descriptive of the product and 
services provided. Moore Business Forms was 
adopted at the beginning of 1945, and names 
like Pacific Manifolding Book Company, 
American Sales Book Company, Burt Business 
Forms, Gilman Fanfold Corporation and 
Cosby-Wirth Manifold Book Company joined 
Carter & Company and Carter-Crume Com-
pany in the dusty archives of the business forms 
industry. 
A complete line of form products was offered 
for the first time by any company when the Gil-
man Fanfold sales force was integrated with 
other selling organizations of Moore Business 
Forms. All Moore salesmen were now free to 
recommend and supply the best and most eco-
nomical form for any specific need. 
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IV The Postwar Challenge 
"That which man altereth not for the better, Time, the 
great innovator altereth for the worse." ... Francis Bacon 
SHORTLY AFTER THE END OF WORLD WAR II 
early in 1946, Executive Vice President W. 
Norman McLeod became President of Moore 
Corporation, Limited, and its subsidiary operat-
ing companies. Edwin G. Baker, after 27 years 
as chief executive, continued with the Corpora-
[ _____ -.:::::=~·:::--i::::·.::::_· ___ _] 
tion as Chairman of the Board, and Samuel J. 
Moore at the age of 87 became Honorary Chair-
man. It was an uncertain period in industry, and 
many executives were waiting for an imminent 
depression. A year or two, they believed, would 
be sufficient to meet the stored-up demand for 
consumer goods, after which the economy 
would face wide-scale unemployment and an 
inevitable business downturn. As a precaution, 
many companies prepared two annual budgets-
one based on planned sales, the other on an 
estimate 15 per cent below the first. But the vi-
tality of the economy had been underestimated; 
the depression did not materialize. Instead, fac-
tories expanded as production climbed to meet 
insatiable consumer demand, and Canada and 
the United States were faced with a scarcity of 
labor. 
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Six-part Moore Speediset, which includes all neces-
sary records for processing a loan by the Rock 
River Loan Corporation of Sterling, Illinois, in-
cludes a number of unique features. ,Strip coated 
carbon tissue provides for elimination of data on 
certain parts. The right side of part 1 is detached 
and discarded, leaving a standard size record and 
ledger card. The passbook (Part 6) contains three 
introductory cards which can be used to acquaint 
friends with the company. 
The labor shortage was particularly severe in 
offices, accounting departments and wherever 
typists, bookkeepers or file clerks were required. 
The postwar popularity of credit transactions 
and installment buying necessitated accurate 
record systems on manifold forms, kept up to 
date by a growing army of clerical personnel. A 
building boom was followed by the decentraliza-
tion of department stores and factories into the 
suburbs, and clerical problems were compound-
ed by home-office requirements for additional 
copies of records to control branch operations. 
As the production of peacetime goods expanded 
and competition became increasingly sharp, 
managers of business needed facts-about sales, 
inventory, production costs-and they needed 
these facts in time to make use of them before 
they were ancient history. All these factors 
which aggravated the shortage of clerical per-
sonnel also caused an explosive increase in the 
demand for business forms. 
Even with higher clerical salaries and larger 
staffs, many organizations were still choking un-
der an expanded load of paper work. Corpora-
tion and business managers everywhere groped 
for new methods to speed processing of data 
while keeping some control over office expenses. 
But conventional methods and equipment were 
not enough. Into the vacuum stepped the manu-
facturers of business machines. 
Background of the Business Machine 
Changes in western civilization are generally 
preceded from 1 0 to 20 years or more by the 
theoretical developments which make these 
changes possible. The internal combustion en-
gine was many years old before it was used by 
Charles E. and J. Frank Duryea to operate a 
"gasoline buggy" in 1893. Even after the suc-
cessful operation of this vehicle, it was not until 
1908 that Henry Ford started mass production 
of the Model "T." Similar time lags occurred in 
electricity, radio and television, all of which 
were laboratory curiosities many years before 
wide .commercial application. 
The office equipment industry moved into 
prominence following World War II with 
punched-card systems and machines which had 
their origin in the Hollerith electric tabulator 
and sorting box used in the United States Census 
of 1890. The first numerical tabulator-printer 
was introduced in 1913, and in 1924 the alpha-
betical tabulator, invented by Powers of Rem-
ington Rand, prepared records with alphabetical 
as well as numerical printing. 
In 1934 International Business Machines de-
veloped the "Carroll Carriage" which automati-
cally controlled carriage movements, permitting 
automatic and continuous insertion of informa-
tion into spaces on continuous forms at high 
speed without manual carriage control. 
Well before World War II, these and other de-
vices had been used for a wide variety of data-
processing and statistical applications, but it was 
not until the postwar bottleneck in clerical-data 
processing that business machine potentialities 
were fully and widely recognized by manage-
ment. 
"Office automation" and "data processing" 
caught fire among management and systems 
personnel. As a part of management systems, the 
busine~s machine quickly and accurately pro-
A Speediset ledger-statement permits quick removal 
of the carbon sheets without touching the carbon 
surface. This book is part of the Moore Simplified 
Account System, a bookkeeping method to control 
accounts receivable for use by firms with up to 150 
charge-account customers. The system permits 
posting charge sales to both a customer ledger ac-
count and his monthly statement, all with one 
writing. Statements are designed for folding to per-
mit use with standard window envelopes. 
duced the reports and statistical information 
needed to control the complexities of modern 
industry. 
The major office equipment manufacturers 
expanded annual sales from three hundred and 
fifty million dollars in the year following the war 
to almost three billion dollars in 1957, enlisting 
inventive genius, productive capacity, financial 
skill and sales engineering to devise methods for 
speeding the flow of paper work. 
New equipment converted source data like 
time cards and sales records into the common 
language of business machines - tabulating 
cards and tape. Once converted, such source 
data could be mechanically or electronically 
counted, totalled, analyzed and processed for re-
production on business forms. 
Unparalleled Challenge 
The expansion of the postwar economy and 
the wide spread of data-processing installations 
multiplied potential forms uses and presented an 
unparalleled challenge to the forms industry to 
meet the demand for its products. 
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Speediflo, multiple-part, continuous form with nar-
row carbon, was designed and produced to meet a 
need for a precision form to be run through high-
speed tabulating and forms-writing equipment. Re-
search, production, financial, sales and service per-
sonnel worked together with business machine 
manufacturers and many long-time Moore cus-
tomers to perfect this product before its introduc-
tion, October 1, 1954. Special interlocking per-
forations anchor all parts in place including the 
carbons, permitting high-speed operation, folding 
and refolding without disturbing alignment. The 
narrow carbon does not pass over the pins, reducing 
paper bulk and eliminating carbon paper clogging. 
At the head offices in Toronto, President Mc-
Leod's group management team formulated 
plans for postwar development after a series of 
conferences which included all divisions. A five-
part program was developed. 
Decentralization: The first decision was to ex-
pand-not in the urban centers such' as Niagara 
Falls and Los Angeles where plants were lo-
cated, but in small places close to large market 
, areas. This was possible because the Corpora-
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tion's large volume enabled individual manufac-
turing plants to specialize in one kind of product. 
Mr. McLeod recalls, "We sent a few product ex-
perts to a small community who recruited people 
who never before had seen a printing plant. 
These people were able to acquire the necessary 
skills because they were not required to manu-
facture the whole range of products." 
The Company, by continuing to be a fair em-
ployer and good neighbor, earned the support of 
the communities into which it moved. Em-
ployees received retirement and hospitalization 
benefits, medical service and group insurance. 
The attitude of employees is indicated by the fact 
that at the end of 1957 more than 38 per cent 
had been with the Company for 10 years or 
more. 
As a neighbor, Moore has encouraged em-
ployees to participate actively in community af-
fairs and take part in Community Chests, Red 
Cross, Boy Scouts and other local activities. 
Moore's postwar expansion gained momen-
tum in 1945 with the opening of the Southern 
Division. This division absorbed the Mid-west-
ern Division in 1950 to form the South Central 
Division with four plants and customers in 23 
states. Rediform Division was established at the 
same time to service dealers throughout the 
country. The International Division was formed 
to serve Mexico with a plant in Mexico City; it 
also serves other Latin American countries and 
the Caribbean area as well as the Far East. 
The company has expanded from 10 manu-
facturing plants in 1945 to 28 manufacturing 
units at the close of 1957. 
New equipment: To equip new plants and 
modernize production facilities, more than thirty 
million dollars has been placed in new plant and 
equipment during the postwar period. 
Sales personnel: To maintain its leadership, 
Moore expanded its sales force from 700 to 
1, 600 men in Canada and the United States with 
offices in every major city of the two countries. 
Since each Moore salesman deals not only with 
forms but with the vital control procedures of an 
organization, each new man had to be trained in 
business methods and familiarized with the com-
plete line of forms. 
Accounting and engineering specialists were 
I 
J 
added to deal with highly technical problems. 
High-speed data systems were cooperatively 
planned and installed for major steel plants and 
automobile manufacturers. Company insurance 
and banking experts, working with representa-
tives from both fields, developed the Speediset 
bank deposit system and prepared standard in-
surance forms to meet state laws and speed cler-
ical processing. 
Training: An extensive training program was 
initiated. Back in 1924 it had been possible to 
assemble the company's sales force of 160 men 
for a one-week training period, after which the 
job was presumed finished. Today, training is a 
continuing challenge to keep sales personnel in-
formed about daily developments in business 
machines, data processing and forms applica-
tions. Class sessions are held in sales offices and 
division headquarters throughout the company. 
Research: Moore research activities have 
been greatly expanded since World War II and 
several new products introduced. Both Speediflo 
and Fan flo forms, especially designed for high-
speed operations, are variations of the continu-
ous inrerfolded and the Fan fold forms, but with 
narrow carbons to reduce the bulk of paper pass-
ing over, marginal control pins. The combination 
of carbon copies and tabulating cards in Moore 
Tab Sets has speeded tab-card preparation in 
many companies. Moore registers were also 
adapted to produce carbon records on tabulat-
ing cards. Specially engineered paper and car-
bon combinations enabled high-speed printers 
to produce up to 50 per cent more copies than 
originally planned by the machine manufac-
turers. 
Moore Business Forms has not only re-
sponded to but has also contributed to the spread 
of new methods in the postwar period. For 
example: 
1. Company representatives carried the gos-
pel of office automation and automatic 
equipment and in many cases directly 
inspired the adoption of automatic ma-
chines. 
2. Salesmen cooperated with business ma-
chine companies to provide consumers 
with complete installations. 
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An original entry on a gas station credit form-a 
two-part tab card set, starts a process by which the 
customer is billed at the end of each month, the 
gasoline station receives payment for the sale, a 
copy of the transaction is filed in the oil company's 
files and the amount of the sale is recorded in the 
company's total charge sales for the month-all 
without additional writing. Tab card sets developed 
by Moore research are used in charge-sale systems 
by most major oil companies and by many other 
concerns for a variety of purposes. 
3. Moore systems experts originated and in-
stalled data-processing systems to solve 
many business problems. 
4. Moore acquired rights to N.C.R. paper 
(No Carbon Required) and pioneered its 
use in manifold forms. 
The success of the Company's response to 
its postwar challenge can be judged by the 
rise in sales from $38,920,909 in 1945 to 
$127,250,000 in 1957. 
Automated Data Processing (ADP) 
In the factory, automation is defined today as 
"moving and processing materials automati-
cally." In the office, automated data processing 
(ADP) deals with the flow of information 
rather than material. 
Throughout its first three quarters of a cen-
tury, Moore Business Forms has been speeding 
up and making automatic the flow and process-
ing of data. Starting with the sales book, .auto-
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TYPEWRITER 
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1. Customer Purchase Order re -
ceived and edited. 
2. Data Master Tape used to write 
order on automatic typewriter, 
variable data entered from 
keyboard. 
3. Parts distributed. 
4. By-product tape used to transmit 
order to plant and then mailed to 
Central Billing with copy of order 
for open order file. 
TRANSMITTER 
DISTRIBUTOR 
TO CUSTOMER 
TO SALESMAN 
TO CENTRAL BILLING 
c 
TAPE PUNCHING 
ORDER 
SHIPPING 
AUTOMATIC 
ADDRESS PLATE 
EMBOSSER 
PLATES 
FOR 
LABELS 
e. Order received on reperforator. 
~ 
TAPE PUNCHING 
TYPEWRITER 
TAPE TO CARD PUNCH 
e. Tape used in automatic type-
writer to produce plant and 
shipping copies. 
a. Upon receipt of shipping notice 
open order tape pulled and used 
to produce invoice. 
9. New by-product tape goes to 
tabulating. 
10. Tape used to produce cards for 
accounts receivable and statisti-
ca I reports. 
7. Tape used to produce plates for 
labels. 
This ADP Flow Chart is a simplified example of 
charts prepared by Moore to illustrate an auto-
mated data processing proposal. ADP proposals 
often include flow charts of the present and planned 
systems to simplify comparison, and a brief text 
outlining the reason for the proposal, shortcomings 
of the present system, and advantages of the pro-
posed one. Form designs and integration of the sys-
tem with business machines usually complete the 
information management needs to evaluate the 
advantages of the ADP system. 
Forms printed on Teletypewriter Model 15 Send-
ing-Receiving Set and tape punched on Type 14 
Tape Reperforator make it possible to prepare pay-
rolls at remote points and permit quick exchange 
of necessary records. 
mated data processing has been an evolutionary 
development. Today's ADP is characterized by 
the use of automatic machines such as the Flexo-
writer typewriter to tape machine, the Under-
wood tape to card punch, Remington-Rand card 
to tape converter, and IBM card to tape ac-
counting 'machine. 
There are three stages in any data-processing 
system; automated or not. The first is the placing 
of information into the system, or the input. In-
put is supplied by source records such as sales 
slips, purchase orders or employee time cards. 
The second stage is the actual processing of 
data, or doing necessary arithmetic, sorting, 
classifying and comparing. For example, a com-
puter will take the time-card data and perform 
all the clerical acts in a payroll computation. 
The third stage is the output, or placing infor-
mation on a printed form for use. The printing 
of payroll checks and records is an example. 
Strictly from the product-selling point of 
view, the forms industry is concerned with only 
the input and output stages. However, the 
Moore ADP representative is vitally concerned 
with the whole system. He has no tie with any 
machine company. He is free to recommend the 
best type of equipment for any system and has 
been quick to apply machine developments to 
the systems of his customers. Notable among 
these was the use of automatic tape in typewrit-
ers to produce tabulating cards in 1954. 
The Moore ADP consultant applies his 
knowledge of business systems, machines and 
form design to the needs of his customers. Pur-
poses of a planned system may include simplify-
ing paperwork, cutting down expenses, reducing 
clerical details and increasing accuracy. Just as 
often, however, the objectives are: improving a 
company's service by speeding the processing of 
orders, shipment of goods, billing and notifica-
. tion of order status; and speeding the flow of 
complete information to management. 
The Computer and ADP 
More than 6,000 computers are used in gov-
ernment laboratories, universities, industry and 
business across the continent. Electronic com-
puters used in business differ from more conven-
tional calculating machines in these respects: 
1. A computer will follow a much long((r se-
ries of operation~ or "program" than the 
mechanical calculators. This series of op-
erations is stored in the "memory" or mag-
netic storage units of the machine. 
2. A computer can take two numbers, com-
pare them and follow alternate procedures 
d~pending upon which is the larger. Thus, 
a computer can modify its own instruc-
tions. 
These two features, together with sufficient 
storage or "memory" capacity, enable a com-
puter to do almost any clerical task at lightning 
speed once each step has been properly pro-
grammed. In operation, these machines are simi-
lar to previously used tabulating or calculating 
mac,hines. Their rapid output is usually placed 
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· After discovering that a child's name is written 
close to 1,000 times during his 12 years in the 
public schools, the School District in Jackson, 
'Michigan, installed this ADP system with the aid 
of Moore's Jackson representative. The system sim-
The Flexowriter records typed information on a 
punched paper tape. It can also type automatically 
at 100 words per minut~ from a similar tape. A key 
machine in many data-processing systems, the 11 
Flexowriter is also available with the Moore 
Formaliner or Vertical/ Spacer. 
plifies the teacher's job by automatically placing 
permanent information on class lists, course cards, 
attendance cards, report cards and permanent 
school records. 
on magnetic tape for subsequent printing on 
forms. 
From magnetic tape, the computer's output is 
recorded by high-speed printers, which have 
changed form-writing speeds from 100 or 150 
lines a minute to 600, 900 or even more than 
1,000 lines per minute. 
The question is asked, "Will the computer 
handle electronically data functions which now 
require forms?" The experience of the forms in-
dustry indicates that very often, intermediate re-
ports on business forms can be eliminated. At 
the same time, the high-speed operation of the 
computer makes possible a variety of new re-
ports, adding substantially to forms use. 
The Future 
Business machines and data processing are 
progressing so rapidly that predictions for the 
Dr. John P. Hagen, director of Project Vanguard, 
is shown here with a full-scale cutaway model of 
Vanguard I, the Navy's earth satellite now spinning 
in outer space. Millions of signals, sent by the satel-
lite's radio and decoded at tracking stations all over 
the world, are fed into electronic computers at data 
processing centers, where the orbit and other data of 
interest to scientists is computed. The data is fed 
through magnetic tape to high speed printers, which 
record it on continuous forms. 
The IBM 704 computer in use at the satellite 
tracking center in Washington, D. C. is shown 
below. A satellite model hangs from the ceiling 
above it. 
II 
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future are unsafe. However, some developments 
are already becoming clear. Although instruc-
tions to data-processing machines today are 
issued by outside sources, tomorrow and the 
coming age will be characterized by forms which 
contain instructions to the machine. The instruc-
tions will be on forms printed with magnetic ink, 
electricity-conducting ink, tabulating devices 
and printed ·numbers which can be sensed by 
machines. An example is already furnished by 
the Bank of America's use of equipment which 
senses figures printed on travelers' checks in 
magnetic ink and automatically processes these 
checks without clerical handling. 
Professionally designed forms, suitably con-
structed for the high speed and growing com-
plexity of business machines, will become 
increasingly important. Looking beyond exist-
ing methods and machine designs, Moore will 
continue to seek new accounting and record-
keeping practices of all kinds, so as to determine 
the best ways to process data and make it quickly 
available to management. 
In this development, Moore will work closely 
with business machine manufacturers, manage-
ment consultants, systems engineers and ac-
countants. 
In 1937, Moore President E. G. Baker made 
a statement which is still true today and likely to 
remain so in the future: 
"We have here a business that is not huge like the steel 
industry, nor spectacular like the motor industry, but we 
have a useful, honorable, clean business, rendering an im-
portant service to the life of the country, bearing a fine rep-
utation in the business world, of which we may all be 
proud." 
... 
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Moore Corporation, Limited: Board of Directors, late in 1957. Left to right: 
Robert A. Laidlaw, Toronto, chairman, National Trust Company, Limited; 
Alan H. Temple, New York, executive vice-president, The First National City 
J;Jank of New York; Graham F. Towers, Ottawa, former governor, Bank of 
Canada; W. Norman McLeod, Toronto, chairman, Moore Corporation, Lim-
. ited; Edwin G. Baker, Toronto, chairman, The Canada Life Assurance Com-
pany; Thomas S. Duncanson, Toronto, president, Moore Corporation, Limited; 
John S. D. Tory, Q.C., Toronto, Tory, Arnold, Wardlaw, Whittaker & Tory; 
R. Samuel McLaughlin, Oshawa, chairman, General Motors of Canada,Limited; 
J.,Stuart Fleming, Niagara Falls, N. Y, director of research from 1931 to 1954, 
Moore Corporation, Limited. 
Directly under the portrait of Samuel J. Moore is Edwin G. Baker, who suc-
ceeded Moore as chief executive in 1929 and continued in that post until 1946. 
To his leadership may be attributed the unification of the organization; the reso-
lution of personal conflicts which inevitably arise from mergers; and advance-
ment of a personnel policy far ahead of its time and based on an appreciation 
of human values. At the same time, he supported the autonomy of company 
units within a broad framework of overall policy set by democratic decisions. 
To the Corporation structure, W. Norman McLeod brought financial stability 
and profit-consciousness. He introduced procedures which made possible the 
quick evaluation of operating efficiency. During his tenure, the decision to build 
new plants in small communities, each specializing in a specific type of form, 
minimized the machinery and the personnel training required to operate new 
units. The good will of each plant community was assured by continuing the 
policy of good working conditions and fair dealings with employees. 
Thomas S. Duncanson succeeded to the presidency in 1954, 43 years after he 
started in the Corporation's Toronto office in 1911. Building on the legacy of 
his predecessors, he has kept his eye on the growing horizons of the forms indus-
try. Already investment in research, machinery and new plants for expansion has 
exceeded previous records and has advanced the Corporation's leading position 
in the industry. 
The four presidents of Moore Corporation,Lftnited,pictured here have totalled 
more than 200 years' service. 
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MOORE CORPORATION, LIMITED 
~eport marks the completion of the 75th year both of the company and of the 
manifold forms industry. It is remarkable to note that Samuel J. Moore, the founder of both, was 
only 22 years old when he first started to produce the sales book in 1882. That a man so young, brought 
up in a period of relatively unchanging and conventional accounting and clerical methods, could sense 
the improved system and control integral in the duplicating form was part of his genius. He lived long 
enough to see well advanced the revolutionary accounting methods, clerical systems and production 
controls which started with the duplicating sales book. 
The sales book was the invention of John R. Carter, but it was young Samuel J. Moore who 
envisioned its possibilities and recognized the need for specialized manufacturing techniques and broad 
market coverage. On these principles, he established the industry as a separate entity and the company 
he founded has maintained its leadership through the years. 
A form is not merely a piece of printed paper; it is part of a business system and useful only to 
the extent that it can be successfully integrated into operating procedures. Throughout the company's 
.history, Moore people have developed numerous new procedures and forms to implement the systems 
they devised-in fact, their creative genius has been outstanding in keeping the company in its pre-
eminent position over the years. Among major Moore developments are: 
The sales book 
The continuous sales book 
Speediset, a multi-part carbon-interleaved unit form 
Fanfold forms 
Interfolded continuous forms 
One-time carbon paper 
Carbon interleaved forms 
The Formaliner, a device which controls alignment and vertical spacing of forms in high 
speed printers and tabulators 
The company for many years has devoted a substantial annual expenditure to research in the 
development and improvement of forms, their production and use, both on its own account and in 
collaboration with leading business machine manufacturers. Moore does not compete with office 
machine manufacturers; rather the efforts of both are complementary. The inventive capacities of the 
company have also been applied to the forms-producing machinery constructed by its wholly-owned 
subsidiary, Kidder Press Company, Inc. 
Leadership, of course, requires more than superiority in technical research and manufacturing 
skill. It includes creative ability and ingenuity in helping the customer to recognize the efficiency and 
control available through sound business systems using manifold forms. Moore salesmen do not 
merely sell forms; they sell ideas, operating methods, business procedures and controls. With industry, 
commerce, and government agencies as markets, sales opportunities are well diversified. 
The sound principles on which the business was built are still fundamental in company policy 
and Moore looks forward with optimism to the completion of its first century. 
A brief history of the company, giving substance to the above and other points, is being 
completed and will be mailed shortly to shareholders. 
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Comparative summary 
1957 1956 
NET SALES BILLED 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
$127,250,278 $114,103,505 
PROFIT BEFORE FEDERAL TAXES ON INCOME 
- - - - - - -
$22,493,168 $20,268,064 
*PER DOLLAR OF SALES - - -
-
- - - - - - - - 17.7~ 17.8~ 
TAXES-FEDERAL INCOME 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - $11,775,000 $10,700,000 
PER DOLLAR OF SALES - - - - - - - - - 9.3~ 9.4~ 
NET PROFIT (AFTER TAXES) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
$10,718,168 $ 9,568,064 
PER DOLLAR OF SALES 
- - - - - - - - - - -
8.4¢ 8.4¢ 
PER COMMON SHARE - - - - - - - - - $ 4.93 $ 4.41 
. 
DIVIDENDS PAID 
- - - - - - - - - -
-
- -
- $ 4,354,511 $ 3,695,624 
PER COMMON SHARE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $ 2.00 $ 1.70 
EARNINGS RETAINED IN BUSINESS 
- - - - - -
-
- - -
$ 6,363,657 $ 5,872,440 
CURRENT ASSETS 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
$41,602,000 $38,889,112 
CURRENT LIABILITIES - - - - - - - - - - - - 11,030,572 10,715,317 
NET WORKING CAPITAL 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - $30,571,428 $28,173,795 
RATIO OF CURRENT ASSETS TO CURRENT LIABILITIES-
- - - - 3.8 to 1 3.6 to 1 
EXPENDITURES ON PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT- - - $ 5,903,570 $ 5,468,910 
*PROFIT PER DOLLAR OF SALES OF PRINCIPAL SUBSIDIARY, . 
MOORE BUSINESS FORMS, INC. 
- - - -
- - - - - - - 18.6~ 18.5~ ... 
M 0 0 R E CORPORATION, LIMITED 
Report of the Board of Directors to the Shareholders for the Year Ended December 31, 1957. 
The year 1957, which marked the 75th anniversary of 
the Company's founding, was one of further progress 
with sales volume and net profit reaching their highest 
levels. 
Salej 
Net sales billed were $127,250,278 compared with 
$114,103,505 in 1956. Incoming orders, while reaching 
a record total, were not received in such steady flow as 
in the previous year. This was particularly evident in 
the last six months, resulting in slightly less favorable 
manufacturing conditions. Plants continued to operate 
substantially at capacity but the extreme pressure has 
been relieved by the further additions made to productive 
facilities during the year. 
Business forms sales were $116,914,785 or 91.9% of the 
total, while paper box sales were $10,335,493 or 8.1%. 
Total sales of all products were distributed geograph-
ically as follows: United States $108,993,348 or 85.7%, 
Canada $16,976,482 or 13.3%, other countries $1,280,448 
or 1%. 
Profit 
Profit before provision for United States and Canadian 
federal incpme taxes was $22,493,168, equal to 17.7% on 
sales, compared with $20,268,064 or 17.8% on sales for 
the year 1956. Despite very competitive conditions, 
profit margin was maintained because of higher volume 
and improved manufacturing efficiency resulting from 
the introduction of new equipment. 
Provision for federal income taxes amounted to 
$11,775,000 or 52.3% of operating profit compared with 
$10,700,000 or 52.8% for the preceding year. 
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Net profit for 1957, after all deductions, amounted to 
$10,718,168 compared with $9,568,064 in 1956, an 
increase of, 12% and, after providing for preference 
dividends, was equal to $4.93 per share of common stock 
compared with $4.41 in the preceding year. Net profit 
per dollar of sales, as in 1956, was 8.4¢. 
Dividends and retained earnings 
Regular quarterly dividends totalling $7.00 per share 
were paid on the Preference "A" and "B" shares. Four 
quarterly dividends of 45¢ each and, in addition, a 
special year end dividend of 20¢ were paid on the 
common shares, making a total distribution for the year 
of $2.00. This compares with $1.70 per share paid 
in 1956. 
Total dividends for the year amounted to $4,354,511 
compared with $3,695,624 for 1956. All dividends were 
paid in United States funds because the greater part of 
the Company's profit is earned in United States dollars. 
The balance of profit after payment of dividends 
amounted to $6,363,657 and was retained in the business 
to finance the Company's expanding opportunities. 
Balance sheet 
The balance sheet continues to reflect a strong position 
after the substantial capital expenditure program of the 
past few years. Shareholders' attention is directed to the 
page succeeding the balance sheet which provides 
additional information. 
~rking capital 
Working capital (current assets less current liabilities) 
totalled $30,571,428 compared with $28,173,795 at the 
end of 1956, an increase of $2,397,633. Current assets 
were 3.8 times current liabilities. The Source and 
Disposition of Funds statement which follows gives 
details of the increase in working capital. 
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expenditures will be somewhat lower in the years 
immediately ahead. 
A new manufacturing plant at Angola, Indiana, was 
completed by the end of the year and will be in operation 
early in 1958. 
4 VI 1 ~ nvestments 
0 
a 
3 0 The Company's investment m its wholly-owned 
~ subsidiary, Kidder Press Company, Inc. of Dover, New 
:::l ~ Hampshire, remains unchanged at $547,045. The net 
2 
1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 
Source and disposition of funds 
SOURCE . 
N~profu- - - - - -
Depreciation - - - - -
Decrease in investments 
DISPOSITION 
Expenditure on fixed assets 
Dividends - . -
Miscellaneous 
- - - - $10,718,168 
1,918,236 
25,394 
$12,661,798 
- $ 5,903,570 
.. .. - .. 4,354,511 
6,084 
$10,264,165 
INCREASE IN WORKING CAPITAL - - - $ 2,397,633 
Plants and properties 
Expenditures for land, buildings, machinery and 
equipment during the year totalled $5,903,570. Pur-
chases of machinery and equipment accounted for the 
greater part of this amount, or $4,119,976. The Com-
pany's long-term program of expansion will continue to 
require substantial investment in new equipment and 
productive facilities but with the better production 
balance reached in 1957 it is expected that capital 
worth of the Kidder Company at December 31st, 1957, 
as shown by its books was $3,361,436. 
The major part of the program for the expansion of 
production facilities which has been under way at Kidder 
during the past two years has been completed. Kidder 
is now in a better position to take care of Moore's 
substantial press building program and also the increased 
press requirements of its customers in the packaging 
field. Financial details of the Company's investment in 
Kidder Press Company, Inc. are carried in Note 2 of 
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements. 
DISTRIBUTION OF OPERATING PROFIT 
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Capital stock and shareholders 
Conversions of Preference "A" and "B" shares which 
were made during the year are shown in Note 7 of 
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements. 
At the year end there were 7,529 Moore shareholders, 
of which 2,062 were men, 3,270 women, 2,197 estates, 
trustees, investment trusts, insurance companies, 
churches, charitable organizations, etc. This represents 
an increase in the number of shareholders. The Com-
pany's shares continue to have a wide distribution, both 
as to geographical location and number of small holdings. 
Moore men and women 
The Company is particularly fortunate in having an 
unusual pool of experience in the fine group of men and 
women employed in its continent-wide operations at 
29 manufacturing plants and several hundred sales and 
adminis:rative offices. At the year end 8, 733 people were 
employed (exclusive of 521 Kidder Press Company 
employees}, of whom 5,887 were men and 2,846 were 
women. 
Upward wage and salary adjustments were made 
during the year in line with the prevailing pattern in 
industry generally and the printing trades in particular. 
These took the form of improvements in "fringe" 
benefits, as well as increases in hourly rates. 
esearch 
Moore plans for the future continue to emphasize the 
importance of research and a further expansion of the 
research organization is now under way. This increased 
activity will require additional expenditures for research 
in 1958 and the years immediately ahead. 
Ou look 
The near-term outlook for general business is some-
what uncertain although the prevailing view seems to be 
that the current adjustment will be moderate in extent 
and that a sharp general curtailment will be avoided. 
DISPOSITION OP INCOME 1957 
100.0% TOTAL INCOME 
- - - - -
$127,250,278 
Used as follows• 
39.6% Wages, Salaries and Employee Benefits " - - - $ 50,367,565 
-
40.3% MATERIALS, SUPPLIES, ETC. 
-
$ 51,209,905 
-
1.5% DEPRECIATION 
- - - - -
$ 1,918,236 
10.2% TAXES -
- - - -
. . $ 13,036,404 
-
3.4% DIVIDENDS-
- - -
. . . $ 4,354,511 
--- -
5.0% RETAINED IN BUSINESS· . . $ 6,363,657 
- -
If this assumption 1s correct, Moore should have a 
satisfactory year in 1958. 
The long-term outlook for the Company's business 
continues to be good. Automation of office procedures 
is expanding, providing greater opportunities for the use 
of business forms while the steady trend toward more 
attractive packaging indicates good markets for the 
paper box divisions. The Company's research program 
relating to products, methods and markets is keyed to 
these opportunities. 
75th anniversary 
During the year the Company celebrated the 75th 
anniversary of its founding. The enclosed insert deals 
briefly with the development of the Moore business 
over three quarters of a century. 
The Directors record their grateful appreciation of the 
loyalty and faithful co-operation of Moore employees, 
the fine support of the large body of shareholders as well 
as the valued patronage of several hundred thousand 
customers from virtually every line of business, all of 
which made the year's results possible. 
W. N. McLEoD, 
Chairman. 
On behalf of the Board, 
T. S. DuNCANSON, 
President. 
M 0 0 R E CORPORATION, 
AND CONSOLIDATED SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES 
Consolidated Statement of Profit and Loss and Earnings Retained and Emplo)'ed in the Business 
Net sales billed -
Deduct-
Manufacturing, selling and administrative expenses - - - - -
Provision for depreciation - - - - - - - - - -
Income from operations - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Add-Income from Government securities and other investments 
Profit before providing for Federal taxes on income 
Deduct-Provision for Federal taxes on income - -
NET PROFIT FOR THE YEAR- - - - - - - -
Dividends 
7% Cumulative Convertible Preference "A" and Preference "B" Shares-
$7.00pershareinU.S.funds-------------
Common Shares-
$2.00 per share ($1. 70 per share in 1956) in U.S. funds - - - - - - -
Balance of profit - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Earnings retained and employed in the business, beginning of year 
EARNINGS RETAINED AND EMPLOYED IN THE BUSINESS, END OF YEAR -
For the years ended December 31 
1957 1956 
$127,250,278 $114,103,505 
103,072,631 92,325,243 
1,918,236 1,655,842 
104,990,867 93,981,085 
22,259,411 20,122,420 
233,757 145,644 
22,493,168 20,268,064 
11,775,000 10,700,000 
10,718,168 9,568,064 
17,386 20,456 
4,337,125 3,675,168 
4,354,511 3,695,624 
6,363,657 5,872,440 
35,877,602 30,005,162 
$ 42,241,259 $ 35,877,602 
M 0 0 R E 
r • 
A N D C 0 N S 0 Ll D A TEO 
CONSOLIDATED 
CURRENT AssETS 
Cash- - -
Assets 
Accounts receivable (after providing for doubtful accounts) - -
Inventories, valued at the lower of cost or market -
ToTAL CuRRENT AssETs 
FIXED Ass~Ts, at cost 
Land and buildings - - - -
Machin~ry and equipment - - - - - -
Less-Accumulated depreciation - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
INVESTMENTS 
Investment in a subsidiary company not consolidated (Note 2) - - -
Other investments, at cost (Note 3) - - - - - - - - - - -
INSURANCE DEPOSITS AND PREPAID EXPENSES - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Approved on behalf of the Board: 
W. N. McLEOD, Director 
T. S. DUNCANSON, Director 
As at December 31 
1957 1956 
$ 9,733,687 $ 8,801,108 
16,374,240 14,627,465 
15,494,073 15,460,539 
41,602,000 38,889,112 
11,042,613 9,262,560 
28,877,905 25,251,510 
39,920,518 34,514,070 
18,845,122 17,415,445 
21,075,396 17,098,625 
547,045 547,045 
1,007,147 1,032,541 
1,554,192 1,579,586 
758,641 862,863 
$64,990,229 $58,430,186 
CORPORATION, LIMITED 
SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES 
BALANCE SHEET 
Liabilities 
CURRENT LIABILITIES 
Accounts payable and accruals (Note 4) 
Dividends payable January 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Accrued Federal taxes on income, less United States Government securities at 
cost and accrued interest $8,035,000 ($7,367,000 in 1956) held for payment 
thereof - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ToTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 
DEFERRED LIABILITIES (Note 5) - -
Share holder sJ investment 
SHARE CAPITAL 
Authorized (Note 6) 
Issued and outstanding (Note 7) 
7% Cumulative Convertible..Preference "A" Shares-
2,165 shares of a par value of $100 each - - - - - - - - - -
7% Cumulative Convertible Preference "B" Shares-
216 shares of a par value of $100 each - - - - - - - - - - -
Common Shares-
2, 170,056 shares without nominal or par value - - - - - - - -
Earnings Retained and Employed in the Business - - - - - - - - - - - -
" 
As at December 31 
1957 
$ 8,981,519 
1,414,677 
634,376 
11,030,572 
2,215,988 
13,246,560 
216,500 
21,600 
9,264,310 
9,502,410 
42,241,259 
51,743,669 
$64,990,229 
1956 
$ 8,025,520 
1,411,724 
1,278,073 
10,715,317 
2,334,857 
13,050,174 
247,100 
23,000 
9,232,310 
9,502,410 
35,877,602 
45,380,012 
$58,430,186 
Notes to consolidated financial statements Y E A R E N D E D D E C E M B E R 3 1, 1 9 5 7 
Note 1 
The greater part of the assets, liabilities and earnings reflected in the attached consolidated financial statements are located or originate 
in the United States. Such items are included in these consolidated statements in United States dollars at par. 
Note 2 
Investment in a subsidiary company not consolidated amounting to $547,045 represents the cost, less reserve, of all the issued capital 
stock of Kidder Press Company, Inc. This company manufactures printing presses and other equipment for Moore subsidiaries and 
for the printing trade, and is not consolidated because its business is entirely different from that of the other Moore subsidiaries. The 
net profit of Kidder Press Company, Inc. for the year 1957, $355,926, was added to iu undistributed earnings account. The undistributed 
earnings of Kidder since its acquisition by Moore, amounting to $2,587,411, have been retained and used by Kidder in its business 
and have not been taken up in the consolidated accounts of Moore. Total net worth of Kidder as shown in its balance sheet at December 
31, 1957 was $3,361,436. 
Note 3 
Other investments include $830,610 of advances to the owners of buildings occupied under long-term leases, and first mortgages 
totalling $146,364 arising from the sale of lands and buildings. 
Note 4 
Accounts payable include an amount of $296,037 owing to Kidder Press Company, Inc., representing a current account arising in the 
normal course of business. 
Note 5 
Deferred liabilities include a provision, which is considered adequate, for the 5% withholding tax that would be payable if dividends 
were disbursed from retained earnings of the United States subsidiaries. 
Note 6 
The authorized share capital of Moore Corporation, Limited at December 31, 1957 was: 
Class of Shares 
7% Cumulative Convertible Preference "A" ................... . 
7% Cumulative Convertible Preference "B" ................... . 
Cumulative Redeemable Sinking Fund Preference .............. . 
Common ................................................ . 
Note 7 
Number 
2,165 
216 
60,000 
2,608,448 
Par Value 
$100 each 
$100 each 
$ 25 each 
None 
During 1957, 306 Preference "A" Shares and 14 Preference "B" Shares were converted by holders into 5,232 Common Shares at the rate 
of 16 Common for each Preference "A" Share and 24 Common for each Preference "B" Share. The value attributed to the 5,232 Common 
Shares was $32,000, the aggregate par value of the Preference Shares converted. 
On July 24, 1957 options, terminating at various dates before 1967, were granted to certain officers and executives of Moore Corporation, 
Limited and its subsidiaries to subscribe for an aggregate of 37,090 of the unissued Common Shares of Moore Corporation, Limited 
at a price of $65.50 per share. No options were exercised during the year. 
Note 8 
Total rentals payable in 1958 under leases expiring more than three years from December 31, 1957 amount to approximately $615,000. 
AuditorsJ report 
To the Shareholders of MOORE CORPORATION, LIMITED: 
We have examined the consolidated balance sheet of Moore Corporation, Limited and consolidated subsidiary 
companies as at December 31, 1957 and the related consolidated statement of profit and loss and earnings retained and 
employed in the business for the year then ended. Our examination of the financial statements of Moore Corporation, 
Limited and certain of its consolidated subsidiary companies included a general review of the accounting procedures and 
such tests of accounting records and other supporting evidence as we considered necessary in the circumstances. The financial 
statements of F. N. Burt Company, Inc., and Dominion Paper Box Company, Limited were examined and reported upon by 
other auditors. 
In our opinion, based on our examination and the reports of the other auditors, the accompanying consolidated 
balance sheet and related consolidated statement of profit and loss and earnings retained and employed in the business present 
fairly the financial position of the combined companies as at December 31, 1957 and the results of the companies' operations 
for the year ended on that date. 
February 19, 1958. 
PRICE WATERHousE & Co., 
Chartered Accountants. 
M 0 0 R E CORPORATION, LIMITED 
Ten year summary 
INCOME STATISTICS 
1957 $127,250,278 $22,493,168 $11,775,000 $10,718,168 $4,354,511 $6,363,657 
1956 114,103,505 20,268,064 10,700,000 9,568,064 3,695,624 5,872,440 
1955 98,669,290 15,588,194 7,950,000 7,638,194 3,222,946 4,415,248 
1954 89,030,969 12,888,765 6,600,000 6,288,765 2,817,450 3,471,315 
1953 87,114,220 13,695,180 8,550,000 5,145,180 2,548,231 2,596,949 
1952 81,114,188 13,129,185 8,360,000 4,769,185 2,490,462 2,278,723 
1951 89,511,393 17,463,011 12,050,000 5,413,011 2,480,009 2,933,002 
1950 68,530,920 10,015,439 5,250,000 4,765,439 2,224,166 2,541,273 
1949 57,926,319 5,806,761 2,600,000 3,206,761 1,972,472 1,234,289 
1948 59,038,231 5,970,553 2,677,000 3,293,553 1,933,472 1,360,081 
BALANCE SHEET AND OTHER STATISTICS 
1957 $41,602,000 $11,030,572 $30,571,428 $21,075,396 7,529 8,733 
1956 38,889,112 10,715,317 28,173,795 17,098,625 7,290 8,302 
1955 35,370,932 8,851,880 26,519,052 13,789,916 6,798 7,864 
1954 33,364,348 7,700,175 25,664,173 12,708,878 6,838 7,428 
1953 29,618,062 5,947,689 23,670,373 11,530,287 6,778 7,473 
1952 27,534,007 21 21,055,486 11,493,894 6,736 7,202 
1951 29,429,317 9,970,460 19,458,857 10,564,315 6,479 7,256 
1950 25,721,806 7,984,989 17,736,817 9,139,247 5,915 7,025 
1949 20,024,442 5,218,901 14,805,541 8,424,790 6,078 6,653 
1948 19,832,019 6,458,533 13,373,486 8,520,514 5,956 7,166 
For comparative purposes the above balance sheet statistics for the years 1948 to 1953 inclusive have been reclassified to conform with the requirements 
of the Ontario Corporations Act, 1953. 
M 0 0 R E CORPORATION, LIMITED 
Business forms 
Paper boxes 
Machinery and equipment 
Operating subsidiaries and management 
MOORE BUSINESS FORMS, INC. 
EASTERN DIVISION - - - -
Walter L. Eggert, Vice-President and General Manager 
PACIFIC DIVISION- - - - - - - - - -
F. Carl Merner, Vice-President and General Manager 
SOUTH-CENTRAL DIVISION - - - - - -
REDIFORM DIVISION 
Hugh D. Clark, Vice-President and G1neral Manager 
MOORE BUSINESS FORMS LTD. 
EASTERN DIVISION - - • -
D. Lloyd Millar, Vice-President and General Manager 
WESTERN DIVISION - • - - - - - - - - -
R. G. Reginald Govan, Vice-President and General Manager 
MOORE BUSINESS FORMS de MEXICO, S.A. de C.V. 
location 
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. 
ELMIRA, N.Y 
THURMONT, MD. 
SNOW HILL, MD. 
GREEN BAY, WIS. 
ANGOLA, IND. 
- EMERYVILLE, CAL. 
FULLERTON, CAL. 
LOS ANGELES, CAL. 
SALEM, ORE. 
LOS GATOS, CAL. 
MODESTO, CAL. 
DENTON, TEXAS 
IOWA CITY, IA. 
MARION, KY. 
KAHOKA, MO. 
HEFLIN, ALA. 
TORONTO, ONT. 
KEMPTVILLE, ONT. 
BEAUCEVILLE, QUE. 
FERGUS, ONT. 
WINNIPEG, MAN. 
VANCOUVER, B.C. 
Earl C. Kraft, General Manager MEXICO CITY, MEXICO 
F. N. BURT COMPANY, INC. - - - - - - - - - - • BUFFALO, N.Y. 
William C. Milsom, Vice-Pmident 
Raymond]. Lowe, General Manager 
DOMINION PAPER BOX COMPANY, LIMITED 
Charles W. Stephens, Vice-President and General Manager 
- - - TORONTO, ONT. 
KIDDER PRESS COMPANY, INC. - - - - - - - - - - -DOVER, N.H. 
R. Howard Mitchell, Vice-President and General Manager 
Over 300 offices and factories in Canada, United States, Mexico, the Caribbean and Central America. 
II 
p A p E R B 0 X E 5 
Location of manufacturing plants of Moore subsidiaries 
TORONTO, ONT., 2 PLANTS BUFFALO, N.Y., 2 PLANTS NIAGARA FALLS, N .Y., 3 PLANTS 
§2&1!~~ e!Pl9l!! ~ublication notice 
EXHIBIT 2 
"The Koore Story 1 " a SU11111l8l'Y of the first three quarters of a 
centur.y of Moore Business Forms, Inc., is off the presses and will be 
distributed short~ to all emplO)'ees. The 4Q..page book traces :Moore t s 
development from a tiny manufacturer of sales books in 1882 into the 
world •s largest manufacturer of business forms. 
The story was written by independent observers who examined 
throusands or documenta am interviewed more than 100 active am retired 
employees. The book reveals the management policies and decisions which 
have made Moore the leader in the forms industr.y and traces the contri-
butions ot the company in its first 75 years to modern business procedure. 
Although written as a company history 1 the book also outlines 
outside factors which influenced Moore •s growth. These factors include 
changes in the nation's eoon~. parallel developments in the business 
machine manufacturing industry, and the spread of tabulating card methods. 
Review or Highlights 
ot "The Moore Story" 
EXHIBIT 3 
Suggested Release 
"Doing two things at once" is not usually the recommended practice, 
but that is exactly the principle upon which a til\Y' manufacturer of 
sales books has grown to be the largest manufacturer of business forms 
in the world. 'l'he story of its growth is outlined in a 4o-page illus-
trated booklet published today by Moore Business Forms, Inc. which has 
operated a plant here since 19_ employing men 
in ----
-------
and women. Wfhe Moore Story" traces the contributions or the company 
in its first 75 years to modern business procedure and reveals the 
management policies and decisions which have made Moore the leader in 
the forms imustry. 
'ftle booklet is being distributed to all Moore employees, according 
to _______ _, plant manager. 
The account begins in 1882 in Toronto when Samuel J. Moore intro-
duced the duplicating sales book, in which a single sheet ot carbon 
paper was inserted between two pages. ay writing only once, a clerk 
was able to prepare a sales record for both the store proprietor and 
the customer. At a time when maey a shopkeeper returned to his store 
each evening to the tedium of ham copying daily records by the light 
of a flickering gas jet, the sales book provided new means to protect 
and control retail operations. The merchant's copy of the duplicate 
slip supplied without additional writing a record of credit sales far 
use in billing charge account customers. Consecutively numbered slips 
provided means to audit each sale, enabling store owners to verit'y that 
all the money collected by sales clerks reached the till. It is hard 
to believe that these practices, now so universally followed, were 
considered radical innovations 7S years ago. 
It wasn't long before the "doing two things at once" principle 
introduced by the sales book spread to mal'Dlfacturing, transportation, 
and other induatriee. .New forms were integrated into business pro-
cedure enabling one writing to prepare two or more records in an end-
less variety of ways. For example, a clerk who typed a factory order 
on a multi-copy business form, at the same time prepared a shipping 
label, bill or lading, acknowledgment to the customer and invoice. 
It was Samuel J. Moore, a Canadian born in England, who made the 
early decisions and established the basic concepts which made his 
company the leader in the forms industry in both Canada and the United 
States. He was only 22 when the sales book was brought to him, but be 
had the imagination to visualize its possibilities. His judgment was 
all the more remarkable in view of the casual retail customs of the 
ti118s. There was little to suggest that sales books would become an 
absolute necessity as stores grew larger, selling became more imper-
sonal, am fixed prices supplanted traditional. trading practices. 
But Moore sensed technological changes in progress. Railroads were 
extending their lines, creating vast new markets for expanding industrial. 
2 
As factories increased in size, labor flocked to industrial centers 
and cities bulged. Many small, one-man businesses where the boss kept 
all the information in his head, were being supplanted by large, inte-
grated companies requiring accurate records to control operations and 
sales. 
By 1884, Moore had established a factory at Niagara Falls to pro-
duce the sales book. It was the world's first plant entirely devoted 
to the manufacture of a business form. He sought a sales force of 
men well grounded in fundamental business procedures, capable of 
planning 87stems as well as selling products. His young company pioneered 
new business principles which helped to control the expansion of many 
enterprises. "One writing can serve many purposes through the use or 
carbon paper," was the first or these principles. 
Another was "Every individual must make a record of each trans-
action at the time it takes plaoe. The individual cannot be depended 
upon to write up at a later time a record or what he remembers. lrlemory 
has been virtually cut out of modern commerce. The record must be 
made as the transaction takes place." 
The company's appreciation at its human assets is perhaps the most 
important contribution of Samuel J. lloore to the company's success in 
its first 75 years. Moore was quoted as saying, ,.You can buy bricks, 
taortar, steel and machines, but you have to find men. Organization and 
know-hmr do not ccme as easily as factories am buildings." 
An equally constructive attitude of employees toward the company 
is indicated by the fact that at the end of 1957, more than 38 percent 
had been with the company for ten years or more. 
) 
/ / / 
... -
Exhibit 3 (cont.) Instructions to plant manager for news release 
An advance copy or "The Moore Stcaoy," a sum:-:1ary of the first three 
quarters or a century or your company, should . :reach rou shortly. We 
hope you rill read it with interest aa it caste conoidf!rable light on 
the character and growth of Voore Corporation Limited and Moore Business 
Foru. Copi~M~ will follow in a tffW dqs tor distribution to all your 
local employees. 
!nclosed is a fora news release which aay be helpful with your local 
press. Atter insertS. on or appropriate information in the blank spaces, 
the release should be retyped and an original submitted to each local 
nfllfsp&per editor and radio or TV station news editor. A copy ot the 
book should accolliiP&rl7 each release • and a set ot glossy prints (also 
enclosed) should be preaented to each editor who can use them. He may 
also w1eh local photographs. It you need extra prints, wr1 te or phone 
------· 
we would suggest that you or your representative bring the final 
relttue, a copy ot the book and the photographs personally to the atten-
tion of local editors in tilDe for uee no later than the day after the 
book is distributed to emplo)111es. OQtaide distribution should be timed 
a day or so later so that the nne papers rill have an opportunity to run 
tha story before the book has been distributed generally. Where weekly 
newspapers are involved, there is little flexibility as to release dates 
and it tbe t.S.. or closing is not known, the editor should be checked far 
the latest U. news em be received. You realise, ot course, that. 
any ed1 tor is perfectly tree to read and review th e book in 8117 way 
he chooses. The release is submitted only as a sugf;'eetion which may 
save him time it he cares to use it. 
EXHIBIT 4 
For further information: 
Parsons & Na.thans, Inc. 
52 Vanderbilt Avenue 
New York 17, N. Y. 
MOrray Hill 6-D342 
The development of modern business systems and controls in the past 
75 years is described in a book just published by MOore Business Forms, 
Inc. Written as a company history, "The Moore Story" encompasses changes 
in methods rrom the early days or tedious hand-coP,Ying or business records 
to today•s high-speed automated data processing. 
Office equipment dealers a:rrl stationers throughout the United states distribute 
Moore standard forms and have worked with Moore representatives to meet the 
specialized ~stems needs of their customers. 
"One writing can serve two or more purposes through the use or 
carbon paper," is the basic principle upon which Moore developed many new 
methods in its growth from a small sales book company into the world's 
largest manufacturer or multiple copy forms. The story starts in 1882 
when Samuel J. Moore introduced in Toronto the duplicating sales book, in 
which a single sheet or carbon paper was inserted between two pages. With 
one writing, a clerk was able to prepare sales records for both the store 
proprietor and the customer. 
{more) 
"The lloore Story" - 2 
. .___ Once integrated into store procedures, the sales book provided new 
means to protect and control retail operations. Consecutive numbering 
ot slips provided a means to audit each sale, enabling store owners to 
verity that all the money collected by clerks reached the till. The 
merchant's cop,y also supplied a record ot credit sales without additional 
writing tor use in billing charge-account customers. 
As business increased in size and complexity, the multiple copy 
principle spread to manufacturing, transportation, banking and other 
industries. Carbon cop,y forms were integrated into business procedures 
in many ways. For example, a clerk who typed a factory order on a manit old 
form could at the same time prepare a shipping label, bill ot lading, 
acknowledgment to the customer and invoice. Jloore inventions which con-
tributed to this developnent includ¢ the continuous intertolded form, 
which replaced form rolls on sales registers and business machines, the 
tantold torm, and the snap-apart or Speediset torm. A lloore Pacific Coast 
subsidiary was first to use one-time carbon paper in continuous forms early 
in 192S. 
But more important than the forms themselves was the foresight ot 
s. J. lloore, the book points out. He sought a sales force ot men well 
grounded in fundamental business procedures, capable or planning eyatems 
as well as selling products. His young company- pioneered new business 
principles which helped to control the expansion or many enterprises. The 
multiple cop,y idea was only one ot these principles. 
Another was "Every individual must make a record ot each transaction 
at the time it takes place. The individual cannot be depended upon to 
write up at a later time a record of what he remembers. )(emory has virtually' 
passed. out ot modern coaaerce. " 
(more) 
·• 
"The Jloore Story" - 3 
The canpa:ny' s systems knowledge proved particularly valuable in the 
period or clerical shortages following World War II when "office automa-
tion" and "data processing" were catching tire among management and sy~tems 
personnel. MOore salesmen cooperated with business machine manufacturers 
to provide censumers with completa installations and developed system 
applications for newly invented automatic machines. 
The first use of tabulating cardJwas by the United States Government 
in the Census of 1890, according to "The Moore Story. 11 The Census Bureau 
placed information on paper strips by punching holes, thus enabling the 
strips to be processed by a sorting machine. The advent of the inter folded 
form with one-time carbon interleaved in 192$ enabled tabulating machines, 
which had previously' been confined to single copy forms, to place informa-
tion on pre-printed, multiple copY accounting and management documents. 
Business systems of the i'utUl"e, the book predicts, will use business 
forms which carry instructions to data processing machines. These instruc-
tions maybe printed with magnetic or electricity conducting ink and will 
include numbers which can be sensed by machines. One example is already 
furnished by the use of equipment which senses figures printed in magnetic 
ink on travelers' checks and automatically processes these checks without 
clerical handling. 
# # # 
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Exhibit 5 
For further informations 
Parsons & Nathans, Inc. 
S2 Vanderbilt Avenue 
New York 17, New York 
Jmrrq Hill 6-o342 
The developuent ot modem business qstems and controls in the past 
7S years is described in "The Jloo:re Story," a book just published by Moore 
Business Forma, Inc. 
Throughout the automotive wrld, Moore is well known for its systems and 
forms used to control distribution of parts, service and credit records, and 
charge sales of gasoline at stations of all major oil producers. 
"One writing can serve two or more purposes through the use of carbon 
paper," is the basic principle upon which Koore helped to develop many new 
systems in its growth from a small sales book company into the world's 
largest manufacturer ot multiple copy toms. The story starts in 1882 
when Samuel J. Jloore introduced in Toronto the duplicating sales book, in 
which a single sheet of carbon paper was inserted between two pages. With 
one writi~, a clerk was able to prepare sales records for both the store 
proprietor and the customer. 
(more) 
,.._ 
''The Jloore Stc-=7'1' - 2 
As business increased in size and complexity, the use ot multiple copy 
forms spread to other businesses and industries. But more important than 
the forms themselves was the foresight ot s. J. Moore, the book points out. 
He sought a sales force or men well grounded in fundamental business proce-
dures, capable or planning systens to control expanding operations. 
The company's systems knowledge proved particularly valuable in the 
period ot clerical shortages following World War II when "office automation" 
and "data processing" were catching tire among management and systems 
personnel. lloore salesmen cooperated with business machine manufacturers 
to provide consumers with complete installations and developed system 
applications for newly invented automatic machines. 
Business systems or the future J the book predicts' will use business 
forms which carry instructions to data processing machines. These instruc-
tions may be printed with magnetic or electricity conducting ink and will 
include numbers which can be sensed by machines. One example is already 
fUrnished by the use ot equipment which senses figures printed in magnetic 
ink on travelers' checks and automatically processes these checks without 
clerical handling. 
II II II 
EXHIBIT 6 
For further information: 
Parsons & Nathans, Inc. 
52 Vanderbilt Avon11e 
New York 17, New York 
MUrray Hill 6-o342 
The development ot modem business systems and controls in the past 
75 years is described in "The Moore Story," a book just published by Moore 
Business Forms, Inc. 
In the field of credit management, Moore representatives have cooperated 
for many y:ears with credit executives to develop systems and forms controlling 
accounts receivable and outstanding credit totals. 
"One writing can serve two or more purposes through the use o£ carbon 
paper," is the basic principle upon which Koore helped to develop many new 
systems in its growth £rom a small sales book company- into the world's 
largest manufacturer of multiple copy- forms. The story- starts in 1882 
when Samuel J. lfoore introduced in Toronto the duplicating sales book, 1n 
which a single sheet o£ carbon paper was inserted between two pages. With 
one writing, a clerk was able to prepare sales records for both the store 
proprietor and the customer. 
(more) 
•• 
"The J(oore Stc:-~":' - 2 
As business increased in size and complexity, the use of multiple copy 
forms spread to other businesses and industries. But more important than 
the forms themselves was the foresight ot s. J. Jloore, the book points out. 
He sought a sales force ot men well grounded in fundamental business proce-
dures, capable or planning systems to control expanding operations. 
The company's systems knowledge proved particularly valuable in the 
period ot clerical shortages following World war II when "office automation" 
and "data processing" were catching tire among management and systems 
personnel. Moore salesmen cooperated with business machine manufacturers 
to provide consumers w1 th complete installations and developed system 
applications tor newly invented automatic machines. 
Business systems ot the future, the book predicts, will use business 
forms which carry instructions to data processing machines. These instruc-
tions may be printed with magnetic or electricity conducting ink and will 
include numbers which can be sensed by machines. One example is already 
furnished by the use ot equipment which senses figures printed in magnetic 
ink on travelers' checks and automatically processes these checks without 
clerical handling. 
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EXHIBIT 7 
For further intorma.tion: 
Parsons & Nathans, Inc. 
S2 Vanderbilt Avonae 
New York 17, New York 
JltJrrq Hill 6.0342 
The developaent ot modem bua1 ness systems and controls in the past 
?S years is described in "The Moore Story," a book just published b7 Uoore 
Business Forms, Inc. 
In the drycleaning and laundry industry, Moore is known for its systems 
and forms which control pickup and delivery,accounts receivable and processing 
of goods. 
"One writing can serve two or more purposes through the use of carbon 
paper," is the basic principle upon which Jloore helped to develop many new 
systems in its crowth troll& a small sales book compa.ny into the world's 
largest manufacturer ot multiple copy forms. The story starts in 1882 
when Samuel J. lfoore introduced in Toronto the duplicating sales book, in 
which a siDgle sheet ot carbon paper was iDaerted between two pages. With 
one writi~, a clerk was able to prepare sales records tor both the store 
proprietor 8ftd the customer. 
(more) 
"The Moore Stc::-y11 - 2 
As business increased in size and complexity, the usa or multiple copy 
forms spread to othe:t> 'b11sinesses and indt;stries. But I!l.')re :l.L'lpor~ant than 
the forms themselves was the foresight or S. J. Moc~e, the book points out. 
He sought a snles force of men well grounded in fund::unt~n.tn.l bus~.ness proce-
dures, capable of pl:.nning systems to eontrol expa.'r'\ding operations. 
The company's systems knorrledge proved particuJ e.rly valua~le in the 
period of clerical shortages following World War II when r.otfice a11tomation" 
and "data processing" were catching tire among management and s~tems 
personnel. Koore salesmen cooperated with business machine manu!a~turers 
to provide consumers with complete installations and developed system 
applications tor newly invented automatic machines. 
Business systems or the future, the book predicts, will use business 
forms which carry instructions to data processing machines. These instruc-
tions may be printed with magnetic or electricity conducting ink and will 
include numbers which can be sensed by machines. One example is already · 
furnished by the use ot equipment which senses figures printed in magnetic 
ink on travelers• checks and automatically processes these checks without 
clerical handling. 
II IJ # 
For urther information: 
Pars ns & Nathsns J Inc. 
$2 V nderbil t Avenue 
New ork 17, Ne~ York 
MUrr Hill 6-o342 
The develo:r:aent ot modem business sY&tems and controls in the past 
7S ars is described in "The Moore Story," a book just published by Moore 
Bus SS Forms, Inc. Railroads were among the company's first volume users of 
mult ple copy forms for waybills and bills of lading. Today, Moore forms are 
used throughout the railroad industry to control movement of goods, scheduling 
of e uipment, inventoriec, purchasing, and other key operations. 
"One writing can serve two or more purposes through the use or carbon 
, n is the basic principle upon which Jloore helped to develop many new 
in its growth from a small sales book company into the world's 
st manufacturer ot multiple copy forms. The story starts in 1882 
amuel J. lloore introduced in Toronto the duplicating sales book, 1n 
a single sheet of carbon paper was inserted between two pages. With 
one w iti~, a clerk was able to prepare sales records for both the store 
(more) 
"The Jloore Story" - 2 
As business increased in size and complexity, the use of multiple copy 
forms spread to other businesses and industries. But more important than 
the forma themselves was the foresight of s. J. lloore1 the book points out. 
He sought a sales force or men well grounded in fundamental business proce-
dures, capable of planning systems to control expanding operations. 
The company• s systems knowledge proved particularl;r valuable in the 
period of clerical shortages following World War II when "office automation" 
and "data processing" were catching fire among management and systems 
personnel. Koore salesmen cooperated with business machine manufacturers 
to provide consumers with complete installations and developed system 
applications .tor newl;r invented automatic machines. 
Business systems of the tuture, the book predicts, will use business 
forms which carr;r instructions to data processing machines. These instruc-
tions ma;rbe printed with magnetic or electricitY' conducting ink and will 
include numbers which can be sensed by machines. One example is alread;y 
fUrnished by the use ot equipment which senses figures printed in magnetic 
ink on travelers' checks and automatically processes these checks without 
clerical handling. 
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